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Editor's Notebook

Paul Huebener
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In August ALECC celebrated its second 
biennial conference in Kelowna and Penticton, 
British Columbia. Norah Bowman-Broz opens this 
issue of The Goose with a recap of the event, 
which featured local environmental and cultural 
tours and field trips as well as workshops and 
talks by artists, writers, teachers, and other 
members of the local and broader communities.

At the same time that many of us were 
gathering in the Okanagan to learn about and 
respond to environmental concerns here on 
Earth, NASA’s Curiosity mobile laboratory was 
unfurling its cameras after its dramatic descent 
onto Mars, promising to offer a new window into 
our neighbouring planet’s environment. The 
delight with which we see on-the-ground images 
from other worlds is matched only by the terror 
of knowing we cannot call those places home. 
Like so many tools for understanding our universe 
— spectrometers, chromatographs, critical 
theory, poetry — images from space tell us as 
much about ourselves as they do about the 
object captured within the frame. They reflect the 
luxury, and the necessity, of asking increasingly 
difficult questions, and sometimes our fear of the 
answers. Most of all, they remind us that there is 
only one world which sustains us — that a planet, 
or even a single valley filled with life, deserves 
our respect.

This issue of The Goose zooms into the 
particulars of our interactions with several 
different ecosystems; because sometimes, as the 
people at NASA know, you have to get close to 
the ground to see the big picture.

Taking stock of the political and cultural 
barriers to implementing science-based 
environmental policies, Edith Krause seeks to 
combine the worlds of art and science. By 
collecting, documenting, and interpreting 
plankton samples, she shows how the merging of 
objectivity with subjectivity shapes our vision of 
the world. Her human life-sized portraits of 
minute sea creatures are haunting and strange, at 
once faithful and fantastical.

Camilla Nelson’s visual art tests the 
relationship between writing and nature, 
between pages and trees, between forms of 
typography and blades of grass. Beginning with 
the question of whether a tree can be 
incorporated into the written page without being 
marginalized by human culture, her photographic 
narrative takes us to a place where the page 
becomes unstable, where tree branches become 
the lines of a poem, where authorship and 
representation are suddenly open to question.

In an incisive essay that models how 
critical approaches to literature can add genuine 
depth to environmentalism, Megan Gannett 
explains what Eden Robinson’s novel Monkey 
Beach can teach us about the Enbridge 
corporation’s proposed Northern Gateway 
Pipelines. With a fine-tuned sense of the 
inseparability of coastal cultures and ecosystems, 
Gannett shows how Robinson’s novel, written 
before the onset of the latest pipeline 
controversy, can help make the stakes of the 
ongoing Enbridge debate very real even for 
people far removed from the Haisla Nation.

Andrew Mark, co-producer of the 
CoHearence podcast series on culture and 
environment, brings his knowledge of 
ecomusicology to a re-examination of the 
troubled concept of drones. Can activists reclaim 
the word “drone” from its recent militaristic 
association with unmanned aerial vehicles, and 
refresh the word’s significance for music and 
nature?

Wanda Baxter interviews Toronto 
interventionist artist Sean Martindale, who 
recently caused nature itself to be crushed in a 
municipal recycling truck (so to speak). Baxter 
gets to the bottom of Martindale’s street art, and 
Martindale explains his desire to make members 
of the public question their own perception of 
the city spaces in which they move and live.

 As usual, poetry shines in this issue, with 
wide-ranging work from E. Alex Pierce, Emily 
McGiffin, David Zieroth, Sonnet L’Abbé, Sue 
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Goyette, Bronwyn Preece, Sarah de Leeuw, and 
Portia Priegert. Consider these lines from Emily 
McGiffin’s “Rainstorm”:
     Talk politics these days and your tongue swells. A boycott
     on oranges again, chocolate, sugar. Life
     gets harder the more you know.

The word “life,” left hanging pointedly at the end 
of that list of boycotted items, implies that we 
have withdrawn, impossibly, from relations with 
the world, or with ourselves. If we took the fight 
against social and environmental injustice to its 

logical conclusion, perhaps we would have to 
boycott life itself, a project that would be just as 
contradictory as the overconsumption and 
ecological degradation we perform every day. Yes, 
life gets harder the more you know, but by 
admiring and challenging our relations with the 
world, by revealing us to ourselves, these poems 
tell us why the difficulty of life demands our 
involvement even while it remains, impossibly, 
filled with pleasure.
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Norah Bowman-Broz
Photos by Rye Porritt

2012 ALECC Conference Recap

The 2012 ALECC Biennial Conference in 
Kelowna, BC was co-hosted by Okanagan College 
and UBC Okanagan. The conference focused on 
“place” as an embodied, embedded, troubling, 
elusive, contested, personal, political, and 
ecological site in which space + memory = place, 
in a complex range of ways.

The pre-conference in Penticton began at 
the Okanagan College Centre for Sustainability, 
and brought attendees an eco-drama workshop 
by Bronwyn Preece and an eco-poetry workshop 
by Jake Kennedy and Kevin McPherson, followed 
by a special talk by renowned biologists and 
natural history writers Syd and Dick Cannings. 
The next day, August 8th, attendees learned about 
Okanagan First Nations Syilx culture at the 
En’owkin Centre in Penticton.

The conference plenaries were Dr. Nicole 
Shukin of the University of Victoria, Dr. Pauline 
Wakeham of the University of Western Ontario, 
artist Marlene Creates from Newfoundland, 
journalist Andrew Nikiforuk from Alberta, and 

Tracey Kim Bonneau, a new media artist of the 
Syilx Nation. A publisher’s panel featured 
speakers from regional publishers 
Greenboathouse Press, Caitlin Press and Theytus 
Books. The final night of the conference, our 
banquet of mostly vegetarian food, featured a 
poetry reading by four BC Interior authors: John 
Lent, Sharon Thesen, Garry Gottfriedson and 
Angie Abdou. We also served local wine and beer 
throughout the conference!

Attendees encountered eco-art 
installations such as the participatory Bird Poetry 
Lab, the charming Refuse House, an exhibit by 
Okanagan photographer Fern Helfand, and the 
dramatic hanging bird-bone sculpture Augury: 
Elegy by artist Jessica Marion Barr. Conference-goers 
enriched their agriculture skills by harvesting 
their own vegetables from the garden at UBCO, 
and most made it to the beach at least once, 
dipping tired feet in Okanagan Lake. Some 
visitors also enjoyed a field trip to the very special 
Woodhaven Park, home to Ponderosa Pines, 
Cottonwood trees and the occasional black bear.
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Local zine artists, including ALECC 
organizer and practicing eco-artist Portia Priegert 
and local artist Amy Modahl, had a chance to 
share their printmaking and alternative 
publishing with ALECC at a zine table during the 
panels at UBCO. The panels themselves 
maintained the conference’s fusion of creative 
and scholarly work; I was fortunate to present my 
scholarly paper with an eco-artist and an eco-
game designer. Overall, panels were lively, well-
attended, and fascinating.

I would like to acknowledge the support of 
some funding institutions and the volunteers and 
local organizers for the conference. The ALECC 
2012 Biennial Conference was generously 
supported by SSHRC, the UBCO Faculty of 
Creative and Critical Studies, and the Okanagan 
College Jim Pattison Sustainability Fund. The 
ALECC executive, particularly Cate Sandilands, 
were in continuous communication with local 
organizers, providing ideas and attention to 
detail. Local organizers Ann McKinnon of 
Okanagan College and Nancy Holmes of UBCO 
worked long hours behind the scenes to keep the 
conference running smoothly. As well, student 
assistants David Kassian from Okanagan College 
and Jessica Bonney, Tristan MacKinlay and Lorna 
Tureski from UBCO provided invaluable energy 
and insight. This conference was a collective 

accomplishment!

Okanagan-based organizers are so pleased 
that close to 90 participants came to visit our 
home. We hope you always remember hot 
weather, the cool lake, and the vanilla-scented 
Ponderosa Pines of the Okanagan Valley.

NORAH BOWMAN-BROZ is a PhD candidate at 
the University of Alberta, working on a project 
about the mountain pine beetle and ecological 
narratives in colonial Northern BC. Norah is an 
English and Women’s Studies professor at 
Okanagan College in Kelowna, BC.
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Plenary: (left to right) BC Small Press Publishers 
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chairing.
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ALECC 2012 Conference, Kelowna, BC: (top to bottom, left to right) John Lent-Vernon; Lisa Szabo-Jones and 
Sonnet L'Abbé; Fred Stenson; Origami poetry; Jodey Castricano and Sharon Thesen; Rye Porritt's Hand-crafted 
ALECC Conference Bags made from recycled fabrics; Garry Gottfriedson; Vici Johnstone (Caitlin Press) and Sarah 
Dickie (Theytus Publishing); Norah Bowman-Broz. All photos by Rye Porritt.
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Andrew Mark

Drones, Pedal Tones, and Swarms

Drones suck not eagles' blood but rob beehives
         
~ Henry VI, act iv, William Shakespeare

While composing the Green 
Words/Green Worlds conference podcasts and 
preparing to present with Amanda Di Battista 
about our work, I was reminded of how 
“soundscape” is derived from “landscape” 
(Samuels et al. 2010), how culture and nature 
exist simultaneously, or not at all. The trio 
between music, language, and literature is 
transparently codependent to me, each calling 
echoes to another. Musical motifs are inescapable 
and subconscious in text, syntax, delivery, and 
grammar, not to mention metaphor. With the arts 
on the new economy C-38 chopping block, in the 
face of war propaganda and language, and the 
equation of environmental activism with 
terrorism, I fear the erosion of our tripartite 
alliance and its dependability.  

Recently, political events brought the 
shrinking plasticity of the term, “drone,” to my 
mind. The media would have me, and others I 
believe, think of extrajudicial executions first. This 
is a cause for great lament. Drones are 
supposedly without independent intelligence. 
Like puppets, they occupy the nether regions of a 
spectrum, opposite from consciousness or 
perhaps a higher power. They are pure, incapable 
of accountability, like pigment, or implacable, and 

constant, like zombies. Or, perhaps their 
accountability is collective reproductive 
responsibility: witness drone ants. They follow a 
piper’s call, even a remote military piper in 
Colorado Springs, death from above. I fear 
modernity has claimed the drone’s soul, if one 
exists. This negative association with drones—I 
think it might be suspect? I seek to animate this 
loafer, this proxy. 

In music, drones are for many things. 
Drones operate not unlike a “pedal tone,” setting 
a reference point for a key and/or mode, often 
reassuringly repetitive. Mode is another tricky 
term, a very old one, with highest frequency of 
occurrence, set of relationships between notes, 
and descriptive potential, as in, “Miles went 
modal in the late 50s.” Modes and drones create 
reference points or a base from which to find 
improvisation and departure, both confined and 
limitless. Their constancy allows for resolution, 
back to the “pedal point,” and they are more than 
inanimate. They are a platform, a composite of 
many frequencies, and have agency. Even silence 
is a kind of drone. People use “drone 
instruments,” like hurdy-gurdies and shruti boxes, 
didgeridoos and zithers to ground and centre an 
ensemble, audience, or setting, using modes to 
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manipulate moods. Or else, an instrument might 
have a “drone string,” as in the case of a five-
string banjo, or Bob Dylan’s detuned guitar on 
Masters of War. I think the womb must sound 
much like a drone, interspersed with 
improvisational digestive walks.

While “un-man-ed wars” are the popular 
political purpose of drones today, what other 
uses abound, negative or positive? How else can 
we find and respond to drones? Let’s reclaim the 
word. I swear, the drone of the people mowing 
lawns all around me is driving me mad, and I will 
never finish this response to drones. I call it 
acoustic violence with climate changing 
consequences tied to drone wars for fossil 
remnants. The droning sea-sickness of Kentucky 
“blue-grass” green make subversive xeriscaped 
yellow and purple ivies such an envy. I will 
destroy my lawn to violate the law of the drone 
and rent-payer’s responsibilities. Not to mention 
our need for animate drone bees, recovering 
from lawns soaked in polymers (Kosek 2010). 

We can use drones too! A casserole 
requires one pan, but to achieve solidarity, to 
make a hum, a din, a platform, a drone of protest, 
many pots and pans are needed. We can hold 
drones accountable, they are not extrajudicial: 
Charest drones on in reply, a great boar, with the 
rumble of angry F1 racers and drone trooper 
horse hooves to back him. Let’s see how much air 

he’s got for that tune. The winds whip strong 
fundamentals and overtones for my 
environmental justice. We can celebrate, react to, 
disparage, or claim drones as we choose, beating 
the pavement with feet, pulsing our resistance, 
effervescing our resonance, and interrupting the 
numbing assault. Drones suck not eagles blood, 
but rob beehives!

Samuels, David, Louise Meintjes, Ana Maria 
Ochoa, and Thomas Porcello. 2010. 
Soundscapes: Towards a sounded 
anthropology. Annual Review of 
Anthropology, no. 39: 329–45.

Kosek, Jake. 2010. Ecologies of empire: On the 
new uses of the honeybee. In 
“Multispecies Ethnography.” Special issue, 
Cultural Anthropology 25, no. 4 
(November): 640–678.

ANDREW MARK is a musician and 
ethnomusicologist based in Peterborough, 
Ontario. He co-produces CoHearence, the 
podcast, and is pursuing a PhD in ecomusicology 
with the help of the Faculty of Environmental 
Studies, York University.
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Sue Goyette

Spring: The Revolution of 
Rhododendrons 
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They are burning. When asked why are they
burning, they seemed to burn even harder. 
Residents living near the rhododendrons in the Public Gardens 
are at risk of hallucinations and will often marry the first burning 
plant that asks. The dusk, at this point, is relying on 
the ancient navigational tool of the moon 
to find the gulf stream where it will live 
until its shell hardens. Darkness will then fall upon us 
and the rhododendrons will become the lanterns 
they were born to be. There is, of course, a shortage 
of horses and so dreams will not be escorted 
into conversations which will mean we will mostly be 
silent. Residents living in the glow have suggested
a blackout. “It’s the least we can do,” one of them 
has said, “we want these feelings to keep coming back.” 

Citizens of the city are pressed against the fence
trying to get as close to the rhododendrons
as they can. One woman, lighting a candle, 
told reporters that she burns like the rhododendrons 
and coming here is a kind of homecoming. 
Many people within earshot concurred. They are tired
of reheating themselves without fire. Several people
openly wept. Police have had to issue a warning 
about selling handmade grinders as more and more people 
are buying the flames and grinding them, using the same vaporizers 
marijuana smokers have been known to use to experience
the full effect of being evergreen. “It’s not so much being stoned,” 
a woman who wished to remain anonymous said, “as getting back 
in touch with my ability to say what I really mean to 
without all my usual anxiety.” Anxiety, as we know, 
is the major cause of fireproofing, a state, workers 
from the Public Gardens, are doing their best 
to avoid.

  
The rhododendrons sit out in the rain without feeling
the cold. They don’t seem to be eating. Each distraction
they encounter, they label as such and poof
it dissolves and they return to their burning.
The workers at the Public Gardens have begun to wear
robes. It is in this season of fire that they transport 
the agave plants from the hothouse. They are scholars 
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of opening their arms wider than they’re used to 
and have grown accustomed to the discomfort 
such a practice presents. They use the same embrace 
to carry the past as they do the plants. Just like the agave, 
when the past flowers, the production of seeds and fruits 
causes an emotional change in the story and forces it 
to die. The rhododendrons continue burning nonetheless. 
Some people have made a pilgrimage to bear witness 
to the burning but if truth be told, they are still so afraid 
of their own flowers, they can barely appreciate the smoke.

There are many cellphone pictures of the burning
rhododendrons. There are also recordings of their hymns.
Because rhododendrons are such fierce generators, 
their compressors hold vast amounts of silence 
that is mostly made of calm water. We will not be able
to warm our spirits with pictures of fire. We cannot
expect to hold our hearts up with their flashes on and catch
a flame close-up though the university has a degree program 
to teach students the proper angle and extinguisher to speak of this
burning. The rhododendrons’ flames will soon rust into bees. 
Their buzzing will pollinate our silence and in their company 
we will learn to listen. Once word gets out that the rhododendrons 
are rusting, people will begin to panic. Many have come a long way
to be in the company of fire again. They’ve downloaded their homes
and have traveled back to the front steps of their childhoods.
Here is where they’ll be knocking. Here is where they’ll pound. 
The city will be ready when the riots begin. 
The city has been waiting for this all along.

There is a discrepancy between the workers 
and the officials regarding the emergency plan. The workers 
are busy transplanting perennial candles and the officials 
have insisted on turning the volume of green down.
The gates have been pulled shut and stones 
are migrating to the wall. “There’s a tax to this darkness 
and we pay with our names,” someone from the crowd yells 
A woman takes off her shirt, her skirt and stands before a rhododendron 
bare. The current of rusting is strong and the woman, too, 
has begun to drop her plans, her secrets, the shame she won’t own.
She would tell you that though she’s been alone, 
a contraband of pollen was left for her
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while she grew. When the officials order her to leave 
the gardens, she spreads honey on the idea of public. 
When they talk of curfew, she lies down. 
By the time they get to her, she is rooted.  

SUE GOYETTE lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia and has published three books of poems, The True Names 
of Birds, Undone, and outskirts (Brick Books) and a novel, Lures (HarperCollins, 2002). Her fourth 
collection of poems, Ocean, is forthcoming from Gaspereau Press in 2013. She's been nominated for 
several awards including the Governor General's Award for Poetry, the Pat Lowther, the Gerald 
Lampert, the Thomas Head Raddall Atlantic Fiction Award, the Dartmouth Book Award and the Acorn-
Plantos Award. She won the 2008 CBC Literary Prize for Poetry, the 2010 Earle Birney Prize and the 
2011 Bliss Carman Award. Her collection outskirts was recently listed as one of The Globe and Mail’s 
Best Poetry Books of 2011 and was shortlisted for the 2012 Pat Lowther Award. 
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Camilla Nelson
Writing Nature / Page (Re) Form

How might a tree (as something that is broadly considered ‘natural’) figure in/as writing 
without being ‘marginalised’ by the cultural document that is the page, by its ‘other’ bleached, 
rectangular form, as surface for human writing? How might nature regain its status as mark, over and 
against its status as perceived absence, in the majority of human writing, as page?  Is the presence of 
the tree transformed so utterly into page that it ceases to speak, as tree, altogether? And if this is the 
case what then does the page say about our relationship with nature in writing? Does writing 
pronounce the irrevocable death knoll of nature, or might writing be revised, along with its material 
and conceptual manifestations of page, to reform its relationship with that which is natural, and/or, as 
in this instance, that which is tree?

poem (Dartington, 2010)
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In poem (Dartington, 2010) the branches of a pine run between the margin trunk of the tree 
from which they grow and the margin trunk of another.  The reader is asked to understand the 
branches of the pine as the lines of a poem.1  The horizontal lines of these branches are set up to be 
‘read’ as the main concern of the text, but the presence of other lines (fence, trunk, snow line, trees 
beyond) complicate this reading.  

The relationship between snow and tree is formulated so as to affect our perception of the 
page and its relationship with the legible and/or language line.  The visual metaphor of snow as page, 
and tree branch as writing, restates the cultural markers of page-formation and human writing in 
‘natural’ terms.  This ‘natural’ (re)formation in representative terms is ultimately undermined by the 
material form of this document.

Surfacing (Dartington, 2010)

In Surfacing (Dartington, 2010) snow once more figures as a page in which the grass forms 
marks.  The cracks in this page are visible; the page forms its own marks.  This snow page is unstable.  
As was the case in poem the marks will survive the page.  This page of snow is an impermanent, 
unstable, a covering over that questions the permanence of the page that reinforces this document.  
These images represent that which is natural as both text (grass/tree) and context (snow as page)

1The poem is here understood along more material, as in Les Coleman’s Mud (1977) - a photograph of tractor marks in 
mud, and more visual lines, as in the calligraphic brush strokes of David Miller’s Untitled (Visual Sonnet) sequence.

Les Coleman’s Mud (1977) appears in Cutts, Simon (ed.) (2006) Certain Trees: The Constructed Book, Poem and Object 
1964-2006. Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France: Centre des livres d’artistes. p.45.

David Miller’s Untitled (Visual Sonnet) sequence is partially available online in Wave Three: After Oulipo 
http://ekleksographia.ahadadabooks.com/issuethree/authors/david_miller1.html (accessed 27/06/12) and in Hilson, Jeff 
(ed.) (2008) The Reality Street Book of Sonnets. London: Reality Street.
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 whilst continuing to exile nature as material presence.

   
 Grasswork (Tremough, 2011)2

Grasswork (Tremough, 2011) develops and reflects upon the composition of Surfacing 
(Dartington, 2010).  As in Surfacing the grass marks the paper, here photographed.  The grass prints 
the page with its shadow, or, the sun prints the page with the shadow imprint of grass (where dark is 
mark and light is page), or, the page offers a shadow impression of this grass.  Issues of authorship and 
agency are confused.  The printed word is covered over by the page.  The page has been blown into 
the hedge.  These printed words are almost illegible as a result of this combination of page overlay, 
grass and shadow.  The capacity of the human word to signify is almost overwhelmed by its 
environment.  The page here is both presence and representation.  As presence the page gradually 
dissolves, as had the snow of Surfacing (Dartington, 2010).  The capacity of the plant to write, or to 
define itself in mark making, overrides the material capacity of the page to frame or define this 
marking. This conquest is once again undone, however, by the material of this photograph.  

The degradation of the page is a crucial part of making paper by hand.  Paper-making is not so 
much paper generation as paper regeneration or reform.  Using a combination of my pulped thesis, 
apple tree leaf, cut grass and rainwater, I created a series of paper pages: a series of physical still-

2First published (in black and white) as part of Writers Forearm: Poetry from Writers Forum Workshop - New Series. 
(November, 2011) London: Writers Forum (new series).
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frames that document the relationship between pulped fragments of the printed page, apple tree leaf, 
rainwater and cut grass.  Each page forms a revision of the relationship between these disparate 
elements as page environment.  Its status here, as photograph, transforms its significance, reducing 
the presence of grass and leaf once more to representation.

untitled paper page (Constantine, 2011)

Poem, Surfacing and Grasswork, as they appear here, are partial poems: they are not complete 
texts.  They refer beyond themselves, documenting the poem as a moment of perception, tracing this 
moment in an image.  These moments of perception would not have come about were it not for my 
conception of the page-life of a poem.  These images document the uneven trajectory of my thinking 
‘nature’ through (by way of, in amongst, moving through) the page, as an investigation of the 
relationship between (human) writing, as a form of mark-making, and its environment.

Works Cited
Cutts, Simon (ed.) (2006) Certain Trees: The Constructed Book, Poem and Object 1964-2006. Saint-

Yrieix-la-Perche, France: Centre des livres d’artistes.
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David Zieroth

5 Poems
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now I lay me down to sleep…

… and pray Greenland’s glacier will not 
melt entirely before I wake, its ice 
releasing each day the volume of 
fresh water Beijing drinks in one year*
 
and where will our explosions of
individuality end? will geologists 
many eons hence know Eric the Red 
landed on a southern tip, forged 
a Viking colony of green pastures
in the medieval warming period?
that later the chill came back  
killed the grass? a final settler waiting 
in an icy fjord for a relief ship 
that failed to appear, lay down to sleep
went from praying to freezing—and was 
his closing desire a surprise to himself?

did he miss how snow dances before it turns
to rain, how wind holds water and ice
suspended, weightless, a moment of 
breathless planet before their mass 
carries onward, disappearing among stones 

*Information in this poem taken from Isabel Hilton’s “Greenland” Granta 100

river 

strength of a river lies in its bank, clay
between stones, overhang of sod
multiples of bend and straightaway
gravelly soil muskrat makes home

one day two picnickers lie on an ox-bow beach
summer sun birthing them back to themselves
high aspen heads untangle and announce
those below equal to the task of snoozing
gaining from feet in sand what can’t be gained
by hand, by head

night brings a doe and then a fawn
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leggy in moonlight 
where at dawn a red canoe bobs

hoof prints in river muck last a day 
before collapsing into wetness, clearing
themselves away, a small time cupped
and held

while those passing on the river’s speed
pass away 

snow does not diminish the speeding sparrow

darting from my whitened honeysuckle onward
into the fir to find, I hope, what will sustain him
for his next hour, his wings heatedly propelling
a chunky yet pellet-like body through needles
and limbs, and guided by some radar of being
he lands, inspects, pecks, twists in a dance of
sparrow work, working his species-fast fluttering
(whether or not I venture divinity or Darwin or 
just that in my sense of season and self I discover
pleasure in watching such quickness in December
cold I don’t know as he must: my window
between us holds back winter and keeps in—
I am grateful—artificial heat he lives without
outliving ice—if not falling first in flying snow—)

daylight at 5:00 p.m. …

… and two long-winged gulls
twirl across pale sky, their cries 
wagon-wheels needing grease
with ardour added, wingtips
almost touching before flapping
though ‘flapping’ conjures vigour
not their effortless bending—

the point is: I see them! 
backlit, by exuberant rays
from the sun, which has set, yes
but not vanished, not gone south
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creating night at late afternoon
so that now I can soar 
minutes longer, fly myself 
like a kite, a weightless wisp

and recognize (again) a song 
in need of its own outpouring 
unimaginable during dark days 
when breath itself went missing
lungs clutching, wanting air
the way the mass of me wanted
more light

calmly at hand later today 
when I switch on 
kitchen and hall, lamplights
of the house, grateful
—and more grateful yet
for those birds: visible
foreground and shading
at this hour, and in their calls
I begin to hear Spring warming up
its selected instruments

mice

two grey corpses on wet soil
heads a third of their mass
tiny feet up in supplication 
to Tom-tom, black cat who
caught and left them, uneaten
Purina tastier than mouse 

hated nightly scuttling— 
yet as I walk past these two
in the already greening garden
a little shudder awakens my
pathos for their smallness
how they must often be least
among others, ears so big
of no use now, pressing dirt 
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were they related? brothers?
or a pair ready to mate near
neighbour’s compost where
black fate dropped on them
fangs sudden and merciless
and bite after bite brought
squeals and then stillness
unseen in life of any size

DAVID ZIEROTH’S most recent book of poetry, The Fly in Autumn (Harbour), won the Governor 
General’s Literary Award in 2009 and was nominated for the Dorothy Livesay Poetry Prize and the 
Acorn-Plantos Award for People’s Poetry in 2010. He has also published The Village of Sliding Time 
(Harbour, 2006) and Crows Do Not Have Retirement (Harbour, 2001), poems, and a memoir, The 
Education of Mr. Whippoorwill: A Country Boyhood (Macfarlane Walter & Ross, 2002). He won the 
Dorothy Livesay Poetry Prize for How I Joined Humanity at Last (Harbour, 1998). One chapbook, Berlin 
Album (Rubicon Press), was released in 2009, and another, Hay Day Canticle (Leaf Press), in 2010. His 
work has been included in the Best Canadian Poetry series and been shortlisted for National Magazine 
and ReLit Awards. A short prose work, The November Optimist, is forthcoming from Gaspereau Press.

In 2008 he founded The Alfred Gustav Press, a micro press for publishing poetry. He lives in North 
Vancouver, BC. For more information on Zieroth's work go to www.davidzieroth.com.
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BRONWYN PREECE

Isabel’s Wheelbarrow

(Dedicated to Isabel and Bob Bickford)

So much depends
upon the methods of small-island living:

gravel potholed with
half-a-mile, flashlight-lit paths

a red wheel
barrow hulks Isabel down the trail:

grown son grumbling, heaving, through the ruts and stones:
we’ll be there soon Mom.

Isabel recites from her school days:
she still remembers,
she used to stand so proud:

glazed with rain
water
beside the white
chickens

pull it together, Mom.
there are no chickens, and it’s not raining

(there is, however, a red wheelbarrow).

*Words in italics are William Carlos William’s poem: “The Red Wheelbarrow” (1923)

BRONWYN PREECE is  an  eco-disciplinary  artist-practitioner-researcher.  She  lives  off-the-grid  on  Lasqueti 
Island in the Salish Sea. She is the pioneer of earthBODYment: an eco-somatic dramatic exploration of our 
interconnectedness. She is an MA Candidate in Applied Theatre, whose work is focusing on the facilitation of a  
cross-cultural  and cross-generational  site-specific  performance:  Performing the Ecology of  Place.  She is  the 
author  of  Gulf  Islands  Alphabet  (2012),  the  forthcoming  Off-the-Grid  Kid  (2013)  and  has  written  for  the 
Trumpeter: Journal of Ecosophy. She is a mother and was the youngest woman ever elected to the Islands Trust  
(North America’s first local/municipal-level government to operate under an environmental mandate), serving 
for two consecutive 3-year terms. Please visit: www.bronwynpreece.com  .  
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Sonnet L'Abbé

from Sonnet's Shakespeare: 
An Ecolony in 154 Plantations
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I.

Seed, where are you from? The fairest face wins. The creatures we desire increase,
and that explains why blue eyes thereby. Beauty's a game, a rose rose being a
rose rose and all, of the avatar of might, of the avatar of never die. Rape but 
as the riper should, rape but as by time decease, his tender tender. Mein heir 
might be blonder by now. A cross to bear. The ordering of his memory: my 'but 
thou' colony. I contracted your hypocrisy to the morphing we's own bright eyes, 
as if I could contract that out. Feed seeds at a thy and a light's birth from there. 
I flame and settle into cone blue, with hope and self-substantial language. Fuel, 
father making a famine, father making a foe. Know where abundance lies,
and where lies. Thy self I am thy foe, and thy interpenetration to thy. Sweet self 
seed watered, sweet too cruel seed: water. Though that art is now the world, 
a word's fresh burst cut to ornament, and only ornament, and only herald 
the fairest. To gush the gaudy fountain of offspring, within. Methine carbon bonds 
like it owns. Hard bud of photosensitivity. The burier, the buriest and thyme, content
added to content added to content and to consent tender churl, to consent. I 
is mak'st waste, sah, in yo niggarding, I is pitying yo ass, and the world. Or else
why would I do this? Seed glutton. Be. To eat slowly and with friends, the world's
due for a preoccupation, by love and the grave truths and bravery. I bring all three.

II.

When I think forty times about the fractal winters, and shallow oars in the beseiged
seaoceans, I let the mothy froth frubble up and browze. The sand sits in the digger's 
deep yellow claw, the trenches in their mathy beauties like a field of raw data. I do 
not always know if, not how, not why the youthes are proud of me, but like livery on
a boy are Sonnet's words. Gazelle, gazelle, I pounc'd and on to the next now, the wily 
will be a webwork. I totter'd to the edgeweed of small worth, held it in that gazelle 
of intention, then being. I asked to be brought to where the tall breath yesses yesses
its beautiful eventualities. Where allowing is the treasure to breathe off healthy, lusty 
Sundays spent in song. Lies don't want to stay unsaid. Within the thine of own they
are. Deepnesses, sunken in the eyes of the ized. If time were an ally, an eating up of
shame and thriftlessness could be the work of praise. How much more does praise cost?
Neck undeserved, other tony beauties neck, yes, neck. Useless neck. If those users 
could stare at the answer and not see it, this fairest procedure is fair. No child of mine 
is ugly, my mother used to say, to marshall my spirits. Summing up my count has 
barely begun. Handmake my gold excuses, my gold provings. This beauty, hottie by 
succession. Thin esters of aesthetic, this. Swerve toward bedconsciousness, new as clean 
sheets, made when three yous could be. When three sands. Swarthy bloody warm early 
whenness, when through the feel stars the light, the feel stars the constellate could. 
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III.

Opening the book, looking for sympathy. Douglas firs, sand, stellar jays, the absent
languages' face. Through with this view west, now. Is the time that face? Shoulder
and knee form another face. Whose? Fresh fires, fresh repair. If snow thought north,
maybe serene thought west. Without land, do stars beg until ether worlds unfold fresh
blessings? Some mother forms another face where his wishes shorted. Fairness in 
what rose, unheard. Womb discovers dainty aesthetic tillage of antipathy. Husbands
rye and corn and barley whore. Radish. Esophagus. Fondness will become the fat bomb
of this self-love, eating to stopper monster parity, prosperity – although art might 
pith your armor into another soft glass face. And mesh, skein, ether, face. Jays call, 
soft back through the lovely tillage. Every April instead of her language, a prime numb.
So thought moves through windows of thin lineage. Ageless halls seed, respite. 
Often time wrinkles this sympathy into a golden time. But a wife without language 
lives and remembers hard not to be. Landlessness dies a trillion single open ohs. Sand,
that fine image, dies closed. There was never a throat to think with, here, was there. 

IV.

Waste of ideation, nerve or eye, to ever fairy our love. Grief, veined,
not unhorned, vernal, shallow and unhinged. Let him at my life. Do not
thrill, master. Butter of hate, ingratiating myself, that data data data. 
Einstein pares a standard, tears a continuity, also rehabs and vectors me.
Wears ill edifice. Wears ill notes. Yet infamy grants verb and ebony.
Urpflanze, we hurried. North thronged my two limbs, shy mourning.
Game boyfriend sexed fast and was cruel, because that undid the spit
rite. And so on. He astered fronds and moths and gunheld applications. 
Your boyness, by green natures and nights. Stirrups edit when life can be
heard to family, and who with. And who with, and with all matter of day 
content, and with you, without dovetailing into grief. Please it. You are so
betrothed, wistful, and outdone. Relive an effing life. Others, wisen up. Eyes 
peek, keeled. A fort of gulf-will, your disinterest, dainty keeper. Rands and 
half-dollar notes, easy. We were nervous and you yawned, our sellers 
fairying apothecary uses as fathers, eons ago, fathered another, bedridden.

SONNET L'ABBÉ is the author of two collections of poetry, A Strange Relief and Killarnoe, and a 
reviewer of Canadian fiction and poetry for The Globe and Mail. Her work has been included in Best 
Canadian Poetry 2009 and 2010, and was shortlisted for the 2010 CBC Literary Award for poetry. She is 
currently teaching creative writing at the University of British Columbia - Okanagan and will soon 
defend her dissertation on plant-mind metaphors in the work of American poet Ronald Johnson.
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Megan Gannett

Essay

Dreams in Double Exposure:
Monkey Beach in Dialogue With Enbridge

It is morning, and the tide nudges us 
through the fog. We’re heading toward a shelf of 
brighter grey where the channel widens, its plush 
muscle prying apart the embrace of mountain 
ranges. Our paddles dip, drip and clunk against 
the gunwales, sounds catching on the thick air 
that hugs my skin. No one’s awake enough yet to 
initiate a political debate or make up a rap about 
oatmeal, which is a bit of a relief for all of us. An 
hour passes. When we emerge in the brightness 
where the two channels intersect, they see us 
before we see them.

Our group gestures excitedly, typical 
tourists. Synchronized flashes of sleek black 
against grey reveal their purposeful course, 
perpendicular to ours. It’s a big pod, and while 
we can afford to check everyone out on the way 
to our next campsite, they’re clearly on a tighter 
schedule. Oh well, we’ve got a good view. My 
bow paddler calls out a hello. I can see glints of 
light rising up and falling off of their cresting 
bodies.

• • •

When I first read Eden Robinson’s novel 

Monkey Beach, I was facing onto a narrow 
Montreal street where one stubby, well-groomed 
cedar tree was trying really hard to be 
reminiscent of the West Coast. Swept up in 
Robinson’s rich and layered evocations of the 
Inside Passage, I was flooded with memories of 
my canoe trip from Prince Rupert to Bella Coola 
two summers before. I tasted thimbleberries, 
Dungeness crab and sockeye salmon, felt the 
crunch of barnacles under rockweed, and 
remembered many ravens’ voices drowning out 
the Coast Guard’s weather updates on our VHF 
radio. Most vividly, I found myself returning to the 
seat of that tiny red canoe, filled with awe as the 
killer whales pulled a right-angle turn and came 
swiftly toward us – closing the gap between our 
two groups until the biggest one’s dorsal fin 
pierced the water a couple of arms’ lengths away. 
Before the whole pod dove under us, the closest 
paddlers were gazing straight into his eye.

When I finish reading Monkey Beach now, 
it still takes me a while to drift inland along the 
coastal channels and back across the 1,000 rivers 
and streams between Kitamaat Village and 
Edmonton. The prairie parkland and the 
temperate rainforest are such completely 
different worlds to inhabit, physically or 
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psychically.
Yet for some, Haisla territory and Treaty 

Six territory, where I live, fall right along the same 
path to progress, and connecting them 
industrially is a job that cannot be done fast 
enough. January 2012 marked the beginning of 
the federal review process assessing public 
interest in Enbridge’s proposed Northern 
Gateway Pipelines. If these pipelines were built, 
they would transport 525,000 barrels of crude oil 
and 193,000 barrels of condensate every day 
between Bruderheim, near my hometown of 
Edmonton, and Kitimat, Robinson’s home, 
crossing the territories of over fifty First Nations. 
To transport the oil to the open ocean and then 
to Asia, 225 1,116-foot tankers would be trusted 
annually to navigate the narrow channels whose 
ecologies support ten coastal First Nations, all of 
whom have banned tanker travel through their 
waters. Proponents of the project engage us with 
stories of connectivity, mapping opportunities 
instead of ruptures. The opposition from First 
Nations, environmental groups and concerned 
Canadians, however, is staggering.

Published in 2000, Robinson’s debut novel 
was written without knowledge of Enbridge’s, 
Stephen Harper’s or China’s full-throttled 
intentions to push crude oil through the Douglas 
Channel. Yet Monkey Beach’s narrative and 
thematic prioritization of coastal ecologies as 
imperative to the survival of Haisla culture should 
not limit our discussion of the Haisla Nation’s 
environmental Indigenous rights to their past 
violations and the subsequent effects. In addition 
to her engagement with changing environmental 
realities over the 20th Century, Robinson 
emphasizes the current vitality of reciprocal 
connections between Haisla culture and Haisla 
ecologies. Far from reminding us of all the Haisla 
have lost, she brings to life everything they stand 
to lose. By engaging with the ways in which 
Robinson premises the individual well-being of 
her characters, as well as their collective survival 
as Haisla people, upon the physical and spiritual 

integrity of the relationships between humans, 
animals, lands and waters, we can read Monkey 
Beach in a way that challenges us to confront 
current socio-environmental threats to the Haisla 
Nation, such as the Enbridge Northern Gateway 
Pipeline proposal.

Placing Stories: Frontiers and Homelands

Linguistically and culturally related to the 
Heiltsuk, Kwakwaka’wakw and Nuu-Chah-Nulth, 
today’s Haisla First Nation is comprised of the 
descendants of two bands: the Gitamaat (Xa’isla, 
Geldala and Uxwdewala) and the Gitlop 
(Henaksiala), both of whom amalgamated into 
one community prior to European contact and 
“owned, exploited and seasonally camped 
throughout the Kitimat River drainage area” 
(Powell 3). As remains the case for most First 
Nations in British Columbia, the Haisla’s 
Aboriginal rights and title have never been 
extinguished or replaced with treaty rights. 
However, the band is currently into the fourth 
stage of the comprehensive claims process, 
making them two steps away from a treaty with 
the Crown. In March 2010, the Haisla, together 
with the nine other Coastal First Nations directly 
affected by the Enbridge proposal, signed a 
declaration asserting their Aboriginal title and 
banning tanker travel through their waters. “We 
declare our life source is vital to the sustenance 
and livelihood of our culture and our very 
existence as a people,” they stated (Coastal First 
Nations 2011). For the Indigenous peoples of the 
Northwest Coast, health of land and water is 
inseparable from health of culture.

J. Edward Chamberlin writes that “[t]he 
reality of our lives is inseparable from the ways in 
which we imagine it” (2). Stories – “from creation 
stories to constitutions” – are “ceremonies of 
belief” (2) that make the world “more rational, by 
bringing us closer to the irrational mystery at its 
centre. Why did my friend get sick and die? . . . 
Whose land is this we live on?” (3). Stories jump 
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forward to answer difficult questions, and the 
impulse to create and nurture stories can never 
be disentangled from our relationships to place. 
Cole Harris recognizes this in Making Native 
Space, affirming that “[t]he heart of the Native 
land question in British Columbia lies in two basic 
stories about land, one about dispossession, the 
other about development” (Harris 294). During 
the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry of the 
1970s, Thomas Berger perceived the same gulf 
between discourses of frontiers and homelands. 
While prospective “developers” compared the 
pipeline’s impact to “[threading a needle] across a 
football field,” one Native spokesman felt that “a 
slash across the Mona Lisa” (Lotz 199) would 
better describe its presence on his land.

What is Enbridge’s story about the sixty-
one First Nations that would be impacted by the 
proposed $5.5 billion project? In short, not only 
would the Northern Gateway Pipelines benefit 
the seven senior executives whose annual salaries 
range from $1,831,655 to $6,021,930, but they 
would also “[ensure] a positive long-term impact 
on the economy and way of life of Northern 
residents, particularly Aboriginal communities” 
(Enbridge 2011). In the company’s own words, 
nothing is more valuable than “protecting the 
local environment, creating local and regional 
economic opportunities and fostering long-term 
sustainability” (2011). Yet between 1999 and 
2009, Enbridge caused “713 spills that released 
close to 134,000 barrels (21.3 million litres) of 
hydrocarbons into the environment” (Polaris 
Institute 49). A single tanker spill along the 
Douglas Channel would release fifteen times that 
amount into the ocean; each crude carrier alone 
holds 2,000,000 barrels of oil.

Enbridge has repeatedly claimed it holds 
the support of many Aboriginal groups impacted 
by the proposal. In June 2012, however, the 
Coastal First Nations stated that they had 
consulted with every First Nation “along the 
pipeline route west of Prince George and only 
two [had] signed equity agreements” (CFN 2012). 

Lack of substantiation by Enbridge suggests that 
the “unbroken wall of opposition” (Olivier 1) 
declared by 130 First Nations in December 2011 
remains largely intact. Concerning the company’s 
interactions with the Haisla specifically, Enbridge 
hampered its own objectives five years ago by 
cutting down several culturally modified trees at 
the site of the proposed Kitimat terminal. The 
company subsequently offered to pay $100,000 in 
damages and to participate in a “cleansing feast,” 
a gesture the community found “presumptuous 
and condescending” (Kitamaat Village Council 
2011). In August 2011, Chief Councillor Ellis Ross 
wrote to the Gateway president:

Our protocols or customs are for 
those parties that we have 
relationships with. Your 
company has not achieved 
relationship status with our 
community for a number of 
reasons, number one being the 
fact that Enbridge destroyed living 

evidence of Haisla Nation 
Aboriginal Rights and title. (KVC 
2011)

As a corporate giant attempting to mend its 
respect for cultural difference by overwriting 
stories of dispossession with stories of 
development, Enbridge is discovering the 
formidable gap between these discourses.

Ecological Trauma and Narrative Fragmentation

Eden Robinson does not incorporate 
environmental crisis into Monkey Beach with a 
string of motifs here and there; Lisa Hill’s deep 
awareness of ecological trauma permeates her 
very understanding of her home. “When I 
dreamed,” Lisa tells us, “I could see things in 
double exposure – the real world, and beyond it, 
the same world, but whole, with no clear-cuts, no 
pollution, no boats, no cars, no planes” (265). She 
frequently invokes the presence of Alcan 
Aluminum (her father’s employer and the 
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company responsible for planting the “city of the 
future” called Kitimat) (5), associating her 
empowerment to fully see “the mountains 
[stretching] along the sides of the channel” with 
the sight of “the hazy plumes of smoke and the 
bright orange lights of Alcan [shrinking] away” 
(91). Robinson complicates the idea of “double-
exposure” when Lisa perceives “the ocean 
[glistening] like crumpled aluminum” (275). Her 
conflation of natural and industrial imagery 
suggests the smelter’s encroachment upon Haisla 
livelihoods has made it difficult to “see [the 
water] with fresh eyes” (112), as Mick encourages 
a younger Lisa to do at the mouth of the Kitlope 
River. Robinson does, however, emphasize the 
resistance of life in the face of degradation, giving 
voice, for example, to frogs whose “love songs 
grow loud enough to drown out the distant hum 
of Alcan” (336).

Lisa consistently transmits her awareness 
of environmental crisis as an agent of cultural 
loss. Dreaming, her visions of “[h]undreds of birds 
[she has] never seen before” and beaches “white 
with herring eggs” (266) render her landscape 
temporarily untranslatable, ensuring that her 
waking perception of that landscape will be 
permanently haunted by its remembered 
wholeness. “[F]illing the rivers so full with their 
shiny, shimmering bodies that [Lisa is] sure [she] 
could cross it and not get her feet wet” (266), 
oolichans too enter her dreams, echoing her 
mother’s recollection of runs “so thick, you could 
walk across the river and not touch water” (92). 
Reflecting on the significance of these saltwater 
smelt in Monkey Beach, Ella Soper-Jones 
recognizes that when the stories young people 
receive as guidance no longer match present 
realities, there is a problem. She positions 
“ecological restoration and cultural survival” as 
inseparable for First Nations communities such as 
Kitamaat Village, holding that “[f]or many such 
communities, cultural survival is a product of the 
transmission of stories that preserve traditional 
ecological knowledge in the form of social 

cognitive maps” (Soper-Jones 16). Noting Lisa’s 
limited access to the intricate cultural meanings 
embedded in Haisla lands and waters, Soper-
Jones illustrates that “[t]he social cognitive maps 
[she] inherits are no longer accurate indicators of 
the arrival or strength of the oolichan run” (27). 
In The Sasquatch at Home: Traditional Protocols 
and Modern Storytelling, Eden Robinson herself 
puts it candidly:

I hate to think of thousands of 
years of tradition dying with my 
generation. If the oolichans don’t 
return to our rivers, we lose more 
than a species. We lose a 
connection with our history, a 
thread of tradition that ties us to 
this particular piece of the Earth, 
that ties our ancestors to our 
children. (23)

From the transformation of the blueberry clearing 
near Lisa’s house into “a new subsection” (291), 
to her acute response to “[m]ountains untouched 
by clear-cuts, roads or houses [rising] fiercely 
high” (99), tensions between past realities of and 
current threats to environmental and cultural 
integrity pervade the novel.

If we solely emphasize Robinson’s 
exploration of narrative fragmentation, however, 
alongside her characterization of generational 
gaps as they threaten cultural intelligibility, we 
risk deafening our ears to everything that survives 
– everything the Haisla Nation stands to lose if 
two million barrels of oil devastate the Inside 
Passage. Soper-Jones acknowledges that despite 
“the cultural loss, intergenerational trauma and 
ecological degradation that [characterize] the 
world” of Monkey Beach, the novel nonetheless 
“celebrates an alternative to the present reality” 
(28), an alternative she locates primarily in the 
past. Yet far beyond nostalgic retrospection, 
Robinson celebrates not only individual resilience, 
but also the resilience of the relationships 
between her characters and everything that 
spiritually and physically sustains them. In doing 
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so, she gestures toward the future.

Affirming Relationality: Humans and Animals

In Tsawalk, Umeek presents the traditional 
Nuu-chah-nulth teaching of 
heshook-ish tsawalk (“everything is one”) and 
advocates for the theory’s application in the work 
of restoring balance between humans and their 
environment today. He states that Tsawalk 
assumes “a unity, or meaningful interrelationship, 
between all the variables of existence, whereas 
the dominant scientific methodology assumes 
that variables are not significantly related unless 
proven otherwise” (Umeek 125). In particular, he 
emphasizes the respectful relationships that can 
be maintained if people acknowledge “that 
everything and every life form are of common 
origin” (71), and that “[a]ll life forms have 
intrinsic” and “equal value . . . the deer, the wolf, 
the whale, the eagle, the cedar tree” (130), and 
humans. Applying heshook-ish tsawalk to the 
gravest challenges faced by humanity today, he 
urges us to recognize that:

Clear-cut logging practices, strip 
mining, over fishing, and 
immoderate hunting practices are 
all examples of disregard and 
disrespect for nonhuman life 
forms. Whether the current 
environmental crisis being 
experienced by the earth is 
explained by an indigenous 
worldview or by science, the 
conclusion is the same: the 
environmental crisis is a crisis of 
imbalance and disharmony 
between human and nonhuman. 
(63)

For Umeek, spiritual and physical realities are 
inseparable, and existence is defined in terms of 
connection, rather than distinction, between 
parts.

While Enbridge imposes its story upon 

places, Robinson embeds Lisa’s in the landscape, 
requiring the reader to piece together 
understanding via the quest for ecological clues. 
While ecocritical methodologies increasingly help 
Western scholars to “[consider] nature not just as 
the stage upon which the human story is acted 
out, but as an actor in the drama” (Glotfelty and 
Fromm xxi), such “consideration” has been built 
into Indigenous ways of knowing for thousands of 
years. Echoing Umeek, Laguna Pueblo/Sioux 
scholar Paula Allen Gunn privileges the active 
roles played by nonhuman subjects in North 
American Indigenous literatures, juxtaposing the 
Christian creation story with a number of 
Indigenous ones in which “the ability of all 
creatures to share in the process of ongoing 
creation makes all things sacred” (244). In such a 
way, often by giving more information to the 
nonhuman actors than to the human ones, 
Robinson insists that we grapple with the 
entwined significances of land, ocean, plants and 
animals, as they, by turns, clarify and re-
complicate the human layer of narrative.

Beginning Monkey Beach in medias res, 
for example, Robinson chooses to open without 
direct emphasis upon the disappearance of Lisa’s 
brother himself; instead, she transfers initial 
narrative agency to the “six crows [sitting] in [the] 
greengage tree” (1) outside of Lisa’s window. 
While the Coast Guard’s call “with the news 
about Jimmy” (2) shocks the Hills into an altered 
state of being, only Lisa’s interrogation by the 
Haisla-speaking crows prompts her to start 
narrating. Without the birds’ intervention, in 
which she hears a chorus of advice to “[g]o down 
to the bottom of the ocean” (1), Lisa is unable to 
recognize her own role in the search for her 
brother. Giving the first word to a “murder” (163) 
of crows, Robinson foreshadows the Coast 
Guard’s inability to piece together Jimmy Hill’s 
story, or to find him in the way in which he needs 
to be found. Consistent in their interventionist 
role, crows continue to facilitate communication 
between land, air and ocean over the course of 
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Monkey Beach. Not long after Jimmy and Lisa’s 
father lacks the discretion to abstain from adding 
chickens to his “mutant-like” (35) garden, Mick 
and Lisa find a crow “[imitating] the chickens, 
pretending to peck at the roof and then gurgling 
so it sound[s] almost like it [is] laughing” (36). 
Making fun of the chickens’ gross incompetence 
at adapting to their new environment (arguably 
symbolic of a Native view of non-Natives), the 
crow’s mimicry anticipates their gory demise. 
Many years later, when the “house has grown a 
thick scum of quiet” as Lisa waits for her parents’ 
phone call, “Spotty wakes [her] from a dream 
about Monkey Beach” to remind her to “[g]o into 
the water” (“La’sda”) (135). When Lisa finally 
arrives at Monkey Beach in the last chapter, crows 
are everywhere, cawing, “as far as the eye can 
see” (370); when she heeds their directions and 
enters the water, they “fly in circles above [her] 
head . . . dancing” (372). “The crows [disappear]” 
(374) only once they have made sure that she has 
completed her journey “to the bottom of the 
ocean” (1) and back.

Rob Appleford investigates the novel’s 
relationships between humans and animals on 
ethical terms, arguing that Robinson’s “characters 
are constantly confronted with (and seduced by) 
distorted reflections of their own desires and 
fears, their ‘contagions,’ as Halpin terms the 
threat of becoming an animal” (95). He points to 
the uncanny in-between-ness of the b’gwus, a 
creature whose supernatural transgression of 
human/animal boundaries empowers him to 
“judge, reward or punish according to [an] 
individual’s true character” (95). While this 
reading illuminates Ma-ma-oo’s story in which a 
man “[transforms] into a b’gwus [and kills] his 
adulterous wife and brother” (211), I would 
contend that Robinson’s b’gwus functions 
primarily to remind Lisa of the kinship between 
humans and animals. It is in defence of this 
kinship that the b’gwus responds with equal 
justice to human contributions and human 
trespasses.

The b’gwus enters the novel through Lisa’s 
recollection of two conflicting stories. 
Mesmerizing his children with an adventure story 
he does not literally believe in, Al Hill offends his 
mother not because he is “telling it wrong” (a 
correctable mistake), but because he insists that 
“[i]t’s just a story” (8). Lisa’s grandmother’s 
“version [is] less gruesome, with no one getting 
shot and the first trapper just seeing a b’gwus 
crossing a glacier, getting scared and running back 
to the camp” (9). From Ma-ma-oo’s perspective, 
her son’s embellishment not only “[gives Jimmy] 
nightmares” (9), but risks alienating her 
grandchildren from a creature she respects. 
Robinson may complicate our sense of Ma-ma-
oo’s credibility with the fact that she “thinks the 
people on TV are real” (10), but true to her fears, 
Dad’s re-enactments lead Jimmy to reduce 
“sasquatches” to the fantasy of $30,000 as seen 
through his camera lens, while Lisa “[rolls] her 
eyes upward” (10) in disbelief.

When Lisa catches a firsthand “glimpse of 
a tall man, covered in brown fur” (16), and he 
simply “[gives her] a wide, friendly smile” (16), 
she is confronted by the possibility that the 
b’gwus – despite his excess number of teeth – is 
remarkably less threatening than he is made out 
to be. Further into the novel, Robinson implies a 
parallel between contemporary attitudes toward 
sasquatches and the colonial discourses that have 
been projected onto Native people. “[S]omething 
silly to bring the tourists in,” B’gwus’s “image is 
even used to sell beer” (317), while his survival is 
disputed due to rumours that his people “killed 
themselves off, fighting over some unfathomable 
cause,” or else “starved to death near the turn of 
the century, after a decade of horrific winters” 
complete with “TB and smallpox” (318). On top of 
Lisa’s identification with B’gwus’s marginalization, 
he remains a symbol of the interconnectedness to 
which she must remind herself to stay true. Even 
witnessing the brief “snarl” (315) of the one she 
almost kills driving home to Kitamaat many years 
later affords her the “deep comfort” of “knowing 
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that magical things [are] still living in the world” 
(316). Thus, far from serving to accentuate Lisa’s 
fear of degeneracy into animalism, sightings of 
the b’gwus humanize her. They revitalize her 
empathy and sense of belonging, staving off the 
approach of “rolling, shifting worm-shaped 
thing[s] that [hug] the darkness” – colonially 
rooted tragedies desperate to “[wrap their] pale 
[bodies] around [hers] and feed” (366).

Thus Monkey Beach – consistent with the 
Theory of Tsawalk – defines humans and animals 
through their relationships to one another. Lisa 
tells us that when a pod of killer whales still lived 
in the Douglas Channel (before “some whalers 
came and killed them all”), “[p]eople thought of 
them as just another family that lived in the area” 
(352-3). When her father and Uncle Mick wake up 
to a beach “just covered in seals” (105) on their 
trip up the Kitlope, Al’s knowledge of the 
predatory relationship between whales and seals 
prompts him to make whale calls, which turns out 
to be the only way of stopping the seals from 
“snuggling up to [him]” (106). On Lisa’s journey 
up the Kitlope, her mother impresses upon her 
the importance of observing animal behaviour:

I asked Mom how we were 
supposed to see oolichans and she 
said to look for the seagulls. 
Wherever the oolichans go, the 
sea gulls follow. She said that a 
long time ago, people were afraid 
to go up the Douglas Channel 
because this great big monster 
guarded the entrance. It was white 
and opened its huge mouth, 
making a roaring cry. The monster 
turned out to be just a huge flock 
of seagulls feeding on herring. The 
flock would rise into the air and 
the monster’s mouth would open, 
then it would settle back on the 
water and the mouth would close. 
(114)

Such passages do not simply reveal systems of 

integrity worthy of respect; they also identify 
economic indicators vital to the Hill family’s 
success.

Robinson troubles the relationships 
between life forms through the effects of 
environmental destruction; killer whales no 
longer neighbour Kitamaat year-round, and 
oolichans fail to appear after all of Mom, Mick 
and Lisa’s anticipation. Still, she upholds the 
connections that persevere between her Haisla 
characters and their nonhuman relations. Jimmy 
Hill may spend days on end “in that pool going 
back and forth” (355), but being “the biggest 
salmon eater in [the] family” (137) certainly 
supplements his athleticism, and he never 
neglects to feed his beloved crows. Significantly, 
before the plot spirals into tragedy, Jimmy 
rediscovers his passion for the water while 
swimming with a pod of killer whales – who, 
having initiated the encounter, “[move] like 
submarines” (353) beneath the boat and make 
“the water [look] so much more magical when 
they [are] swimming in it” (354). Although it is 
easy to pigeonhole Lisa as the novel’s only 
younger character with retention of Ma-ma-oo’s 
story in which “flesh was [once] less rigid . . . and 
[a]nimals and humans could switch shapes simply 
by putting on each others' skins” (210), Jimmy’s 
sense of kinship with the killer whales speaks to 
his grandmother’s lesson. His “trust that the 
water will hold him safely” (46) suggests an 
enduring bond that runs deeper than the degree 
to which he consciously pays attention to Haisla 
teachings.

Oolichans and the Future of Nusa

The Northern Gateway proposal is 
currently under review by a “Joint Review Panel,” 
deployed by the National Energy Board and 
Environment Canada to determine whether or 
not the project is in the best interest of 
Canadians. Over 4,000 people have signed up to 
publicly address the panel. If all three members 
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of the JRP had the opportunity to read Monkey 
Beach, they would benefit from Eden Robinson’s 
integration of relationality as a conceptual 
premise from which Haisla pasts, presents and 
futures can begin to be understood. Lisa’s eco-
cultural journey hardly serves to lull the reader 
into a passive lament for some kind of 
“presettlement equilibrium” (Soper-Jones 28), 
buried securely in lost centuries. Instead, 
Robinson invokes the “double-exposure” (265) of 
past-in-present to productively unsettle our 
assumptions about place. Due to her temporally 
nonlinear configuration of space, our sense of 
scope is fractured just enough to get a hairline 
glimpse of how much we are missing.

Oolichans provide the most salient 
opportunity for Robinson to layer our perceptions 
in this way. While the “social cognitive maps” Lisa 
inherits are incongruous with her present world, 
these “faulty maps” (Soper-Jones 26) have a 
counter-intuitive effect upon non-Haisla readers. 
Our frame of reference actually widens with 
indirect exposure to the Kitimat River, once 
teeming with such an abundance of “silvery, 
slender” jak’un (Robinson 85) that “[y]ou didn’t 
even need a net; you could just scoop them up 
with your hat” (92). Just as past and present 
coexist in Lisa’s intergenerational memory, 
Robinson layers our textual memories until we 
too (as readers) cannot envision the river without 
blurring images of bounty and degradation. 
Hence, our own “faulty maps” participate in the 
breakdown of linear time, and for productive 
result, in that we can no longer impose a stable 
gaze onto the physical geography of Haisla 
territory.

“This is where our existence as Haisla 
began,” writes Kundoque, referring to the 
territory between Kitimat and Kitamaat Village, 
“where the sustenance of our being evolves, and 
our Creation story about our relationship to 
oolichans” (14). In her article “Reclaiming Haisla 
Ways: Remembering Oolichan Fishing,” she 
positions past and present as one fluid entity, 

dynamic and evolving together. Monkey Beach 
likewise enlivens the past to enrich the possibility 
of a healthy future. While Lisa mourns the 
certainty with which Ma-ma-oo once “knew the 
oolichans would be [there]” when “the sun 
touched the bow” of the “canoe shape in the 
mountain across the channel” (88), the intrinsic 
value of oolichans to the whole Haisla 
community, human and nonhuman, expresses 
itself through Lisa’s own experiences:

Bears woke up and eagles 
gathered with seagulls and crows 
and ravens, waiting anxiously at 
the rivers. Seals bobbed hopefully 
in the water and killer whales 
followed the seals. The people 
who still made grease started 
building wooden boxes and tuning 
in to the weather network, 
watching for gales and storm 
warnings that might delay the start 
of oolichan fishing. (88-9)

In this way, the resilience of stories lights the way 
forward. In The Sasquatch at Home, Robinson 
reflects on her mother’s trip to Graceland to offer 
a taste of the concept of nusa (storytelling). “As 
we walked slowly through [Elvis’s] house and [my 
mother] touched the walls,” she recalls, 
“everything had a story, a history. In each story 
was everything she valued and loved and wanted 
me to remember and carry with me. This is nusa” 
(12). The power of “double-exposure” in Monkey 
Beach challenges readers to recognize that being 
receptive to nusa marks the first step toward 
revitalizing the oolichan run.

The Danger of No Stories

For the white kayaker Lisa meets when she 
sets out for Namu, on the other hand, nothing 
that surrounds him seems to have a story. 
Desperate to connect with anyone besides his 
“nagging” family, Greg-the-kayaker informs Lisa 
he “hadn’t realized it would be so empty in the 
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wilderness. He goes on to say how beautiful it is, 
how spiritual it is getting back to nature, and then 
asks if [she] want[s] some coffee” (216). With the 
inclusion of Greg, Robinson bestows a sardonic 
comment upon the neo-colonial attitudes that 
continue to guide many outdoor enthusiasts, 
dismantling – while she’s at it – the same 
discourses white guys in suits often perpetuate in 
order to justify the devastation of whole 
economies. His parents have dragged him into the 
“wilderness” to “blackmail” (216) him into 
becoming a lawyer, and Greg sees nothing but the 
surface beauty of a static nowhere. “[G]etting 
back to nature” for Greg means the momentary 
acknowledgement of something with which he 
used to have a relationship, something of which 
he is not a part, and something which he has 
evolved past needing. Meanwhile, by this point 
we are likely so engrossed in the layers of 
narrative arising out of every geographical 
landmark in Haisla territory that we are fully 
equipped to receive the irony of the kayaker’s 
worldview. Through Greg, Robinson critiques the 
“classification of entire livelihoods as useless” 
that “has provided the basis for countless colonial 
adventures in the settlement of aboriginal 
territory [and] is still invoked to justify the 
encroachment on so-called wilderness lands” 
(Chamberlin 29).

Unfortunately, blundering on into the 21st 
Century, the colonial construct of terra nullius 
continues to do more than produce bored and 
ignorant tourists. The more Canadians believe in 
the absence of stories, the greater damage we 
inflict upon the ecologies that sustain those 
stories whose very existence we deny. Founding 
our economies upon myths of empty wilderness, 
we blind ourselves to the value of economies that 
have “proven their worth through time” (Drake 
and Wilson 4). A new totem pole now stands at 
the mouth of the Kemano River. Carved by Haisla 
artist Robert Stewart, it features:

many different predator animals 
which feed on the eulachon. A 

large central section remains 
uncarved and symbolizes “the 
barrenness of the environment if 
the eulachon run is to be 
destroyed along with the forest 
habitat.” (35)

Proponents of industrial “development” hope to 
convince the Haisla that the Douglas Channel 
would be less barren with oil tankers running 
through it. But only the Haisla know barrenness 
as it pertains to their lands and waters.

Beyond Sustenance

Bringing to life the enduring significances 
of halibut, crab, sockeye salmon, clams, cockles, 
crabapples, kol’un, salmonberry shoots, oxasuli, 
and multiple species of berries, Robinson opens 
the door for consideration of the ways in which 
hunting, fishing, gathering and enjoying 
traditional Haisla cuisine contribute to the well-
being of her characters. Traditional modes of 
sustenance play a particularly important role in 
strengthening familial relationships throughout 
the novel. Although Uncle Mick has been missing 
in action for years upon his return to Kitamaat 
Village, his approach to reintegrating himself into 
his family – beginning with the cheeky gift of “a 
single pink salmonberry flower” (22) – reveals his 
commitment to contributing meaningfully. 
Immediately, Lisa’s father and Mick establish a 
support system between them, not only in the 
form of financial security and free babysitting, but 
also in the form of “[sharing] a fishing net, which 
meant that Dad had bought it and paid for gas for 
the boat while Mick did most of the actual net-
checking” (60). The fishing net gives Mick a 
reason to take Lisa out for teachable moments in 
the speedboat, during which episodes Lisa gets to 
“prove [she’s not] a wussy girl,” while learning to 
“[trust] Mick to know if [they are] in danger” (61). 
Thus Mick and Lisa develop a bond not solely 
based on their compatible senses of humour, but 
rooted also in their shared experiences on the 
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water.
When Elvis’s death sends Mick over the 

edge and he disappears to Graceland for “almost 
a month” (63), he strains the bonds of trust and 
interdependence he has recently re-established 
with his brother’s family. However, depositing “an 
offering of freshly killed deer” (63) on Al and 
Gladys’s doorstep eventually diffuses Al’s anger. 
Months later, to mark the end of the winter 
“season of flaccid, expensive vegetables from 
town” (73), Mick takes Lisa out to pick “the 
serrated, broad leaves of thimbleberry and 
salmonberry shoots, qºalh’m” (73). “Oh, I was 
wanting her,” says Ma-ma-oo as soon as Mick 
appears with “the first taste of spring” (73). “Mick 
like[s] to pick her things” (76), as Lisa observes, 
and Ma-ma-oo reciprocates by fixing fishing nets 
and stewing the “big bucketful[s] of 
salmonberries and thimbleberries” (77) from her 
son into a delicious “mulch” (78), adding jarred 
huckleberries and blueberries, as well as “a few 
tablespoons of oolichan grease” (78) – while they 
all watch soap operas in her living room. An older 
Lisa locates childhood security in the taste of 
“berries sinfully rich, as thick as cheesecake,” and 
seeks comfort in the memory of “Ma-ma-oo 
closing her eyes in ecstasy as she ate” (78). The 
scene suggests no separation between physical 
and emotional nourishment.

Another integral dimension to Robinson’s 
configuration of the relationships between 
people, animals, lands and waters reveals itself 
through situations in which characters are 
grieving, or working to heal themselves or each 
other. “We’re going to look for oolichans now,” 
Mom intervenes the morning after Mick’s 
nightmare at Kemano, when he is yelling at Aunt 
Edith for “buying into a religion that thought the 
best way to make us white was to fucking torture 
children” (110). Entering the Kitlope watershed, 
Mick’s mood begins to change as surely as the 
colour of the water. The morning after they camp 
beside Kitlope Lake, Mick tells Lisa she “stink[s]” 
and asks if she is “up for a dip in the lake” (118). 

When she reacts incredulously, he explains, “They 
used to do it in the old days. Cleans your soul” 
(118). In this scene, Robinson alludes to a 
traditional practice called nakwelagila (Powell 9). 
Haisla chiefs and elders explain that as:

[a]n important spiritual practice for 
hunters, trappers and fishermen, 
the nakwelagila ritual involves 
bathing in cold water as a means 
of spiritual cleansing. It is thought 
to have a positive effect on one’s 
“luck.” A traditional-thinking Haisla 
hunter is quoted as saying, “I take 
care of my nakwela (‘soul’). 
Therefore, I don’t need to look for 
animals. The animals look for me.” 
(10)

Due to the intimacy of Lisa’s trip with her mother 
and uncle, disturbing secrets inevitably emerge: a 
woman named Cookie who haunts Mick’s sleep, 
buried villages, and a potential affair. 
Nevertheless, Robinson connects the cleansing 
properties of cold water to Mick’s spiritual 
rejuvenation.

Shortly after Mick dies, “Uncle Geordie 
[gets] eighty-two sockeye” (148) and distributes 
them among his extended family. Ma-ma-oo 
“insist[s] that she [doesn’t] need any help, that 
she want[s] to do the smoking herself” (148), but 
Mom and Lisa accelerate the process by doing the 
preliminary work of decapitating, cleaning and 
deboning the salmon. Only once Ma-ma-oo has 
no meaningful work left in which to absorb 
herself does her profile “sag,” her “shoulders 
[starting] to shake” (149) with the first release of 
her grief. The sensory details of the smokehouse 
scene give significance to its location and 
circumstance:

I rested my head against her knee. 
She put her other hand on my 
neck. The skin on her fingers was 
rough; her hand was warm and 
smelled of fish. (149)

Without sockeye to prepare for her loved ones, 
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Ma-ma-oo would have one less medium through 
which to show her granddaughter that despite 
loss, caring for others goes on.

“Love Like the Ocean”: Interconnectivity and 
Balance

Ultimately, my experience of reading 
Monkey Beach through the current political 
climate of the Enbridge pipeline/tanker proposal 
brings me back to the ocean. Teeming with life 
and death, Robinson’s ocean gives and takes, at 
once separating Lisa’s family and holding them 
“together . . . out on the water” (165). The “soft, 
sibilant whisper of the waves rolling against the 
shore” (187) calls Lisa’s name in Ma-ma-oo’s 
voice. Brimming with sustenance – halibut, crab, 
salmon and so much more – the ocean 
reciprocally feeds on the lives of those it has 
nourished: Mick, Jimmy, Miyamus, Josh. Its 
layered truths reveal and obscure, haunt and 
revitalize, deliver and reclaim. In Robinson’s short 
story “Queen of the North,” Karaoke dreams 
about kissing Jimmy after he has drowned. She 
feels something “move in his mouth,” and “when 
[she] pull[s] away, a crab drops from his lips” 
(Traplines 199). The bounty of the ocean 
frequently entangles with the joy and grief that 
buoy and swallow Robinson’s characters.

The ocean allows balance among life 
forms to continue in spite of individual mortality. 
When Lisa reaches the Land of the Dead at the 
bottom of the ocean, Jimmy “holds his hands 
out” for her only to “[take] hold of [her] 
shoulders and [shove]” (372-3), his “love like the 
ocean” insisting that she resurface. In The Social 
Organization of the Haisla, Ronald L. Olson noted 
that:

If a person is drowning all the 
animals race toward him. At death 
he becomes the actual animal 
which reached him first, regardless 
of his clan affiliation and regardless 
of whether the body is found. 

(200)
The seals that encircle Lisa in the deep echo this 
image, “[twisting] around [her] as if they have no 
bones, swooping and darting through the water, 
coming close but not close enough to touch 
[her]” (373). It is not time for the ocean to claim 
Lisa as it has claimed her brother and uncle, yet 
only “[going] down to the bottom of the ocean” 
(2) has had the power to imbue her with strength 
for the journey upward.

For Enbridge, the Douglas Channel 
represents a means to an end, a path from A to B. 
It does not carry the lifeblood of a homeland, 
balancing the needs and contributions of all living 
things, nurturing relationships that have “proven 
their worth through time.”

Gesturing Forward

Today, ten Coastal First Nations in Canada 
rely upon the lands, waters, plants and animals of 
the Northwest Coast for the survival of their 
cultures and livelihoods. Ongoing environmental 
degradation has compromised and continues to 
threaten many integral species, such as the 
oolichan and five kinds of salmon. Yet when a 
“hankering for crab fresh out of the pot and 
halibut straight out of the ocean” (335) overtakes 
Lisa Hill of Kitamaat Village, she does not have to 
fear catching a fish with two mouths, as do the 
residents of Fort Chipewyan in Northern Alberta. 
She does not lie awake listening to the drone of a 
tanker, wondering whether or not 2,000,000 
barrels of oil will have devastated her children’s 
future come morning.

The tastes and textures of Monkey Beach 
allow me to re-experience the trickle of 
salmonberry juice and the sharp sweetness of 
cedar-stained water, straight off the mountain. I 
remember people I’ve met and hope to meet 
again. Yet what personal impact, ultimately, has 
this novel had on me? Above all, Eden Robinson’s 
nusa and one pretty long canoe trip have given 
me a sliver of insight into just how much I am 
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missing, and how much I can never know. 
Ecocritics stress the importance of physically 
going to a place in order to seek a deeper 
understanding of its stories. However, many 
people (including Greg-the-kayaker) go places 
without knowing where they are, or even 
knowing that they are anywhere. Robinson’s 
exploration of the relationships between Haisla 
people and Haisla ecologies challenges all non-
Haisla readers to get comfortable with our 
necessarily insufficient points of entry into 
Monkey Beach. If we can get over this, maybe we 
can start to wake up to the implications of our 
own connectedness. Here, in the North 
Saskatchewan River Valley, I am an hour’s drive 
away from Bruderheim, the town from which 
Enbridge intends to run a pipeline to Kitimat. It is 
impossible for the company to guarantee the 
prevention of a catastrophic spill in my lifetime, 
let alone my grandchildren’s. Do I really want my 
province’s dirty oil crossing 1,000 rivers and 
streams, only to foreseeably devastate some of 
the oldest and most beautiful homelands on 
Earth?

• • •

A nameless CEO sits on a rock beside the 
ocean. He looks out toward a shelf of brighter 
grey where the channel widens, its plush muscle 
prying apart the embrace of mountain ranges. 
Maybe his children’s hands tingle with salt as they 
entwine his fingers, pulling him toward the water.

Maybe he wades, or swims. If he starts to 
drown, every animal in the ocean rushes toward 
him. Circles him. Offers its spirit. Hopes to be the 
one to set him free.

MEGAN GANNETT, an outdoor leader during the 
warmer months, recently completed her B.A. 
(Honours) in English at the University of Alberta, 
minoring in Native Studies and Creative Writing. 

This July she was incredibly fortunate to return 
with canoe in tow to the Northwest Coast, where 
she met amazing people, bubble-feeding 
humpbacks, a grizzly bear and mussels the length 
of her Size 10 shoes.
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EMILY McGIFFIN

4 Poems
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Fish

A man is hewing a poplar log. He is alone,
his brother travelling the thirty miles to town
on horseback for supplies. He squares the log

with a broadaxe and dovetails the ends.
Hefting it into place, he regards his work,
props one end to smooth a closer joint. This house

he builds faces south to a field: rough,
stumped. Beyond the stumps are poplars, green
with early summer; beyond those, mountains.

Already the house is five logs high. He is strong
and quick. No neighbours for miles, he is also
isolated, and feels it. He doesn’t imagine

the lilacs his sister will plant years from now,
her table whose length and generosity will make
a legend of this home. No, he sees himself

solitary, cloistered in dense bush, its silence,
compelled by his work but anxious, already,
to move on from here. In this, he is a steelhead

climbing doggedly upriver, engrossed in its own
story amid legions of other fish; its singular
tryst with the river, ascending a wilderness

of water that speaks in the glottal-stopped
dialect of shifting pebbles. The man hews this
testament into each log, imagining

the story he lives is his only. Yet his work,
his body belong to the land that receives them,
to the lineage trailing him like smoke.
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Firewood

Saturday, late September.
Sun the marrow of a bone-white sky.
Up at six and out, bumping up the mountain road
for the split, toss, stack. For this day: heft
of the maul swung behind and up
to its shoulders in birch. Birch’s wood-clean scent.
For the weight of one cord then another
chopped and tossed, breath
of the maul’s downward stroke, geese
filing up for the long passage south as you tip
each round, its harboured spiders
lurching from the terror of the empty sky.
Bend, pitch, next
piece by piece the day stacked up, split
at the ends by a wedge of dark
thought: this day, like its brothers, passing on
as the evening chill rolls into the small
of your back and your thoughts
cut into tomorrow, next week, next
spring—but in the swing of the upstroke
a pause: your stack, the sacrum summer sky,
its heartwood smell that is already
smoke rising through the cold
night: a surety.

Rainstorm

The law, in its majestic equality, forbids the rich as well as the poor
to sleep under bridges, to beg in the streets or to steal bread.

~Anatole France

Wet placards and warrior slogans. The rain, in its majesty,
drenches the high-rises and the panhandlers too.
Talk politics these days and your tongue swells. A boycott
on oranges again, chocolate, sugar. Life
gets harder the more you know. Time to chalk it all up
to inescapable natural law: everything looks out for its own
interests. You’re just allelopathic enough
to clear a bit of space to live in and shop
for a clean house with indoor plumbing. Living
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is a temporary momentum, brief assemblage of order til all potential energy
is devoured by kinetic: the long column of you toppling, slipped vertebrae
laid out pocked and greying in the sun.
It’s just easier
when pine means
shelving. Air freshener. Unrequited
love. Not the long haul of time and ashes
as the slim green progeny of ancients extend
amid the tusks of their dead and bleached forebears
with no concept of all history’s clutter under their feet, only patience
and a long unfolding
under the benevolent rain.

Note on Astronomy

Under a salted black sky
you peer into the throng of stars—Orion!

It’s what we’ve hoped for:
a means of converting the deep cold dark
to a friendly giant. Orion to bring home
a fattened fall bear so that we can sit together
all winter on a black rug, chewing jerky in the smoky tallow light.

Caught out in bleak November, we’ve been looking
for bona fide companions. Or a mathematical
equation. For irrefutable signposts on a well-marked path
to trot down blithely, knowing at last how to proceed,
how to slip beyond the confines of our scanty minds
into the real meaning of things.

The fog rolls in off the lake. And I cannot help but hope
that a plant deprived of sun will grow on anyway, blindly, bent
on a half-remembered promise. That in this same gesture
of pure desire, dandelions burst through pavement, lichen
devours a skyscraper, saxifrage—minutely, mutely—
in silence dismantles a wall.

EMILY MCGIFFIN’s debut book of poems, Between Dusk and Night, was published by Brick Books in 
spring 2012. She lives in Northwest British Columbia.
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3 Poems
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passages

i

charmed lakes
   slip like turquoise 
      down a watery thong
my arm dark leather

ii

I plunge 
   a thousand years 

in a single step 
time no longer exists

just wind and sky
a punishing sun 

iii

cliffs scraped with blood 
      red ochre 
bruised clouds

iv

my fingers scratch 
    silt walls, dig
      like miner bees, 
search for refuge

v

water loosens
  the dam’s grip, memory 
spreads its mud sheets

vi

a dry creek bed
wades to the lake
     fills my mouth 
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little brown bats

at dusk, they hitch 
        their pleated skirts, sketch 
trees against the starry sky
     point—to—point 
a child’s numbered drawing, blotches 
               where the pen has paused

braided 

i

the old one says

if you destroy the land 
you destroy yourself 

ii

    flayed cedar
women twine baskets with diamonds 
     from rattlesnake, the footprints 
              raven has dropped in the mud 

iii

wound  tight 
   to hold 
   water
wound deep 
   to hold 
   memory     
iv

place 
    a basket 
     like a conch
to your ear, listen —
a poem without words,
        rustling under the brush, 
a quail‘s laughter
   spills out
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PORTIA PRIEGERT is a writer and visual artist based in Kelowna, B.C. She graduated in June 2012 with 
a Master's degree in Fine Arts, UBC Okanagan. Her work was supported by the Social Sciences and 
Humanities Research Council of Canada.
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Edith Krause

[a]drift
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“If we are to protect the world’s multitude of places and creatures, then we must know them, not 

just conceptually, but imaginatively as well.”

Wendell Berry, Life is a Miracle

The ocean is my place of contemplation 

and delight. Puttering in the inter-tidal zone 

amidst the scattering of stars and rabbit-eared 

seaweed or paddling among the kelp jungles and 

jellyfish, I am lost in the awe and wonder of 

discovery. I am not alone in this. The ocean, our 

primeval mother, is where life began; a trip to the 

beach is a sort of homecoming as people gather 

there for rest and re-creation.

But, with climate change, the oceans are 

becoming warmer and more acidic, less 

hospitable to life. Optimists reason that life on 

Earth has survived catastrophic change before 

and will again. But what kind of impoverished life 

awaits those who survive? How have we come to 

this impasse in our relationship with nature? 

What kind of shift in thinking is required to turn 

things around?

Over the past decade, a number of writers 

have endeavored to deconstruct what we mean 

by nature. William Cronon has suggested that the 

trouble with nature, or wilderness, is that it is 

largely an illusion of a distant and undisturbed 

refuge and its existence permits us to abrogate 

our responsibility to look after the places where 

we actually live. Bruno Latour and Timothy 

Morton believe that the problem is that nature, 

as a monolithic and immutable source of raw 

materials and a sublime backdrop to human 

activity, does not exist. What does exist is a 

diverse collective of plants and animals, earth, air 

and water. Latour and Morton insist that we need 

to consider the interests of other species and 

recognize their personhood and right to exist; 

since our vulnerabilities are interwoven, our 

survival is contingent on theirs. Latour has 

proposed a new way of including ecology within 
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politics, that is, a new constitution where all 

stakeholders, human and non-human alike, are 

given a voice for the common good. He suggests 

that scientists, in their capacity for enquiry into 

the non-human world, speak on behalf of the 

non-human.

But can scientists alone adequately do this? 

Personhood implies particularity. Wendell Berry 

has noted that while scientific enquiry focuses on 

the specific, its interpretation and application is 

generalized, sometimes to the point of doing 

violence to the particular. Art, on the other hand, 

focuses on the particular as subject. The role of 

the artist, to paraphrase Paul Klee, is to make 

visible the invisible; the role of the scientist is to 

make known the unknown. Perhaps both can 

speak on behalf of the non-human.

These notions may seem naively idealistic.  

After all, since the Enlightenment, science has 

been the essential vehicle for problem solving 

and innovation while the arts have been 

popularly viewed as expendable luxuries of 

adornment and entertainment.  However, in our 

current environment, the obstacles to finding 

solutions to the problems arising from human 

habitation and consumption have more often 

been political or cultural in nature.  In this 

climate, the arts are essential for interpreting the 

implications of science’s discoveries, for shaping 

our understanding of our history and our current 

attitudes, and for creating a promising vision for 

the future. 

For some time, I have contemplated how to 

merge the worlds of art and science in my own 

practice. I’ve been inspired by Johann Wolfgang 

von Goethe, the eighteenth-century poet, 

playwright and aspiring scientist, and Ernst 

Haeckel, the nineteenth-century biologist and 

illustrator. I took my cue from them; for one year, 

I employed methods from science to collect and 

analyze monthly plankton samples at Whaler Bay, 

B.C., and then documented and interpreted my 

observations through images.

Images of nature in art have historically 
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been relegated to the fringes, as naturalist 

illustration and pastoral or sublime landscape. I 

elected to work with portraiture, an art form 

traditionally reserved for humans, and made 

portraits of individual organisms, carefully 

avoiding the scientific habit of splaying them out 

for identification, but working with them as 

characters, in the actual poses I observed. To 

convey their ecological importance, I made the 

portraits human life-sized.

While the images are mimetic, they reveal 

forms that are unfamiliar and fantastic, making 

visible the invisible. I chose the medium of 

printmaking, fitting for representing living things. 

The art of making images from a plate or stencil 

imitates the reproduction of life, each living 

organism an expression of a genetic matrix. 

Printmaking embraces many forms, from the 

ancient traditional craft of woodcut to the highly 

technological media of digital photography and 

video. Woodcut, where every mark is made by 

hand, embodies the subjectivity and  

interpretation of the artist. There is an element of 

the contemplative in the quiet deliberations of 

where and how each mark is made on the surface 

of the plate, requiring patience and devotion 

reminiscent of monks illuminating medieval 

manuscripts. Photography and video, mediated 

by technology and detached from the artist, is the 

medium of choice for depicting “reality”. Like 

science, it presents the illusion of objectivity. 

Using digital media, artists combine diverse 

images into cohesive compositions, much as 

scientists, employing statistics, transform 

apparently random data points into coherent 

narratives.

The dichotomies of science and art are 

mirrored by those of observation and 

interpretation, of new technology and traditional 

craft, of objectivity and subjectivity, and 

ultimately of object and subject. In trying to 

bridge this divide, I often found myself adrift in a 

tide of contradiction. The liminal space between 

the two is fraught with collision: they crash 

against each other, like the sea against the 

coastline, the waters murky and difficult to 

navigate. But turbulence regenerates nutrients 

that stimulate growth. Here dichotomies can 

meet and be reconciled. The old and new can 

work together as observation and interpretation 
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merge. This moving picture, fluid and ephemeral, 

can present a healing dialectic where observer 

becomes subject and creature becomes character.

Image List

Title: [Observation] Interpretation III
Date: 2011
Materials: digital print, woodcut, silk organza, plywood, plexiglass
Dimensions: 22.25”x30”

Title: [Liminal] Space I
Date: 2011
Materials: digital print, woodcut, silk organza, plywood, plexiglass
Dimensions: 40”x60”

Title:  [In] Black and White
Date: 2010
Materials: woodcut, plywood
Dimensions: 40”x60”
Title:   [Adult] Water Flea
Date: 2009

Materials: woodcut
Dimensions: 38”x43”

Title:   [Larval] Jellyfish
Date: 2009
Materials: woodcut
Dimensions: 42”x51”

Title:   [Larval] Sea Urchin
Date: 2010
Materials: woodcut
Dimensions: 39”x58”

EDITH KRAUSE is a printmaker, currently living in 
Langley, British Columbia.  She began her art studies 
at Emily Carr Institute of Art & Design and recently 
completed her MFA at the University of Alberta.  
Previously, she studied and worked in the fields of 
marine biology and aquatic ecology at the University 
of British Columbia and earned a Masters of Science 
degree in zoology.  Her interest in biology has been a 
major influence on the subject matter of her artwork 
and her current art practice consists of an inter-
disciplinary exploration of ecosystems, employing 
scientific methodology to collect images and data, and 
art to express her findings.  She currently teaches at 
the School of Arts, Media and Culture at Trinity 
Western University.
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E. Alex Pierce

6 Poems
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In the Sand Hills

Down in the dunes is a language place, lost U-vowel of the sound turned round,
guts of the rabbit strewn over ground. Grit of the fir cones, peeled by squirrels.

No one is here. Shadow of a lost imagined pony skin, lichen scab 
creeps over the dune ridge. Trees, grown up, grown over, an acre of sand.

Layer of forest floor, tangle of alder – closing the pathways. Tongue
of cold sand, far up inland, a half mile from shore – I want it back.

I want it all clean. I want Mozart in a piano-echoed room, scales in thirds. 
I want my mother making shapes of everything, poems in thin air –

my father singing hymns in the car all the way from Sable River 
to Liverpool – Hunt’s Point, Summerville, and Port Mouton. 

I want to be always in that car when we slow down for the turn
at Robertson’s Lake – that big rock ledge with the lemonade springs

where the bluebird sings in the Big Rock Candy Mountain. I want to be 
in that clear, sweet space. I want to write my poems then,

grow up again, breathe in that clean, light air. I want to have 
my babies then, take them to the Sand Hills, stay 

in that sheltered place. I want my clear syllables to drop 
on that sand. I want the rain to pelt down our bareback skins

as we ride those pretend ponies, my sister and I, 
over the high, white dunes. 

I want to speak the sounds I was born to speak – 
be the music that played me, safe in that car 

as we rolled down the clay-backed road that followed the river 
down the flat salt marsh to the edge of the grandmothers’ country.

I want not to have lost what I am looking for now. My sounds
are down there, back in those dunes, down at the cold green edge

where we slid down the hot, white sand into the cool 
damp grey, where roots began and alder intersected, 
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hid the trails that only rabbits crossed – the place
the tangle started. I want to lie back there
until the words form in my mouth
out of my land and my ground,

my crying places – my self, simple.
Not even happiness.

A bark, a yell, an arc of singing –
a breath. A sound –

is it over – all that over?

Is that where my child, daughter, would have gone –
she too, over?

This is so bare –

bare as a bone –

a bone of childhood.

If you could find your own small bone.

Vox animalia

A piece of alder. Tap, tap, tap – back of the jack-knife,
and the bark-skin comes off. Slides, sap smoothing. 
Then the cut, just the angle needed for sound.

Length of your index finger, whistle. Little pipe.
So the porcupine – windpipe, larynx tipped back
to make those human sounds. Have you heard them?

Night-time in the spruce boughs. Insistent cries.
And if you could see their feet, you would never
kill one. Feet like a human baby’s feet. Voice

calling out on a breath that makes love, mates –
all night in the spruce trees. Something between
a holler and a grunt, a voice that imitates our young,

holds a note and sobs on it, boughs creaking, rubbing –
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and then a little cough. Alone, in the tent we lie
and listen. No one wants a porcupine – quills

filled with air. Slow moving, forepaws like a beaver’s.
Insatiable – all night eating apple boughs.
All night loving, quills softened. They sound like us,

another vox humana, like the organ pipe, relic
in the parlour. Pump organ, stops labelled
vox, vox, vox – tremolo, bellows filling air.

Take this creature into your throat pipe. Gristle,
heft, and hide. Rasp, slide the whistle – the alder
cuts its throat to speak its sound.

Common Loons

We are in the feather bed, thirteen, so close
our nightgowns touch. You have bangs cut
straight across. Downstairs we danced from
the moment the Victrola needle pricked. June roses
from the field outside in every glass tumbler
we could find. The parlour in this abandoned house
contains our crazy dancing. There’s a dusty rug, 
Aunt Mabel’s choice, flowers in swirls, and ball fringe 
on the horsehair furniture. It is almost pain, waiting 
for the needle to come down. Then the rough scratching 
while it searches for the groove. As we go round, waltzing 
in each other’s unaccustomed arms, the Charge of the Light
Brigade reverses and swings in its frame on the wall.

Their bayonets are ready. Their tall hats and bright braid
look almost foolish on that battleground. Lined up,
lined up. And death will come. In bed, we hear the
loons, late, over Johnson’s Pond. Their night-hoots
follow the racoon’s squeal, the rats’ rustling. We are
not afraid. Something deep, sweet, and impossible
drifts toward the centre of the bed. The feathers
drown us. The common loon’s un-common laughter
trills and spirals down our spines. Cruising down the river
sings the Victrola. But we are past that now, pulled
into the lake’s depth, diving with the loons, necks stretched,
mouths open, eardrums closed. Twenty, thirty, years from now
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you will come to my door with your ancient father and give me
a rose slip you have dug up from that field.

The Snakes Transform in the Woodpile

Even the eyes moult, growing larger
under the skin that covers them – a skin
that thin, purely transparent, holding them
intact, so they can do their work. What do they see
at the moment of moulting? The snake 
that was, the snake that will become – split, 
blind, as the lost world memorizes itself, still
present in the cells that lift off, 
as light as paper?

The final eye
looks inward, sighting back along the spinal tube,  
the aperture quiescent, until a rippling signal 
prompts the inverse motion, peeling 
then from now – and ends 
the doubled world,

which must be
what her eyes see, as she lies, old woman 
in her hospital bed, old aunt staring out.

Watching her sleep, 
three nights now – an arm got loose, 
inscribed the air, drew the hand 
along her shoulder, round the hairline, 
then her breast, all shrunken in, but curved 
the way that hand was touching it.

She
pulled her head towards her shoulder, waited 
for the arm, then moved her restless mouth 
against its skin – as if  
she wanted to caress, encourage,
what was hers
what was passing away.

They looked like cobwebs, the skins in the woodpile.
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They looked like strips of cloth, old nylons 
in a bureau drawer – between the lengths 
of spruce-wood piled up for winter.  This 
was their sequestered place. 

Like sticks, the snakes must have lain there afterwards.
Like lovers, startled, still too new to move – 

and then   their eyes   would open.

Vox humana

The thing which has no voice,
refuses to speak, is a thing
flayed and pitiless. It will
survive, it will swim

through the passages and corridors 
of its undertaking –
it will name itself vagrant,
subordinate, unfledged, vestigial

faultless, sweet – until it strike
by accident or design, a surface
abrasive, unreflective,
which does not require beauty.

Feeling the probe of its fish-nudge,
floating in a current at last
recognizable, it will sing to itself,

I am, I am 

misshapen, unlovely, unadorned,
unknowable – 
disjunctive, implacable, illicit,
unreasonable –

feral, wily,
free.
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The Creek

When the light changes, day-shadow crawls across the lawn, black
suddenly. Arrived from slow increment, the day the eye’s mind registers 
the end of summer. Black-green between the blades of grass, 
black-green in the spaces between the apple leaves, the green still green 
but dark in every place a shadow finds to form. In folds of cloth, a dress 
hung on the clothesline, its looping skirt a shape, 
a missing body – someone gone.

All the opened spaces filling up, containers holding light.
Thick, liquid, ochre and umber – rich, august, 
inexorable – a hand upon your arm. Come. Now.

To float, to drown – to open, close up – 

To attend, watch, alliterate, mourn with the outflow –
that words might come, consequence of creek’s, of river’s
mouth – spilling constant, river-borne and tidal, breathing in
and flowing out. To follow down through field to pasture,
marsh, the land below the other house.

To arrive at, to attain – the creek:
a long channel, and a lung, for drawing in
for flinging out, the golden water, moving, steady –
dark-trembled in a braid of out and in. From the peat water
washing down, black-brown, iron-red, running, coursing 
all its minerals down into the water-brook, the brook
that makes the creek. Rhodora at its edges in the spring,
sheep’s laurel, alder, ash, and hackmatack, wild
pear, and wild cherry –

And I, its given – shadow, 
accompaniment, like cloud’s mark on land on a high 
summer’s day, the meaning of footfall – to run here
from childhood to now. Not chosen, 
only seen, caught up, spit out – 

The water draining down – from sphagnum moss and golden-root,
black spruce and bake apple, cranberry, alder catkin, lady’s slipper 
(guarded, hidden), huckleberry, choke cherry, bunchberry 
filling the cut tracks of the sled road, sea grass and lamb’s quarters, 
goose tongue greens and sea lavender, wild barley, a patch of bitter lovage,
and marsh grass, so sharp it cuts your feet.
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The brook water sluiced clean across the granite stones –
remnants of a crossing place – pulled across the marshland,
gurgling out of its opening throat, disgorged into the sea 
where the waves turn brown to meet it, 
sharp sea water turning gold to meet it  
coming back.

And I, its child, 
barely human, its spare, salt, wild thing sent to run 
along its edges, spared along its edges – only like shore bird, 
sand piper & curlew, to tip, plane along the sand that breaks 
and falls, dissolves and makes new edge at every tide.
Enough consciousness, barely wild, to say, I run with you, 
flow in you, one day my body will lie down in you, absorbed 
into every part, your ceaseless flow, 
your ritual of wave and winding –

If either the creek or I can live – 
Let it be the creek.

E. ALEX PIERCE lives in East Sable River, Nova Scotia where she is developing a centre for writers and 
artists. In her earlier life she taught voice, movement, and mask for the theatre, and created original 
collaborative works with visual artists and composers. For ten years she taught creative writing 
(playwriting & poetry) at Cape Breton University, and is currently Series Editor for the CBU Press 
publication, The Essential Cape Breton Library. She holds a Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing from 
Warren Wilson College, and has been a participant in the Writing Studio at the Banff Centre and in the 
Poetry Colloquium at Sage Hill. She has published in Arc, The Fiddlehead, CV2, The New Quarterly, The  
English Journal (USA), and The Literary Review of Canada. Her work has been in anthologized in Words  
Out There: Women Poets in Atlantic Canada (Roseway); Best Canadian Poetry 2008 (Tightrope); and in 
Undercurrents: New Voices in Canadian Poetry (Cormorant). Her book, Vox Humana, published by 
Brick in 2011, will have a second printing in 2012. “The Creek” is an excerpt from her new, 
unpublished long poem about the Sable River and its environs.
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Sarah de Leeuw

excerpts from

Skeena
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Wet’sinkwha3

We join boiling. Rolling 

rushing heaving toiling. 

All of you – Wet'sinkwha –

into me. Everything that has 

ever been alive, we join, boiling,

below the Hagwilget bridge.

You into me.

…

From a road sign near Old Hazelton

Hagwilget: ‘The home of the quiet people,’ was a Carrier Indian village on the banks below. Here a 

bridge spanned the Bulkley River before the non-Indians arrived. Poles, lashed with cedar ‘rope’ were 

supporting timbers for this noted ‘marvel of primitive engineering.’ Later, reinforced with wire by the 

crews of the telegraph line, it served for half a century.

…

Who chose to name the people? Who chose Carrier?

…

Yellow mesh wire steel bridge. Human 

engineered. Human scaled, scaling

cliffs. Once, (states Wet'sinkwha, rushing past the letters

joining me) it was not

3Together, the Skeena and Wet’sinkwha Rivers drain 60,800 square kilometers of land in northern British Columbia. The Wet’sinkwha, 
now known as The Bulkley, was re-named in the late 19th Century after an American engineer in charge of the area’s telegraph line.
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unlike that sign. The one bending backwards, leaning 

toward the Rocher de Boule Range.  

Half a century. To us it spans less

than the first seven minutes or so of yesterday morning. 

When it was early spring. May. 

Oh May, month we have always been fond of.

You are so yellow. Dropping seeds, calling out 

the tastes of invertebrates who break the surfaces 

of our sloughs and back-eddies, slow sluggish bracken 

waters beyond the rush of us. Yet still us. Of us. 

In May they rupture up through us, our surface dimpled.

Those Mayflies. Ephemeral Ephemeroptera, sticky transparent 

wings wet with our waters, in May, erupting in early spring, 

month of dandelions here in the north, our north, in us. 

Our south, south, south and then southwest. This is our direction, when

together. Always toward an estuary, toward the Pacific’s Dixon Entrance. 

Where we pour ourselves through Eleanor Passage. 

Humans name us. 

They call our waters by the names of their women. They name and rename

our reaches, echoes of engineers and clergy, tributes etched onto our tributaries

Charles Bulkley, fists full of telegraph lines. Father Maurice

man of cloth and printing press. Our reaches

reached, names that claw at our curves where we bend towards horizon

ready to become rain, back into us.
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…

From the Cariboo Sentinel, July 19th, 1866: 

Western Union Telegraph – The telegraph line is now completed to Fraser Lake, and the chopping 

party are some way ahead. The work is being pushed on vigorously and it is expected the line will be 

stretched to Rocher de Boriller, on the Skeena, by the 1st of August. Parties are exploring the Skeen 

river, and it is hoped the Stickeen can be crossed a short distance from the coast. Over 250 pack 

animals are employed transporting wire and supplies. About 100 pack animals and the same number 

of beef cattle left Quesnelmouth on the 4th [headed for] for Fraser Lake. The boats already made two 

trips to Forts Fraser and Stuart.

…

Looking up we see, always sky.

Here. Look up here. See sky that is sky closer to the Pacific. 

We are passing below canneries, canneries of the past

where once the North Pacific Canning Company and the Anglo-

British Columbian Packing Company packed women side by

side by side, slicing salmon day in and day out, slick in blood

boots sloshing in sleet rain and salmon guts. Freezing hands shoving

flanks of salted sockeye into tins. Seals barking, begging

for the sluice dripping from Port Edward’s slippery boardwalks into us. 

Bridges

Your feet deep

sunk into my bed

girders glisten sand

stroked polishing the base
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I heave against your downward

heft, you’re drilled and bored

below the mud slick

thick you grind me, grounded.

I spit      tiny 

         mountains

against your pilings beneath

your decks – wood steel

mesh concrete tracks iced

wheels whirring – I flow

I rest, I look up at sky, 

gridded.

Unzipped 

around your foundations

like a feather pulled, unglued

a split

a split 

nothing puts me back

together again.

Crossed by feet and horses

trains and trucks you’ve hurled

to my surface everything 

from grassy globs

of animal shit to salt and strips

of tire rubber, swerving snakes 

off the 18-wheelers still ripping
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they slap me. I am awake.

I am awake, awaiting

another moment

bridged, like the time 

when overhead the smallest leathery 

feet of a porcupine gingerly clung

to steel’s open meshed mouths

crossing me

when the wind was hung

with smells of fungus and skunk

cabbage, grey quill-less underbelly

scuttle

scuttle

I say from below. Porcupine stomach soft

as the branch of that young hemlock

tree, the one she paused to chew

resting on your decks.

Pacific

If they refuse me. If they will not believe it.

If they insist I can take anything.

Then I pass it all along to you.

You are my ending. 

My gone to salt my turned to rockfish my 
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orcas ripping into dogs my belly of oolicans my 

eagles shot with their feet cut off my waters seared

with redtide my lost abalone my chainsaw grease

and clearcut sawdust my otters all drowned 

my hills underwater melting with kelp my greens

they gave me going grey into black my train tracks

and my throat.

I pass it all along to you.

I give you the girl who swam me, every

inch of me she stroked.

I give you the highway I tore at

flecks of yellow that never sank.

I give you the moths who fell into me 

when their wings collapsed with bright light exhaustion.

I give you a flycatcher

caught by a current of warm wind.

I give you it all to you.

Because in you

I am small.
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Queer Ecologies: Sex, Nature, Politics, Desire 
edited by CATRIONA MORTIMER-SANDILANDS 
and BRUCE ERICKSON
Indiana UP, 2010 $30.00 (USD)

Reviewed by IVAN GRABOVAC

What are “queer ecologies”? In a review 
essay on queer theory, Sharon Marcus asks a 
similar question about the relationship between 
homosexuality and feminism—beginning with the 
placement of books dealing with these subjects 
on library shelves. According to the Library of 
Congress, the answer is HQ75.15.Q434, which 
puts Queer Ecologies squarely (pun intended) in 
the social sciences. HQ is the subclass reserved 
for “The Family. Marriage. Women.” The number 
75 corresponds to “Homosexuality. Lesbianism,” 
which comes after “Sexual deviations” (HQ71–72)
—deviations not only from the family, marriage 
and (real?) women but also from nature. Indeed, 
ecology proper, so to speak, the natural science of 
ecology, is probably nowhere near Queer 
Ecologies in any major research library: to reach 
QH540-549.5, you’ll have to take the elevator, or 
walk across campus. Although the same could be 
said about any book of ecocriticism or green 
cultural studies, the subject of Queer Ecologies is 
special, given the history of homosexuality as a 
“crime against nature.” One of the main polemical 
aims of Queer Ecologies is to challenge the 
entrenched binary of homosexuality/nature, 
which, like the LC classification system itself, 
dates from the turn of the last century. This 
binary is caught up with others, including 
culture/nature and urban/rural, which are also 
queried by the essays in this volume. As Eve 
Kosofsky Sedgwick claimed sweepingly in one of 
the founding texts of queer theory, Epistemology 
of the Closet, “an understanding of virtually any 
aspect of Western culture must be, not merely 
incomplete, but damaged in its central substance 
to the degree that it does not incorporate a 

critical analysis of modern homo/heterosexual 
definition.” Queer Ecologies particularizes 
Sedgwick’s claim with respect to environmental 
studies.

Why should literary critics—ecocritics—
presumably readers of The Goose, read this 
interdisciplinary, hard-to-classify book? Queer 
Ecologies isn’t addressed to ecocritics per se. Co-
editors Catriona Sandilands and Bruce Erickson’s 
valuable introduction, “A Genealogy of Queer 
Ecologies,” which will surely become required 
reading on both environmental and sexuality 
studies syllabi, only touches on the rich literary 
genealogy of queer ecologies, mentioning briefly 
canonical figures such as Thoreau and Whitman, 
among others. Nor does it situate its arguments 
in relation to the history of ecocriticism. Suffice it 
to say that in the 1980s and 90s, when both 
ecocriticism and queer theory emerged, 
ecocriticism positioned itself against, or at least 
equivocated about its relationship to, queer 
theory (and many other kinds of theory). After all, 
ecocriticism was about nature, and queer theory 
was—not. I am thinking, for example, of 
Lawrence Buell’s influential 1995 book, The 
Environmental Imagination: Thoreau, Nature 
Writing, and the Formation of American Culture. 
In a footnote registering the simultaneous 
appropriation of ecocriticism’s “environmental 
saint” by queer theorists, Buell both 
acknowledges that “Thoreau responded more 
strongly to male than to female beauty” and 
denies that this is “a polite way of saying that 
Thoreau was a misfit, or that Walden is a 
‘perverse’ book, or that there is something 
‘queer’ about ecocentrism.” The coolness of 
ecocriticism toward queer theory (and vice versa) 
in their formative years makes the publication of 
Queer Ecologies remarkable—an event in the 
history of ecocriticism even though it’s not 
primarily concerned with literature as such. 
Queer Ecologies epitomizes what Buell in a more 
recent essay calls “second-wave” ecocriticism. If 
the acme of the “first wave” was Buell’s own The 
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Environmental Imagination, in the second wave 
neither Thoreau, nor nature writing, nor 
American culture are regarded as central to the 
environmental imagination, which an 
interdisciplinary group of scholars and activists 
are reimagining along transnational and 
postcolonial lines, diversifying in terms of race, 
gender, sexuality, and class, and informing and 
transforming by theoretical discourses such as 
animality studies, new materialism, critical 
geography, and affect studies. Although some of 
the contributors to Queer Ecologies would 
probably resist the term precisely because of its 
roots in literary analysis, I shall use “ecocriticism” 
as a “convenient shorthand,” in Ursula Heise’s 
words, “for what some critics prefer to call 
environmental criticism” or “green cultural 
studies.” 

Among the questions Sandilands and 
Erickson raise in their introduction is: “What does 
it mean that ideas, spaces, and practices 
designated as ‘nature’ are often vigorously 
defended against queers in a society in which that 
very nature is increasingly degraded and 
exploited?” The question will sound strangely 
familiar to students of racialized ecologies, which, 
in the U.S. context, historically targeted African 
Americans and certain immigrant groups. Queer 
Ecologies is effectively a call to include sexual 
minorities in the contemporary environmental 
justice movement. With the notable exception of 
an essay by Andil Gosine, however, which 
analyzes the production of both “reproductive sex 
between non-white people” and “sex between 
men” as “toxic to nature,” the focus of the 
collection as a whole remains white and North 
American. Another limitation of Queer Ecologies 
is its focus on the twentieth and twenty-first 
centuries, which tends to conflate “queer” with 
modern homosexual identity. What kinds of 
queer ecologies were there before the 
homosexual became a distinct “species,” 
according to Foucault, toward the end of the 
nineteenth century?

Queer Ecologies is divided into three parts. 
The first, “Against Nature? Queer Sex, Queer 
Animality,” draws on the burgeoning fields of 
animality studies and science studies as well as 
recent natural-scientific accounts of 
homosexuality in non-Homo species to elaborate 
what David Bell terms “queernaturecultures.” 
Stacy Alaimo’s essay begins by noting the 
antipathy of “much queer theory” toward “nature 
and the natural,” which is “hardly appealing to…
an environmentalism allied with gay affirmation.” 
In response, she cites recent natural-scientific 
accounts of animal homosexuality, which 
effectively make “sexual diversity part of a larger 
biodiversity.” But “nonhuman animals are also 
cultural creatures,” she argues, “with their own 
sometimes complex systems of (often non-
reproductive) sex.” Whereas Alaimo (not 
uncritically) appeals to natural science, Ladelle 
McWhorter is critical of the politics of scientific 
concepts like “species” and of the politics of using 
genetic diversity to support the value of 
social/cultural diversity. She sketches a genealogy 
of the biological concept of species, arguing it is 
linked to eugenics and hostile to homosexuality 
because of the primacy it attaches to 
reproduction. “If sexual and gender diversity are 
valuable to human society,” she concludes, “they 
are so regardless of their value for species 
preservation or evolution.” Noël Sturgeon is also 
skeptical of “arguments from the natural about 
sexuality.” In part, she cites popular 
representations of “penguin family values,” i.e. 
“the use of the sexual and mating habits of 
penguins as tokens in the culture wars over the 
naturalness of heterosexuality or homosexuality.” 
On the one hand, right-wing evangelical 
Christians apparently love penguins; on the other 
hand, penguins have also been embraced as 
“devoted gay couples and parents.” Sturgeon 
claims that “in general, the sexual practices of 
animals are so variable that little can be proved 
about human sexuality using animal examples.” 
She links this discussion to broader questions 
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about “environmental reproductive justice” on a 
planetary scale. Finally, David Bell considers 
“articulations of the nature of sex and the sex of 
nature” in eco-porn (a non-profit called Fuck For 
Forests!), queer animals, and naturism. He 
challenges the “nature/culture divide” in favor of 
a notion of “queernaturecultures.”

The second section of Queer Ecologies, 
“Green, Pink, and Public: Queering Environmental 
Politics,” turns toward questions of space at 
different scales. Andil Gosine’s essay, previously 
cited, argues that nationalism and colonialism 
dovetail with “white heteropatriarchy,” producing 
the “sex of ‘Others’”—both non-white 
heterosexuals and male homosexuals, white and 
non-white—as toxic to nature and the nation. 
Nancy Unger’s essay on the role of nature in 
alternative lesbian communities may be read as 
part of a growing critique of what Judith 
Halberstam calls the “metronormativity” of U.S. 
queer culture, i.e. privileging major urban centres 
as destinations of choice for rural queer migrants. 
Whereas the study of urban environments is part 
of the research agenda of second-wave 
ecocriticism (the first wave privileged rural and 
wilderness spaces), the reverse is true for queer 
studies. As Katie Hogan’s essay argues in part, 
“rural queers threaten the still pervasive 
assumption held by many Americans that rural 
space is heterosexual and urban space is 
homosexual and ‘unnatural.’” On the other hand, 
cities remain vital spaces for queers. Gosine’s 
essay includes a discussion of the supposed 
unnaturalness of public gay sex in natural urban 
spaces such as Vancouver’s Stanley Park, a site 
also taken up by Gordon Brent Ingram’s essay. 
Crossing urban history with landscape ecology, 
the latter traces the emergence of Vancouver’s 
West End neighborhood as a queer-friendly 
space, albeit one also constructed by racism and 
classism. Giovanna Di Chiro’s essay figures space 
from an environmental justice perspective as the 
“body/home” and as places where “we live, work, 
play, and learn,” including spaces traditionally 

neglected by environmentalism, such as cities and 
“low-income neighborhoods located next to 
hazardous industrial facilities.” She boldly 
challenges the “ecoheteronormativity” of 
otherwise progressive anti-toxics discourses, 
which mobilize public interest by generating a 
“sex panic” around some of the effects of 
chemical pollution—e.g. “gender-bending, 
homosexual, and emasculated frogs, fish, birds, 
and alligators”—while de-emphasizing “and, in 
fact, naturalizing and normalizing the many other 
serious health problems associated with POPs 
[persistent organic pollutants].”

Finally, the third section, “Desiring 
Nature? Queer Attachments,” turns toward affect. 
Rachel Stein reads the poetry of Adrienne Rich 
and Minnie Bruce Pratt against the ideology of 
homosexuality as a “crime against nature,” 
arguing that these poets “inscrib[e] lesbian desire 
within natural settings and through natural 
phenomena.” Bruce Erickson considers 
nationalism as a form of attachment, examining a 
Canadian cliché—in Pierre Burton’s words, “a 
Canadian is one who can make love in a canoe”—
in order ultimately to “reconceptualize the 
pleasures of canoeing outside of the desire for 
identity, outside of the demands of the nation.” 
The subject of Catriona Sandilands’ complex and 
subtle essay is melancholia (in the psychoanalytic 
sense) about AIDS on the one hand and damaged 
environments on the other, although her writing 
is anything but depressing. Melancholia is “a state 
of suspended mourning in which the object of 
loss is…‘ungrievable’ within the confines of a 
society that cannot acknowledge” either gay men 
or “nonhuman beings” and environments as 
“appropriate objects for genuine grief.” It can be a 
political act, she argues, a kind of “queer 
memory,” which attends to the difficult beauty 
underlying the deformity of “wounded” 
landscapes “in defiance of bourgeois (and 
capitalist) imperatives to forget, move on, transfer 
attention to a new relationship/commodity.” 
Finally, Dianne Chisholm draws on Deleuze and 
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Guattari to read Ellen Meloy’s nature writing as 
queering E.O. Wilson’s concept of “biophilia.” The 
result is also a critique of Lee Edelman’s radical 
queer argument “against the dominant culture of 
‘the Child’ and its imperative to breed for the 
future.” In distinction to both Wilson and 
Edelman, Meloy’s “biophilic compositions 
demonstrate the ecological future of queer 
desire, while obliquely challenging the biophobic 
moralizing that often passes for a love of life.”

However, the coolness of (at least some 
kinds of) ecocriticism toward queer theory, and 
vice versa, remains. In the 1990s, while ecocritics 
like Buell were at least aware of queer theory, 
queer theorists were either unaware of 
ecocriticism or didn’t take it seriously. In the 
2000s, Marcus’ widely read review essay on 
queer theory included a discussion of animal 
homosexuality, but she didn’t link her discussion 
to ecocriticism or green cultural studies. A more 
recent high-profile collection, After Sex? On 
Writing Since Queer Theory, essentially asks 
where queer theory is going now, now that it, 
too, has a history—without implying, as ecocritic 
Greg Garrard does, that it’s going nowhere, or 
that it needs an ecocriticism humbly “looking 
over [real] ecologists’ shoulders” to rescue it from 
“its biophobic spiral toward oblivion.” But the 
contributors don’t recognize queer ecologies as 
part of what it could mean to be writing after 
queer theory, i.e. to be writing queer theory 
today. Going forward, students of queer ecologies 
still have some work to do to overcome the 
skepticism of ecocritics like Garrard as well as to 
convince other sexuality scholars of their 
salience. As the first book-length overview of the 
subject, Queer Ecologies makes a major, much-
needed contribution to this important present 
and future debate.
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Canadian Wilderness’s Colonial Debt

Temagami’s Tangled Wild: Race, Gender, and 
the Making of Canadian Nature by JOCELYN 
THORPE
UBC P, 2012 $22.48

Reviewed by ROSEMARY-CLAIRE COLLARD

Many readers will already be familiar 
with the region that titles Jocelyn Thorpe’s book, 
Temagami’s Tangled Wild. An hour north of North 
Bay, Ontario, Temagami’s geological composition–
pines, lakes, thin soils, rocks–exemplifies the 
iconic wild associated with the Canadian Shield. 
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In the mid-1980s, environmentalists opposing the 
province’s proposal to log new stands of pine 
timber in the region pushed Temagami into the 
national and international spotlight. The forestry 
plans were never realized and what the 
protesters called the “last great pine wilderness” 
was preserved, both materially in the landscape 
and discursively in the national imaginary. 

But Temagami’s famous nature, Thorpe 
argues, is anything but natural. On the contrary, 
the region was strategically crafted into a national 
wilderness space. Thorpe’s central aim in the 
book is to trace how. She identifies and describes 
four space-times critical to the production and 
contestation of Temagami’s “wild,” each 
corresponding to a chapter of the book: forestry, 
tourism and travel writing, Aboriginal reserve 
creation, and a series of legal court cases. Each of 
these situated moments and practices were 
instrumental to the “larger process through which 
Aboriginal title to the land began to be forgotten 
and legislatively removed.”

Across chapters, Thorpe demonstrates 
how the region’s Aboriginal occupants, the Teme-
Augama Anishnabai, were framed in multiple 
gendered and racialized ways. These framings 
were deployed to legitimate their dispossession 
and continue to be implicated in both the 
maintenance of Temagami as distinctly Canadian
—in other words, not belonging to the Teme-
Augama Anishnabai—and the ongoing dismissal 
of remarkably durable but systematically ignored 
Teme-Augama Anishnabai voices that contest 
their dispossession. Ontario and Canada’s 
strategic framings of the Teme-Augama 
Anishnabai gained strength and authority by 
tapping into key and powerful metanarratives, 
particularly around race, wilderness, and gender. 
These social categories appear self-evident, pre-
given and legitimate, and combine with each 
other potently to hide “the exclusionary practices 
through which places and subjects are created.” 
By far the most significant exclusion in 
Temagami’s production, and Thorpe’s focus 

throughout the book, is the exclusion of the 
Teme-Augama Anishnabai from their territory, 
n’Daki Menan, and from juridico-political 
institutions and processes. 

The coupled conception of savagery and 
civilization is one of the racial narratives that 
surfaces most often in the book, due to the 
frequency with which it was called upon to 
authorize the Teme-Augama Anishnabai’s 
dispossession. The Ontario government invoked 
this dualism recurrently and highly inconsistently. 
On one hand, Ontario validated its repeated 
denial of reserve lands to the Teme-Augama 
Anishnabai by arguing the band was “too 
civilized” to occupy a reserve. On the other hand, 
Ontario continually asserted the band’s 
“savagery” as a means of disallowing the Teme-
Augama Anishnabai access to timber. Thorpe thus 
demonstrates both the instability of these racial 
categories and that the government’s “marking 
out of civilization and savagery had little to do 
with the character or behaviour of the Teme-
Augama Anishnabai and much to do with 
Ontario’s political and economic interests in 
land.”  

These variable but powerful assignments 
of civilization/savagery also reveal, Thorpe 
argues, how Aboriginal people were strategically 
assigned to certain space-times and, relatedly, 
degrees of “aboriginality.” Critically, for Ontario, 
“aboriginality existed centrally as something that 
Canadian law, not its Aboriginal counterpart, had 
the power to determine.” And Canadian law drew 
heavily on associations between race and time in 
constructing its notion of aboriginality. For 
example, degrees of aboriginality were tied firmly 
to the static retention of designated “traditional” 
behaviours and activities. Aboriginals were 
temporally fixed in the past such that “there 
could be no modern Aboriginal legal subject.” The 
Teme-Augama Anishnabai were thereby faced 
with a no-win situation: “to prove that they had 
Aboriginal rights, they needed to supply evidence 
that they were a traditional band. Yet this allowed 
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Ontario to argue, using the very evidence that 
they had provided, that they existed as Aboriginal 
people solely in the past.” Ontario thus mobilized 
strategically shifting temporal assignments to the 
Teme-Augama Anishnabai, who, for the province, 
existed “only in the present when existing in the 
past meant having rights in the present, and 
existed [sic] only in the past when existing in the 
present meant having more rights in the present.”

Thorpe’s focus on how these narratives 
were (and continue to be) central to nation- and 
province-building is what distinguishes her book 
from previous work in this vein. Readers familiar 
with Bruce Braun’s The Intemperate Rainforest 
will find much common ground between the two 
books, both of which share an attention to the 
always material and discursive nature of 
dispossession and power. In her introduction, 
though, Thorpe is careful to distinguish her 
emphasis on how Temagami’s construction has 
mirrored and contributed to Canada’s 
construction as a national space. Another of her 
distinctive contributions is to show that rather 
than resource extraction and tourism being 
“seldom in harmony,” the two industries often 
worked symbiotically (especially to the extent 
that resource extraction could be “hidden” 
behind a thin veneer of trees, just out of visitor’s 
sight) in the overall project of “naturalizing and 
nationalizing the landscape.”

Canadian wilderness, Thorpe shows, is 
embedded in and indebted to historical colonial 
relations and a colonial present. Importantly, she 
recognizes not only Aboriginal dispossession as a 
colonial relation, but also the exploitation of the 
nonhuman world. Like so many contemporary 
scholars, perhaps most famously Donna Haraway 
and William Cronon, Thorpe seeks to “let go of 
the wilderness concept while continuing to 
struggle, in perhaps quite different ways, toward 
a world in which all of us might live well.” The 
book’s short length and clear writing, which make 
it ideal for teaching at undergraduate and 
graduate levels, belie not only this ambitious 

objective but also Thorpe’s carefully theorizing 
and rich historical detail.  The book will therefore 
also be of value to scholars in cultural geography, 
political ecology, environmental studies, critical 
race studies, and gender studies who are 
interested in how conceptions of wilderness 
articulate with other powerful narratives around 
nationalism, gender, Aboriginality, tourism, and 
the law. Thorpe contests the logics that allow 
these narratives appear as self-evident, and it is 
my hope that many readers will join her in doing 
so.

ROSEMARY-CLAIRE COLLARD is a PhD Candidate 
in geography at the University of British 
Columbia, where she studies animals, especially 
wildlife, in relation to political economies, 
science, ethics, life and death, gender, and power.

*

When Limits Become Interfaces

Art and Sustainability: Connecting Patterns for a  
Culture of Complexity by SACHA KAGAN
Verlag, 2011, $65.95 

Reviewed by ANNE MILNE

In this densely packed 500-page book, 
Sacha Kagan, a Research Associate at the 
Leuphana University in Lüneburg, Germany and a 
founding coordinator of the international 
network Cultura21, presents a comprehensive 
and sophisticated analysis of the relationship 
between art and sustainability in the context of 
complexity theory. 

Kagan initially outlines how a culture of 
unsustainability developed and how it works to 
undermine the relationship between humans 
(individuals and institutions) and the 
environment. He then introduces the role of art 
and historically situates art in politics—in the 
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space that the Romantic Order occupies within 
the Technological System (what he calls the 
RO/TS following theorists such as Maarten 
Doorman, Jacques Ellul, and Guy Debord). Here, 
Kagan argues, artists internalize Romantic values 
such as independence, genius, isolation, 
autonomy, sublime purposelessness, and 
ultimately (in the most pessimistic view) are 
empowered only to deliver nonsense or 
propaganda. 

In the current climate of “postmodern 
resignation,” Kagan also suggests critically that art 
contributes to the “overall efficiency of the TS” by 
exemplifying in its precarious working conditions 
a “new spirit of capitalism.” The commonly held 
admiration for artists, their labour, and the values 
of the RO can be appealingly (albeit shallowly) 
marketed and sold to the general public as an 
enviable “creative class.” But packaged with this 
creative class is a “new normal” of job insecurity 
and so-called “flexible capitalism” which 
undemocratically conditions workers to 
continually lower their expectations. In order to 
function sustainably, Kagan suggests, art must 
acknowledge its interpellation into this 
unsustainable system and learn to perform a 
viable and dynamic activist role that is neither 
“banal nor caricatural” (beyond Adorno’s 
“autonomous art” or Marcuse’s “subversive 
imagination” both of which Kagan feels have been 
defused and trivialized in the context of the TS). 
Kagan also rejects the “mythology [in art] of a 
holistic communion with nature” as dangerous in 
its potential for “green fascism,” citing the 
historical example of early twentieth-century 
German modern dancers whose interest in the 
body, harmony, “group spirit,” and the “organic 
mass” drew them into Nazism. Rather, Kagan calls 
for art to “renew its ties with ethics and 
meaningfulness” by moving away from its own 
“counter milieu that acts as an antidote to 
general society.” He proposes systems thinking, 
complexity theory, and transdisciplinarity as first 
steps towards a culture of sustainability. 

Kagan’s chapter “Aesthetics of 
Sustainability” urges a social transformation 
sensitive to conviviality and “the quality and 
poetry of life” following on what Gregory Bateson 
described as a “sensibility to the pattern which 
connects”. While Kagan fashions this chapter as 
“an invitation and challenge to contemporary arts 
practitioners,” he also includes two follow-up 
chapters that critically assess North American and 
West-European “eco-art” since the late 1960s. He 
includes land art, earthworks, and environmental 
art; highlights individual figures such as Hans 
Haacke, Joseph Beuys, The Harrisons, Patricia 
Johanson, Aviva Rahmani, and Andy Goldsworthy; 
and, significantly, outlines the roles that critics 
and curators play in reshaping the art world and 
developing sustainable, ecocentric institutional 
structures and attitudes. 

In the concluding chapters of Art and 
Sustainability, Kagan takes the time to analyze 
and illuminate next steps. In asserting that art is a 
necessary “field of experimentation for the 
search process of sustainability,” he looks for 
ways that art can be connective: “expanding 
beyond the delimited confines of artworlds” to 
generate social change. Kagan suggests a deeper 
understanding of “conventions” and the 
“intensely participative” use of rhetorics that 
increase cognitive dissonances and create 
“effective inter-conventional interaction” that 
“minimize[s] misunderstanding and moves 
towards the shared construction of a common 
social reality.” Kagan acknowledges the difficulty 
of this work in the context of global conventions, 
but by using examples from contemporary dance, 
he also outlines helpful new “working 
conventions” for artists that include “reflexive 
awareness” and the creation of “circles of 
recognition” which disrupt “authority cores” and 
“near-hegemonic degrees of institutionalization.” 
Ultimately, Kagan advocates for compromise over 
consensus arguing after Laclau and Mouffe that 
“relations of conflict [should be] sustained, not 
erased.” 
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Kagan states from the outset that his is a 
“book of ideas” and it certainly is that. The book 
is impressive in its range, succinct synthesis, and 
clear communication of complex concepts. But I 
wonder if Art and Sustainability is not just a little 
too formally rational—especially as the text 
proposes “a reform of thought towards 
complexity,” a “non-linear understanding of life 
and society,” and transdisciplinarity. A looser 
graphic design and the use of pictures might have 
helped better achieve this. As a reader coming to 
such an important discussion of art and 
environmental intersections, I fully expected the 
book to be illustrated and was disappointed that 
it did not (except for the cover illustration by 
Jean-Claude Kagan) offer a visual sense of the 
work the book highlights and describes especially 
in the two long chapters detailing ecological art. 
This seems like a serious omission if Kagan’s 
desire is for Art and Sustainability to resonate 
convincingly with artists, academics (who 
continually represent art and artists to their 
students), and the general reader. While a 
counterargument to this might be that 
illustrations largely entertain, draw attention 
away from the text, and bolster the banal, I 
suggest that illustrations well-captioned and well-
integrated into the main discussion of the book 
(as are Kagan’s many helpful graphically distinct 
sidebars and explanatory subsections) would 
enhance and deepen the level, breadth, and 
complexity of engagement for readers.

ANNE MILNE is an Assistant Professor in the 
English department at the University of Toronto 
Scarborough (UTSC). An ecocritic who specializes 
in Restoration and Eighteenth-Century British 
literature, Milne is the author of “Lactilla Tends 
her Fav’rite Cow”: Ecocritical Readings of Animals  
and Women in Eighteenth-Century British 
Labouring-Class Women’s Poetry (Bucknell 2008). 
Her current research focuses on land-use 
transformation and local cultural production in 
the eighteenth-century British village. She is also 

engaged in a creative non-fiction photo-essay 
project called SunScreen: Adventures in Skin 
Cancer.

*

Chicken Poop for the Soul: In Search of Food 
Sovereignty by KRISTEVA DOWLING
Caitlin Press, 2011 $24.95

Reviewed by KELLEY TISH BAKER

I admit it: at first I was put off by the title 
of this book, assuming it to be an opportunistic 
riff on the hugely successful Chicken Soup for the 
Soul series. So I thank the publishing gods for 
subtitles, because Kristeva Dowling’s account of 
her four-year attempt to become food self-
sufficient in the Bella Coola Valley of BC’s central 
coast, is an informative, entertaining, and often 
provocative read.

This is not a how-to book. Rather, over 
twelve mostly chronological chapters 
supplemented with gorgeous colour photographs, 
it’s Dowling’s personal narrative of the 
challenges, triumphs, and setbacks in her and her 
husband’s project to become self-provisioners. 
The impetus for this audacious endeavour was 
Dowling’s growing alarm at how dependent we 
are on North America’s corporate-controlled 
systems of food production and distribution, as 
well as her lifelong desire to farm her own land.

Dowling is candid in confessing her 
relative lack of farming experience. Indeed her 
choice of the wild Bella Coola Valley, with its wet 
climate, remoteness, and large predators, would 
seem to attest to this inexperience. Nonetheless, 
in 2005, she and her husband purchased a small 
holding called The Howling Duck Ranch in the 
settlement of Hagensborg. Over the next four 
years, through mishaps and mistakes, and with a 
lot of local advice, as well as her own research, 
Dowling learns what it takes to journey towards 
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food self-sufficiency in that particular corner of 
the world. 

And credit to her. Dowling is nothing if not 
passionate, resourceful, determined and 
extremely hard-working—indeed, often starting 
her day hours before sunup. She and her husband 
plough under the land to grow fruit and 
vegetables (but alas, not her beloved tomatoes, 
which she reluctantly accepts don’t do well in 
that climate), learn how to raise and butcher 
goats and fowl, how to preserve food, tap trees, 
forage for wild edibles, grow their own wheat, 
and, finally, how to hunt.

Of course this learning is not without 
incident. The couple’s adventures run from 
humorous (such as Dowling stuffing baby chicks 
down her bra to keep them warm during a power 
outage) to intriguing (meeting and buying wheat 
seeds from Canada’s one-time World Wheat King) 
to heartbreaking (the community’s collective loss 
of pets and livestock—including two horses—to 
habituated bears).

Along with Dowling’s growing knowledge 
and confidence comes a deepening political 
awareness coupled with anger at federal and 
provincial laws that work against small-scale 
farmers and remote communities. These laws 
include the banning of the sale of raw milk, as 
well as the prohibition against mobile or on-site 
butchering. What Dowling finds particularly 
galling are the restrictions on keeping and storing 
guns which, coupled with the province’s “no-
attraction” predator policy, make it virtually 
impossible to protect a farm from large predators 
such as bears, foxes, and cougars.  

Unfortunately, the book is weakened by a 
lack of strong editing—both copyediting (e.g. an 
excessive use of exclamation points) and 
substantive. At times I sensed the book’s blog 
origins—anecdotal, episodic, and first-person 
whimsy. The decisions as to what to include in the 
Notes and Sources section seem arbitrary. 
Indeed, most of the references in the text don’t 
appear, even books which Dowling informs us 

were seminal in influencing her thinking.
Most jarring, however, was her handling of 

the climactic event of the book—the couple’s 
eventual decision to abandon their beloved farm 
when they come to accept the near-impossibility 
of dealing with predators. The decision is briefly 
mentioned in the book’s introduction so it 
doesn’t surprise us when we loop back to it at its 
end. Yet here Dowling skims over it quickly and 
almost matter-of-factly, effectively reducing its 
emotional wallop to a mild tap.  

But these are minor quibbles. On the 
whole, this book is a worthwhile contribution to 
the growing literature on local food politics in 
general, and to those of BC in particular. And even 
though she’s no longer growing and raising food 
at the Howling Duck Ranch, Dowling has found 
other ways to live out her ideals of food 
sovereignty and encourages us to do so as well.  
The stakes couldn’t be higher: “re-localizing our 
food is the most important thing we can do to 
save the planet, and it is something that each of 
us can support by choosing to eat differently and 
demanding from our governments legislation that 
supports our ability to do so.” 

KELLEY TISH BAKER is an Ottawa writer who 
works in multiple genres. Recently, her ten- 
minute play, “Just Desserts” was produced by 
New Theatre of Ottawa as part of the Extremely 
Short Play Festival. She holds an MA in 
Communications from Carleton University in 
Ottawa and an International Masters of Arts in 
Environmental Policy from Roskilde Universitet in 
Denmark.
 

*
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A Hunter’s Confession by DAVID CARPENTER
Greystone, 2010 $19.95

Reviewed by NATHAN KOWALSKY

There is a mystery inscribed on every 
bottle of Jägermeister: the sign of the hunter’s 
honour is that s/he protects the prey, hunts like a 
dweller of the forest to which s/he belongs, and 
honours the Creator in creatures. For 
environmentally concerned citizens who find such 
sentiment baffling, David Carpenter’s A Hunter’s 
Confession can help to make it less so. The book is 
a memoir of the author’s journey from teenager 
to “old fart,” but also a meditation on a practice 
that Western cultures are increasingly incapable 
of comprehending. The chapters extend not only 
from the 1950s through the past decade, but 
systematically explore themes as diverse as petro-
fuelled progressivism, paleoanthropology, the 
fading of outdoor activity, Indigenous hunters, 
class division, macho culture, gender, and, 
ultimately, mortality. Though my philosopher-self 
sometimes finds it frustrating, Carpenter keeps 
analysis to a minimum in order to “get back to the 
hunt.” All too often, hunting is morally criticized 
without the critic knowing what it’s like, but 
Carpenter provides a phenomenological 
description of hunting that can form the basis of a 
more informed critique. He is “talking about 
hunting during a specific time in North America,” 
and that changing cultural context draws his ire 
more than hunting itself.

When Carpenter pulls the reader into a 
duck hunt, it is “quite a moment,” even if (like 
me) you’ve not really waterfowled before. 
“Pleasure is easier to recount than to explain,” 
and his recounting of my prairie homeland gives 
me great joy. Surely it’s bad hermeneutics for me 
to see so much of myself–and my father–in the 
author, but I can’t help it; I know those feelings 
he knows, I know he knows the taste of the land, 
how it takes him home. Barry Lopez says that “to 

hunt means to have the land around you like 
clothing,” and I think with Carpenter the reader 
can begin to feel how that might actually be true.

His descriptions of fools are thus all the 
more damning. 50's fathers who “blast away,” the 
Albertan optimist who didn’t think it possible that 
“we could wipe out these critters,” the English 
aristocratic woman who “shoots” pheasants 
rather than “hunts” them, the technophilic 
hunters who replace skill with automation, 
Hemingway who hunts to conquer death, tourist 
hunters who pay outfitters to bait bears which 
provide penises for swizzle sticks–Carpenter’s 
moral disdain for the assumptions at work here is 
visceral. Anti-hunters take note: a hunter 
excoriating other hunters reveals the hunt to be 
socially constructed, not a monolith to be 
opposed without attention to lived experience. 
For Carpenter, context rather than essence should 
be the focus of discussion, and hunting within the 
culture of domination is the problem: “Genesis 
reads like a farmer’s dream and a hunter’s 
nightmare.” Kudos to Carpenter for seeing the 
conflict between the civilizing of nature and the 
forager’s mimetic alignment with wildness. He 
doesn’t buy the stories of progress or cultural 
evolution, or the facile characterization of hunting 
in xenophobic terms like barbarism or savagery.

But Carpenter is anything but holier than 
thou; he admits to have blasted away in his time, 
to having been a Homo automobilis. Indeed, his 
confessions journey from indifference through 
ambivalence to eventually not hunting at all. 
Carpenter says the mystery of hunting is that 
“hunters persist in loving that which they seek to 
kill,” but the mystery of Carpenter is that he loses 
this persistence. The last grouse Carpenter shoots 
bleeds from the beak, and shortly thereafter he 
suffers a post-surgical and near-fatal nosebleed 
himself. In that moment, Carpenter swears to 
“never again shoot another creature,” and later 
refuses to lawyer his way out of the oath. While I 
am in no position to lecture a man who has faced 
his own death, I must say that withdrawing from 
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predation because of the similarity between 
hunter and prey gets the paradox of kinship 
exactly backwards. If an Ojibway elder is 
connected to animals “as though they were 
family,” why doesn’t Carpenter propose the 
cessation of Aboriginal hunting as “spiritual 
progress”?

He champions the “reverence” of wild 
nature, but that requires coming to terms with 
suffering and death. That’s what it is to be kin 
with all creatures. Carpenter remains preoccupied 
with the question of killing (he fears he’d shoot 
animals he’s not even hunting), but hunting isn’t 
about killing; it is about living and dying and the 
ways of each. Perhaps he has not finished 
wrestling with a Creator who gives mortality to all 
life. Carpenter does “persist in seeing some forms 
of hunting as part of a meaningful engagement 
with the wild,” but it’s a shame that there’s one 
less hunter like him around. Make your peace, 
David, and come back and hunt with us!

NATHAN KOWALSKY is assistant professor of 
philosophy at St. Joseph’s College, University of 
Alberta.  He is editor of Hunting—Philosophy for 
Everyone:  In Search of the Wild Life (Wiley-
Blackwell, 2010) and is currently working on 
several hunting-related papers, including one on 
Adorno and Horkheimer’s Dialectic of 
Enlightenment and Alberta’s hunting regulations.

*

Specifying Agency: McHugh’s Postdisciplinary 
Lessons in Reading Animals

Animal Stories: Narrating Across Species Lines by 
SUSAN McHUGH
U Minnesota P, 2011 $25.00

Reviewed by DAVID OSWALD

According to Cary Wolfe, the recent focus 
on dismantling anthropocentrism in the 

Humanities is a belated effort to respond to more 
empirical studies. Amid the clamour of this 
scholarship, it is worth considering how the 
challenges of rethinking and recasting the 
structures of disciplinary knowledge are beset by 
critical peril. For example, many naturalist 
approaches espousing the inherent value of 
sensuous experience, including some deep 
ecologists, overlook the significant ideological 
roles nonhuman animals perform. Meanwhile, 
more than a few poststructuralists, apparently 
hamstrung by Derrida’s concept of “animot,” risk 
reducing the multiplicity and materiality of bodies 
to signifiers. Addressing the gamut of positions, 
Susan McHugh’s Animal Stories cannily sidesteps 
the pitfalls of idealism as it exposes the “fiction of 
the human subject” and clarifies how literary 
study can contribute to the discourse of species.

McHugh’s latest book-length monograph 
marks the fifteenth instalment in the University of 
Minnesota Press’s successful Posthumanities 
Series, which is edited by Wolfe. In this sense, not 
only does his influential spectre hover over its 
pages, but he has had his paws all over them. It is 
not surprising, then, that McHugh enters the fray 
with a Wolfe-y vision—albeit one in which the 
subject is pursued through a Deleuzian, rather 
than a Derridean, idiom. Opposing assumptions 
that literature mirrors culture and leaning heavily 
on an arsenal of “becoming-animal,” 
“multiplicity,” “affect,” and “intensities,” she 
proposes to specify agency and unlink it from 
human subjectivity.

Her theoretical introduction sets its sights 
on the institutionalized hegemony of human 
identity in twentieth-century narratives. McHugh 
targets literary studies’ propensity for the discrete 
subject as paradoxical: the “human” is 
maintained through political disavowals of the 
materiality of nonhuman animals within mixed 
social scenes, in turn conditioned by 
developments in representation. She argues for a 
constitutive interplay between aesthetic form and 
social function with respect to the history of 
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species life. From this provocative angle, the 
interpretative indeterminacy that attends 
nonhuman animals demands study precisely 
because it reveals how species life itself is 
inextricable from narrative. Animal Stories’ basic 
premise is that “literature and criticism [can] 
uniquely contribute to emergent understandings 
of species” because they provide insight into 
“perspectives and processes that support models 
centred on agency rather than subjectivity.” The 
text's critical imperative is to stop reading 
nonhuman animals as symbols. These are 
compelling points. However, the Deleuzian 
inflection of McHugh’s corrective may appear 
unclear: specifying agency is neither a wholly 
emancipatory gesture, nor does it evade what 
Deleuze and Guattari term “apparatuses of 
capture.” McHugh expresses “some trepidation” 
about appealing to the concept of becoming-
animal because she recognizes that her chapters 
will develop “partial pictures” of its critique; 
nevertheless, she maintains its capacity to 
“localize eruptions of nonhuman-agency,” 
especially in the form of collectivities. Her 
context, though, specifies agency in twentieth-
century cultural media. 

Each chapter constitutes a unique 
interspecies history lesson. Cast off by disciplinary 
practices, these histories illustrate how “as 
narratives of distinctly modern human-animal 
ways of living move to media forms like film and 
television, they situate subjectivity more clearly 
as a collective production, a disciplinary form of 
power complementing rather than negating other 
biopolitical options.” McHugh tirelessly weaves 
canonical and minor, as well as literary and visual, 
texts together. This diversity might have been 
expanded with some texts from outside of 
Western culture, but McHugh does address a 
myriad of forms: literature, film, photography, 
illustrations, television, and advertisements. She 
divides the book’s four chapters into two 
sections. “Intersubjective Fictions” pinpoints 
companion species narratives, specifically dog-

human and horse-human “working units,” as 
marginalized subgenres frequently adapted to 
identitarian ends. Chapter One, “Seeing 
Eyes/Private Eyes,” focuses on Baynard Kendrick’s 
popular fiction series about a blind detective and 
his Seeing Eye and police dogs. McHugh argues 
that Kendrick’s original fidelity to dog-human 
“social complementarities” gets idealistically 
twisted in later adaptions of his work that 
“retreat into human identity,” including ABC’s 
Blind Justice. Perhaps her most interesting lesson, 
“Velvet Revolutions,” surveys the genre of the 
girl-horse story, examining its simultaneous 
developments with/in equestrienne culture. 
McHugh’s pointed analyses of Enid Bagnold’s 
National Velvet, or the Slaughterer’s Daughter 
and its transformation into the 1944 film classic 
elaborate how the original girl-horse unit’s 
success in the steeplechase becomes endangered 
by later versions’ overt sexualization of this 
pairing. 

The next section, “Intercorporeal 
Narratives,” locates more fleshy cross-species 
intimacies, representing less sentimentalized 
histories. Chapter Three, “Breeding Narratives of 
Intimacy,” begins with a meditation on how pet 
spaying/neutering arose in conjunction with the 
genre of the domestic pet memoir, homing in its 
analysis on writer J.R. Ackerley. Here, his memoirs 
and novels reveal queer narratives that “give rise 
not only to a sense of canine agency…but also to 
a cross-species notion of sodomite culture, 
founded on aesthetics of multiplicity rather than 
individuality.” Her last chapter, “The Fictions and 
Future of Farm Animals,” develops an intriguing 
reading of how narratives of “meat animal” 
agency migrate to mixed-media visuals. 
Buttressed by interpretations of Sinclair’s Jungle 
and Orwell’s Animal Farm, the chapter coalesces 
in a wonderful explication of nonhuman animal 
agency in the film Babe. Not only do these 
readings balance complex material and 
ideological stakes, each history lesson shows how 
“narrative is a social and cultural zone of 
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integration…that does not end in literary studies 
so much as it begins to explain how story forms 
operate centrally within…species life.”

Regarding its theoretical foundations and 
framework, Animal Stories would have benefited 
from clearer definitions. Slippery concepts, like 
“subjectivity,” “agency,” and “affect,” are 
deployed without sufficient elaboration of their 
fraught intellectual histories. There is certainly 
value in McHugh’s attempts to gain theoretical 
purchase on how affect produces collectivities (or 
coherence) across species; however, appealing to 
post-Deleuzian affect theorists like Massumi, 
Berlant, or Ahmed might have provided broader 
traction. Finally, readers may note “confusing 
diction.” For example, Animal Stories frequently 
refers to a singular, titular “animal.” This gesture 
runs the risk of placing human animality under 
erasure, as well as re-inscribing the human-
animal dualism endemic to the humanist and 
(neo)liberalist traditions McHugh targets. 
Following Derrida’s condemnation of invoking 
“the animal” in generic terms, this 
homogenization of species life is further 
exacerbated by her tight focus on urban industrial 
settings and easily Oedipalized species. To corrupt 
one of McHugh’s own provocations, then, “a 
question remains: how might [other] species life 
be configured in texts?” 

Overall, however, McHugh advances a 
convincing posthumanist critique of the 
speciesism that operates in academic institutions, 
especially in literature departments  (inasmuch as 
they tend to treat narrative both as a disciplinary 
property and as the exclusive domain of human 
subjects). She decries the politics of canon-
formation, suggesting that literature departments 
should bear the brunt of the responsibility for 
sanitizing how formal histories actually consist of 
heterogeneous “forms of species and social 
agency.” Calling for “more responsive and 
responsible approaches to bodily imbrications,” 
McHugh thus appears driven by an unrelenting 
pragmatism. And I believe her critique of 

disciplinary knowledge is Animal Stories’ greatest 
strength. Published during a widespread (re)turn 
to formalistic analyses, its refusal to read 
representations of nonhuman animals 
metaphorically is a necessary rejoinder. Engaging 
the of how animals inhabit texts will entail 
ambidextrous practices that open the question of 
animality to a wider spectrum of potentials for 
social agency. In this respect, McHugh’s chapters 
serve as exemplary models for future scholarship. 
Not only do the narratives she recuperates 
register the historic and social developments of 
mixed interspecies relations, her postdisciplinary 
readings help uncover the conditions of relational 
living. If Wolfe helped galvanize Animal Studies, 
then McHugh has located an imperative role for 
literary study within it.

DAVID OSWALD is a PhD student in the 
Department of English at the University of 
Victoria. He received an Honours BA in English 
and Philosophy from the University of Toronto in 
2005 and a MA in English from the University of 
Victoria in 2009. His research interests include 
American Fiction, Animal Studies, Disability 
Studies, and Posthumanism. His proposed 
dissertation, tentatively entitled “Of Dogs and 
Idiots: Confusing the Human-Animal Order in 
Twentieth Century American Fiction,” will analyze 
the insidious overlaps between representations of 
canines and intellectually disabled humans. In 
2012, he was awarded a SSHRC doctoral 
fellowship.
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Building the Forests and Meadows of the Human 
Heart

The Truth of Houses by ANN SCOWCROFT
Brick Books, 2011  $19.00

Reviewed by DEBORAH BOWEN

Any publisher knows that when a book is 
lauded on the back cover by Michael Ondaatje as 
“a wonderful first collection of poems,” readers 
will look twice. I’m glad I did. Ann Scowcroft’s 
poems are beautifully crafted and emotionally 
true right down to the depth of the plumb-line.  
Sometimes searing, at other times soaring, 
sometimes skeptical, at other times vulnerable, 
these poems had me both thinking and feeling 
about the landscape of generational divisions and 
joys and abuses and losses and hopes and 
responsibilities with the special kind of intensity 
that really good writing can engender. The poems 
are divided into four main groupings, each section 
introduced by an epigraph taken from 
Christopher Alexander’s influential The Timeless 
Way of Building (1979), which critic Nikos 
Salingaros has called not so much a book on 
architecture as "a book on philosophy with 
architectural examples." Here is the first piece 
from Alexander that Scowcroft reproduces:

…this seeming chaos which is in us is a rich, rolling, […]
crying, sleeping order. If we will only let this order guide
our acts of building, the buildings that we make…
will be the forests and meadows of the human heart.

Perhaps, then, The Truth of Houses is not so much 
a book on houses as a book on philosophy with 
examples of both literal and metaphorical 
building. 

In the title poem, the first in the third 
grouping of the book, all kinds of houses are 
understood as those self-contained spaces that 
not only enclose and exclude but also “know the 
five truths,” as the last two stanzas describe 
them: 

The truth of light: you will see before you understand
The truth of motion: escape is an illusion

The truth of trees: your busy life will dissolve into the 
soil
The truth of windows: what protects can also maim

The truth of peace:
despite all the other truths
knowing will come to you wearing one hundred faces
contain you as once you contained your
own blood

The final section of the book also opens 
with a poem about a house. Titled “Quotidian,” 
its concern is the relationship between everyday 
routines and the secrets they hide:

In this square old house with warped wooden floors
and prim wainscoting, we have sown
plenty that slips between the cracks,
like so much birdseed spilled on the way in the door.

Later in the same section, in “Second storey,” the 
poet describes her young son’s night-terrors, and 
asks “what makes us safe, and what makes a 
home, / and what lies beneath the monsters that 
would / consume him without my protection…?” 
She remembers how in her own childhood the 
refuge from “the ache of home” was “the bank of 
the lazy river… / by immersion in the muddy 
chatter of that place.” Here home is the land—the 
hay fields, the wetland, the woods, the bird and 
animal life—more acutely than the houses upon 
it; houses in these poems are the sites of 
childhood abuse and adult betrayal as well as of 
genuine care and affection. Reading about both 
the initial abuse by a trusted male relative and its 
far-reaching effects into present-day relationships 
is difficult and demanding but also strangely 
rewarding, because Scowcroft’s sure sense of 
structure and pacing lead us through to new 
places attuned to the wider environment and the 
hopefulness inspired by its independence of 
humankind. 

I heard echoes of P.K. Page and Don 
McKay and Ondaatje himself in Scowcroft’s 
description of experience turned to poetry as 
“real as the ocean calling through / pine scrub at 
new moon,” and the hope for a future freed from 
shame as a time when “something somewhere / 
replaces the earth on its axis / then spins it gently 
/ so that it might rejoin the stately waltz, / revolve 
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in what must be exquisite silence / without us.” 
And so in the end, Scowcroft’s in-touchness with 
the experience of birth and daily living and 
separation and death (see, in particular, “First 
birth,” “How to begin,” “Stillness,” “First child 
leaves home” and “Immaculate wing”) is enough 
to render the silence exquisitely alive with 
breathing words. 

DEBORAH BOWEN is Professor of English at 
Redeemer University College, a small 
undergraduate liberal arts & sciences school with 
a Christian foundation in S.W. Ontario. She 
regularly reviews new Canadian poetry, and 
among rather too many other courses teaches 
one on Literature and the Environment. 

*

And See What Happens: The Journey Poems by 
URSULA VAIRA 
Caitlin Press, 2011 $16.95

Reviewed by EDIE STEINER 

Ben Orlove writes that water is “the 
favored element of storytellers, who are drawn to 
its unmatched capacity to stir the imagination.” 
Ursula Vaira’s poetry collection, And See What 
Happens: The Journey Poems, is a narrative 
triptych vis-à-vis three journeys linked by water. 
The first passage, “And See What Happens,” 
entwines gradations of retribution, reclamation, 
restoration, and community-building on a 
thousand-mile, month-long journey in the 
gripping waters of the British Columbia coastline, 
traveling by Coast Salish canoe. Vaira bears 
witness as an observer-participant and the sole 
female paddler on this collective RCMP and First 
Nations endeavor to raise awareness around 
addictions. 

Along the twenty-eight First Nation 
meeting places en route, the RCMP 

representatives deliver personal apologies for the 
damages inflicted upon indigenous peoples in the 
residential schools. The law enforcement officers 
are figures of historical violence to these 
communities—they are“the man who takes you 
away.” Yet through sharing songs, physical 
struggles, and celebratory feasting, the paddlers 
are welcomed by and unite with the communities 
in ritual and healing practices. Trust builds 
through ceremonies enacted and the sharing of 
respect and gratitude. At the end of the voyage, 
Vaira offers a final apology as the closing verse: 
“We are sorry / it took us this long / to visit.” 

In the second movement, “Frog River,” the 
author is landlocked between rivers, sequestered 
by choice or abandonment, alone with her watery 
feelings. It seems she has ended a love 
relationship, and the image of the river serves as 
a metaphor for separation: “two sides, divided.” 
But like many who have ventured alone to 
isolated cabins in order to focus on a particular 
task, Vaira is also here to compose a text, 
informed by meditations on loss and renewal, and 
is immersed in a phenomenological quest. To 
dwell for a time in a secluded place means that 
one can sharpen one’s thoughts on the small 
everyday objects, daily rituals, and expanded time 
frames made available to the senses by limited 
distractions. In the material environment of a 
wilderness location, the senses produce a kind of 
microcosmic awareness. Vaira records these 
moments with simple tools: a pencil that falls 
away into the water and is momentarily 
mourned, like the lost lover.  

The third suite of poems, “Last One to Get 
There,” negotiates another journey by sea, this 
time by kayak, around the northern tip of 
Vancouver Island. Vaira maps each reference 
point—cape, island, mainland—as a chapter 
contained within a short poem. Each day 
expresses new visceral sensations in encounters 
with surroundings at once challenging and 
liberating. Along the way, she contemplates the 
tranquil silence that resolves between thrilling 
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cycles of roaring water and comes to the 
realization of her body growing older and less 
capable of mastering the physical elements of her 
vigorous expedition. Yet, she still gathers enough 
of the spiritual resources that will force her body 
to serve her desire to set forth into places where 
stories and images are harvested. Once again the 
everyday is transformed by heightened 
perceptions, where colours and textures and 
sounds collapse into synesthesia. 

Vaira’s text is a series of beautiful 
snapshots documenting her passage through 
three rigorous physical and emotional 
undertakings. As I explore her text, I’m filled with 
wonder at her capacity to be willingly tossed into 
such huge and dangerous swells, and by her 
courage in facing the grief of those for whom 
there is “so little time left to remember.”

Works Cited
Orlove, Ben. Lines in the Water: Nature and 

Culture at Lake Titicaca. Berkeley: UC P, 
2002. Print.

EDIE STEINER is a PhD Candidate in the Faculty of 
Environmental Studies at York University, and an 
independent filmmaker and visual artist. Her 
research and creative practice includes filmed 
essays and photographic studies exploring 
themes of place, memory, and landscape.

*

The Tinsmith by TIM BOWLING
Brindle & Glass, 2012 $21.95.

Reviewed by DIANE GUICHON

Canadian writers aspire to Tim Bowling's 
level as a wordsmith as well as his publication 
successes. He is a two-time Governor-General 
finalist, a recipient of a Guggenheim fellowship, 
and a winner of many book awards for his poetry 

collections and creative non-fiction (most 
recently the Stephan G. Stephansson poetry 
award for Tenderman). His genius is evident in his 
diction, use of imagery, and in the lyricism, 
intelligence, and passion he brings to his work. He 
is no apprentice at writing, but a master 
craftsman. However, even masters can sometimes 
turn a less-than-perfect product. The Tinsmith, 
while tackling a very long list of worthy subjects 
such as war, race, friendship and goodness, 
technology and innovation, the material versus 
the spiritual world, the role of art in all of this, 
and the historical roots of the B.C. salmon 
cannery business, tries to achieve too much in 
too few pages. This novel could have been B.C.'s 
Gone with the Wind (with its representations of 
slavery and the social abuses of Asian and First 
Nations' people in the salmon cannery business; 
or BC's War and Peace (with its existential 
questions of what is life, what is death, what are 
the decisions we make between life and death, 
and is there goodness in the world?). 
Unfortunately, The Tinsmith needed either more 
space to develop its many themes and story 
threads or tighter editing to truly do justice to just 
a few of these subjects.

There are two main settings in The 
Tinsmith. In the beginning of the novel, we are 
introduced to our two main characters, the good 
doctor Anson Baird and a mystery man named 
John who is the sole redeeming symbol of 
goodness for Baird during the bloody, 1862 civil 
war battle of Antietam Creek. The battle setting 
and the Maryland farm where John lived as a 
mulatto slave grounds the world of The Tinsmith 
in violence. The second half of the novel shows 
these two characters twenty years later 
embroiled in the violence attending the 
competitive establishment of B.C.'s salmon 
cannery industry. These are two disparate 
settings reflecting disparate stories, but what 
connects the two together is Bowling's historical 
research into the lives of two nineteenth century 
black men: Frederick Douglass and John Sullivan 
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Deas. These men's real-life experiences form the 
split personality for John the Slave and John the 
Tinsmith.

In both settings, Bowling's descriptions 
reflect a master craftsman's ability to conduct 
and relate historical research. He uses the real-life 
Frederick Douglass, an escaped slave who rose to 
prominence as a spokesperson for the abolitionist 
movement in America (Bowling quotes Douglass 
on his foreword page: "in all the relations of life 
and death / we are met by the colour line"), to 
inform his description of John's mental and 
physical anguish as a house slave subject to the 
perversity of an evil overseer. 

BC's real-life, early canning entrepreneur, 
mulatto tinsmith John Sullivan Deas forms the 
model for the man John the Slave becomes in the 
second half of the novel―John Sullivan Dare. 
Deas faced discrimination during the salmon 
wars, just as the novel's Dare faces discrimination 
from a consortium of British and Scottish canners 
and financiers who wish to squeeze him out of 
the biggest salmon run in years.

Much of the novel is devoted to the 
description of the violent and destructive forces 
of human energy and industry. Bowling 
introduces this theme in his foreword quote from 
Walt Whitman's "Song of Myself:" "urge, urge and 
urge, / Always the procreant urge of the world." 
To show humanity's urge toward industry and 
commerce, Bowling introduces characters such as 
Alexander Gardner, a photographer of the war 
dead, and Horace Greaver, an embalmer who 
collects pre-paid coupons from dead soldiers' 
pockets in order to send their bodies back home. 
Both serve the dead, but make money in doing 
so. In the second half of the novel, a mystic, Miss 
d'Espereaux, and her entourage of men, cash in 
on a woman's grief and desire to connect with 
her dead child's spirit. Business interests trump 
human empathy. However, while these secondary 
characters enrich the novel's period detail and 
support a recurring theme in the novel, they take 
up space to the detriment of the development of 

the main story arc―that of Baird's and John's life 
quests in search of goodness and redemption.
 While I question the time devoted to 
minor characters in The Tinsmith, there is no 
questioning Bowling as anything less than a 
master at creating beautiful language. Whether 
describing battle horrors or the beauty of the 
Fraser River landscape, Bowling infuses his fiction 
with poetry: "the tall reeds and grasses close to 
where the river met the ocean shivered slightly, 
like the fine filaments beneath the gills of the 
salmon." Our eyes, ears and hearts are never 
disappointed when Bowling writes of lived human 
experience within a cruel and complicated world. 

DIANE GUICHON is an MA graduate from 
University of Calgary's creative writing program. 
Her first book of poetry, Birch Split Bark, won the 
City of Calgary W.O. Mitchell book prize. Her 
poetry manuscript, Vignettes, was adapted and 
performed for the stage. She is interested in 
different forms of poetry and conducted and 
published a series of interviews on poetry with 
Tom Wayman, Carmine Starnino, and derek 
beaulieu. She teaches English Literature and 
Academic Writing for Calgary's University of 
Lethbridge campus and actively promotes poetry 
in Calgary schools. Diane was shortlisted for 
Calgary's inaugural Poet Laureate in 2012.

*

Into the Silence: The Great War, Mallory, and the  
Conquest of Everest by WADE DAVIS 
Knopf Canada, 2011 $35.00

Reviewed by HARRY VANDERVLIST

Climbing Mount Everest in the 1920s was 
the closest thing yet seen to the moon shots of 
the 1960s. Instead of multi-stage rockets, there 
was siege-style mountaineering, with its series of 
base camps supplied by trudging lines of porters 
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who moved the expedition ever closer to the 
goal. Only in the final daring days did the summit 
team, like the lunar module at the tip of the 
rocket, get launched toward the peak. This is the 
way George Mallory and Sandy Irvine were 
launched toward the summit of Everest in June 
1924. The two men formed the tip of a huge 
hierarchically organized pyramid of human effort, 
directed at an even more colossal pyramid of rock 
and ice. But what motivated organization on such 
a scale, sacrifice on such a scale? And what 
difference did it all make—for the climbers, for 
the lands their sieges invaded, and for the future 
imaginative understanding of these things? What 
can a new book about a familiar episode in 
mountaineering history tell anyone about the 
human relationship to nature? 

The 672 pages of Into the Silence provide 
material for the ongoing pursuit of these 
questions. The book presents a decade’s worth of 
research into the roots of the individual and 
social motives for climbing Everest. These roots 
extend into an investigation of late-Victorian and 
Edwardian culture, of empire, of science and its 
complicity in empire, and of the nascent worlds 
of film, photography, media, and entertainment. 
These investigations are not pursued in the 
abstract, but in the biographies of the individuals 
and organizations—the English public schools, 
universities, and alpine societies; the Royal 
Geographical Society; and the British Army—
drawn into the Everest vortex. As an example of a 
well-integrated cultural study, Into the Silence 
rivals books like Paul Fussell’s The Great War and 
Modern Memory. Yet Davis’ scope is more 
inclusive. The real subject of the book is the 
creation of a social mythology of individualism 
and heroism, of (British) science and (British) 
civilization mastering the earth’s remotest places 
and most exotic cultures. (The stakes for a waning 
empire are made clear in a letter the Scottish 
physiologist Alexander Kellas wrote before his 
death in the 1921 Everest expedition: “We missed 
both Poles after having control of the sea for 300 

years, and we certainly ought not to miss the 
exploration of the Mt. Everest group after being 
the premier power in India for 160"). That this 
myth-making was undertaken just after the myths 
had been blown to smithereens, in battles the 
Everest climbers themselves had barely survived, 
adds an edge of poignancy and the struggle with 
despair which Davis conveys in affecting detail.

In order to understand both the desperate 
drive to reassert imperial mythologies and the 
poignancy of the roles played by individuals like 
Mallory who were recruited for the job, readers 
do in fact need the “scores of pages about the 
First World War” which Globe and Mail reviewer 
Ken McGoogan questioned as perhaps the 
volume’s one unnecessary element. McGoogan is 
correct to say that because Davis delves so deeply 
into the formative war experiences of the Everest 
protagonists, “the book starts slowly and runs 
long.” It certainly does. It is not a lightweight, 
alpine-style narrative dash toward the climactic 
moments, but a genuine siege, both burdened 
and nourished by its detailed notes on primary 
sources and an invaluable annotated 
bibliography. 

Readers of mountaineering adventure 
stories are not the best audience for Into the 
Silence. Members of the huge readership Davis 
has developed for his reflective anthropological 
and exploration narratives may not have the 
stamina for it either. Ecocritically oriented readers 
with a broad cultural studies bent, though, will 
find treasures. There’s so much here on the role 
of surveying, cartography, and botany in 
extending imperial knowledge to areas like Sikkim 
and Tibet. A prominent role is played by Edward 
Oliver Wheeler (the son of the Canadian surveyor 
and alpinist A.O. Wheeler), who pioneers the use 
of photography for surveying during these Everest 
expeditions. The book allows readers to trace 
new ways that terrain is framed as landscape and 
given cultural meaning, sometimes through new 
media such as newspaper serialization, lecture 
series, and films. Ways of imagining the male 
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body—as athlete, as scientific test subject, as 
idealized erotic image—find interesting, well-
documented contexts here. (Mallory, for instance, 
goes from captivating Henry James and sharing a 
Cambridge stage with Rupert Brooke and 
Geoffrey Keynes, to being photographed, frozen 
and partly clothed, at 27,000 feet after the 
discovery of his body in 1999). 

Into the Silence offers a model for 
meticulously researched, beautifully crafted, and 
well-written cultural history and biography. And 
yes, it does still make a compelling adventure and 
exploration narrative—just not a fast-paced one.

Note:
McGoogan, Ken. “Mountaineers and molehills.” 
The Globe and Mail Friday, Jan. 13 2012. 
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/books-
and-media/into-the-silence-by-wade-
davis/article1359169/

*

“A lamb with a gun”

Louis: The Heretic Poems by GREGORY SCOFIELD 
Nightwood, 2011 $18.95

Reviewed by JASMINE JOHNSTON

Exposed to grade-school versions of the 
Red River Rebellion—confusing, anodyne—and 
versed in Riel’s life by Chester Brown’s graphic 
novel Louis Riel (1999)—succinct, commendable
—I was unprepared for the clever linguistic 
beauty of Gregory Scofield’s collection, Louis: The  
Heretic Poems. By using Riel’s first name in the 
title, Scofield writes himself into authorial 
intimacy with Riel, creating a fantasy about the 
historical figure that is by turns empathetic, 
sensuous, wry, and visionary.

Where I write “fantasy,” Scofield uses 
“heresy,” and his heretical poetry is doubly so, for 

Riel was a dissident visionary in the Aboriginal 
tradition of tribal prophets (Cruikshank 1994, 
Irwin 2008) and in the Euro-American Romantic 
tradition that has claimed artists such as Blake 
and de Lamartine. Both traditions transform 
institutional religious symbols into new and 
varied acts of aesthetic and political resistance 
and leadership; Scofield adds to Riel’s religious 
heresy his own literary heresy by redacting 
translations of Riel’s original poetry from the 
French into his own poetry written in Riel’s voice. 
(Scofield is careful to note historical sources, 
although I often wanted more full citations in 
addition to the titles that are given.)

The origin of “heresy” is Greek, from 
αἵρεσις, “taking, choosing, choice, course taken,” 
which comes from αἱρεῖν, “to take for oneself, 
choose.” To choose a course for oneself: so 
Scofield’s collection turns the literary concept of 
“periphrastic heresy” developed by literary critic 
Cleanth Brooks (1947) from cardinal sin to virtue. 
Orange trees and dangerous lambs, King David 
(Riel) against Goliath (John A. Macdonald), 
youthful and deathly expressions of sexual 
satiation or political uprising—the content of Riel 
is a paraphrase of Riel’s identity.

The book begins with a genealogy that is 
“Translated from Chipewyan to English” and ends 
with an epitaph. The poems are divided into four 
sections, each covering a phase of Riel’s life: “Le 
Garçon,” “Le Président,” “Le Porte-parole,” and 
“L’Homme d’État.” Throughout each section, 
Scofield code-switches between French, English, 
and Aboriginal languages—“Mon frère, nisimis       
my brother, my little brother,” in “Gabriel’s Letter” 
addressed from Gabriel Dumont to Riel—
between myths—“I was to pray to our Lady of 
Lourdes . . . Grandmother Spider, our Mender of 
Holes” in “The Sewing Circle”—and between 
textual forms—journal, diary, confession, prayer, 
letter, speech, love lyric, song. Riel’s poetry in 
collections such as Poésies Religieuses et 
Politiques (1886) is comprised primarily of 
rhyming stanzas, but Scofield’s free verse is spare 
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and image-focussed.
“Le Garçon” concerns Riel’s youth and 

religious education, his sexual awakening, and his 
calling to poetry, celebrating his own beauty in “I 
Am a Poet,” “With auburn-brown hair, a crown of 
curls / Made worse by women.” The last poem in 
this section, “The Infinity of Maybe,” celebrates 
the Métis infinity symbol and Riel’s departure 
from the Church, transforming Gospel miracles 
into double-edged meditations on his identity: 
“Maybe I am too wild for afflictions. / Sauvage! 
Sauvage!” He may not be worthy of messianic 
healing like the “paralytic of Capernaum. / The 
paralytic of Bethsaida,” but Riel’s Joycean 
paralysis is quickly punned into hope in the next 
line: “Maybe I am not dependable of a miracle.” 
Riel, who studied Latin and English as well as 
French, may well have understood Scofield’s 
“dependable” to play on the Latin verb 
dependere, “to pay down or away, spend, 
expend.” Riel’s poetry is not merely a miraculous 
product of a Church education, nor is it 
dependent on the Church’s indulgence. But 
another punning implication remains: 
dependency comes, also by way of the Latin, from 
the French dependant, “hanging down.” And Riel 
hangs for his heretical poetry.

“Le Président” contains the particularly 
vivid “Orange Poems” about the Euro-American 
surveyors on Métis land; these poems explore 
revolution and autochthony from a fresh 
perspective. In “Le Porte-parole,” the erotic 
poems of the earlier sections are balanced by 
more anguished poetry that is nevertheless 
humorous. “I cry to God, This is sacrilege! / He 
says, Or perhaps a poem,” writes Scofield’s Riel in 
“Ten Admonitions (with reasons),” a redaction of 
Riel’s “Prophetic Admonitions” from The Diaries 
of Louis Riel into a simultaneously ribald and 
passionate self-apotheosis that swerves from 
“Burp often. Fart loudly” to “I cry to God, This is 
sacrilege! / I’ve had a headache, He complained, / 
ever since I fell head over heels / into politics.” In 
other poems in “Le Porte-parole,” textual 

inclusions from “A Settler’s Almanac” are 
juxtaposed with elegiac speeches on land and 
belonging from Cree leaders. Both sections will be 
of interest to both environmental historians and 
ecocritics.

“L’Homme d’État” amplifies the irony 
emerging in earlier sections—the statesman’s 
poems concern Riel’s impending execution. The 
words in this section are mostly Scofield’s. “The 
Sentence (July 31, 1885)” includes an 
anachronistic epigraph from The Vancouver Sun 
concerning the discovery of Riel’s unpublished 
“death-row poems”—but Scofield chooses to 
distance himself from the commodification of Riel 
by looking past the historical document with 
Riel’s eyes to “the prairie as a sonnet / in all its 
gesticulations.” Scofield’s penultimate verse in his 
collection does quote Riel’s words penned to his 
wife: “Be sweet to my words: and listen / When I 
write you with a golden / Pen,” writes Riel in 
“Epitaph,” but Scofield concludes his collection by 
adding to this his own Riel: “Be not swayed: and 
give you thoughtful pause / When I speak to you 
with an iridescent / Voice.” (You have but 
slumbered here while these visions did appear.)

Iridescence is a quality held in the eye of 
the beholder; the biochemical surface structures 
of iridescent creatures are transformed to 
rainbow hues by angle—by the moving position 
of the viewer. If history, literature, and the other 
human arts are in part extensions of the human 
self, then they are also phantasmagorical visions 
of the world that revision our positions in it. 
When I use the word “fantasy,” I use it with care. 
To fantasize: to speculate. To speculate: to reflect. 
Though neither writer nor reader fully knows the 
other, connections proliferate over all kinds of 
distances. The beautiful thing about Scofield’s 
poetry is thus that he both is and is not Riel. 
(Gregory both is and is not Louis.)

Louis: The Heretic Poems is an important 
contribution to the literature on Riel, which runs 
the gamut from a turn-of-the-century study on 
the madness of Swedenborg, Blake, and Riel 
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(Ireland 1889), to a surveyor’s “record” of Métis 
rebellion and migration (Boulton 1886), through 
grade-school curricula, comic books, and folk 
songs, to Riel’s reimagining of the emotional King 
David shepherding his people through the valley 
of death, to Scofield’s work of visionary heresy. 
Louis is also an important contribution to a 
growing body of work by Aboriginal writers in 
Canada that redacts historical texts to create or 
uncover new meanings (e.g. Clements 2003, 
Morse 2011).
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Atwood’s Ustopic Visions

In Other Worlds: SF and the Human Imagination 
by MARGARET ATWOOD
O.W. Toad, 2011 $26.99

Reviewed by JASON WIENS 

Margaret Atwood’s In Other Worlds: SF 
and the Human Imagination is a volume which 
chronicles the author’s engagement with the 
genre of science/speculative fiction, “first as a 
child, then as an adolescent, then as a one-time 
student and academic, then as a reviewer and 
commentator, and then, finally, as a composer.” 
As such, it is a hybrid volume mixing 
autobiographical reflection, genre theory, 
criticism, and fiction, among other forms. The 
first part of the book, “In Other Worlds,” provides 
the bulk of the text and appears in print for the 
first time, while the second and third parts of the 
book are selections from or excerpts of previously 
published work such as reviews or short stories. 
“In Other Worlds” grew out of the Ellmann 
Lectures Atwood delivered at Emory University in 
2010, and provides a thoughtful, personal 
reflection on Atwood’s relationship to the genre, 
with particular emphasis on her childhood: a 
focus on juvenilia in a discussion of a genre some 
dismiss as juvenile.
 The acronym in the subtitle, “SF,” suggests 
a refusal to firmly distinguish the parameters of 
the genre the book discusses: is it science fiction 
or speculative fiction? Atwood wades into the 
debate around these parameters early in the 
book, responding to Ursula K. Le Guin’s 
suggestion that Atwood does not want her novels 
such as The Handmaid’s Tale, Oryx and Crake, or 
The Year of the Flood labeled as science fiction 
because she does not want them “relegated to a 
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genre still shunned by hidebound readers, 
reviewers and prize-awarders.” Atwood’s 
response is that she considers science fiction as 
distinct from speculative fiction as the former 
narrates “things that could not possibly happen” 
while the latter narrates “things that really could 
happen but just hadn’t completely happened 
when the authors wrote the books.” And, indeed, 
In Other Worlds discusses both of these separate 
yet related genres.

Her discussion of SF and other, related 
genres such as fantasy and superhero comics 
situates them as descendents from classical and 
Biblical mythologies. Atwood’s critical approach, 
not surprisingly, tends towards the structural, 
archetypal, and psychoanalytic: “for every 
question that myths address, SF has addressed 
also,” Atwood writes. 

Indeed, it’s arguable that this form and its 
subforms have subsumed the mythic 
areas abandoned by literature after the 
meta-theological poetics of Paradise Lost 
and the meta-theological fabulations of 
The Pilgrim’s Progress and the extended 
theology-based other-world-building of 
William Blake’s long “prophecies.” 

She also at times brings a sort of new historical 
approach to bear on the material context of the 
emergence of certain conventions of the genre. 
She suggests, for example, that SF emerged to 
sustain archetypal mythic structures in the wake 
of religion’s retreat in an increasingly secular 
West: 

So that’s why Heaven and Hell—or at least 
some of the shapes their inhabitants have 
traditionally taken—have gone to Planet 
X. A lot of the other gods and heroes have 
gone there as well. They’ve moved shop 
because they’re acceptable to us there, 
whereas they wouldn’t be here.

She addresses the distinctions between “high” 
and “low” art, and the categories of highbrow, 
middlebrow, and lowbrow that inevitably arise in 
discussions of the genre. She employs a 

substantial range of literary references, from 
Homer to Shakespeare to Joyce, and seems to 
have a clear understanding of where the canon’s 
limits might be found: when she makes mention 
of a lesser-known work, she welcomingly and 
concisely summarizes the work before making her 
point. 

In the last chapter of “In Other Worlds,” 
entitled “Dire Cartographies: The Roads to 
Ustopia,” Atwood frames much of her discussion 
of utopic and dystopic fictions and their 
relationship to her work through a reflection on 
her years spent working on her PhD thesis, “The 
English Metaphysical Romance.”  Here she gives 
us some insight as to why she at one point was 
heading down the path to academia: 

I was urged to apply for a scholarship to 
Harvard, where—I was assured—I would 
probably be able to get more writing done 
than I would while shivering in the garret 
and would anyway come out with a job 
ticket, and therefore be able to write my 
deathless masterpieces during the long, 
leisurely summer vacations known to be 
enjoyed by college professors.

She also explains why she eventually abandoned 
that path: “I got diverted by novel-publication 
and film-script writing around 1969–70.” We are 
all the richer for the path Atwood did take, and I 
welcome the clarity and humour of her critical 
writing freed from the rhetorical constraints and 
solipsisms of academic discourse.

Atwood coins the term “ustopia” by 
combining utopia and dystopia, because, she tells 
us, “each contains a latent version of the other.” It 
is in this section of the book that she discusses 
her three “ustopic” novels; it is also in this section 
of her argument that we see her more frequently 
comment on the increasingly dystopic elements 
of our contemporary world, which for Atwood 
include the curtailing of civil liberties and 
expansion of state surveillance in the post-9/11 
moment, and (of particular interest to readers of 
this journal) the current and coming ecological 
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crisis. Atwood is no alarmist, nor is she a 
Pollyanna: she seems most concerned with the 
tendency for utopic visions to become dystopic 
nightmares. “Of course we should try to make 
things better, insofar as it lies within our power” 
she writes, “but we should probably not try to 
make things perfect, especially not ourselves, for 
that path leads to mass graves.”

The second section of the book, “Other 
Deliberations,” provides a sampling of reviews 
that Atwood has written of key texts in the genre 
since 1965, including Haggard’s She, Orwell’s 
Animal Farm and 1984, Huxley’s Brave New 
World and Wells’ The Island of Dr. Moreau. 
Atwood’s reviews are insightful and they 
inevitably turn into essays prompted by the 
novels rather than straightforward assessments of 
them. Reading this section immediately after the 
first one, much of the arguments seem repetitive 
and redundant, a function of the fact that “In 
Other Worlds” is an overview of Atwood’s 
thought on the subject of SF, while the reviews 
provide a look at the development of that 
thought over 45 years.

The final section, “Five Tributes,” features 
a sampling of Atwood’s own contributions to the 
genre, beyond the three novels. Of these, I 
especially like “Time Capsule Found on a Dead 
Planet,” which was originally published in The 
Guardian in 2009 and which “is a riff on the time 
capsule theme so familiar to aficionados of classic 
SF.” The book closes with an “Appendices” section 
that includes an open letter from Atwood to the 
Judson Independent School District, written when 
the district attempted to ban The Handmaid’s 
Tale from its classrooms, and a recent essay by 
Atwood on “Weird Tales Covers of the 1930s,” 
published in Playboy in September 2011.

In Other Worlds: SF and the Human 
Imagination is required reading for Atwood 
scholars, and recommended reading for anyone 
interested in the genres of science and 
speculative fiction. The book would be useful in 
courses on these genres or on utopic and/or 

dystopic fiction, particularly courses which 
include Atwood’s own work. While Atwood’s 
vision of current times is an honest and therefore 
troubling one, readers should finish this book 
feeling ironically hopeful about our capacity for 
positive change. 

JASON WIENS  teaches English at the University 
of Calgary.  

*

A Walker in the City by MÉIRA COOK
Brick Books, 2011 $19

Reviewed by JESSICA KUEPFER

I knew before I read A Walker in the City 
by Méira Cook that it would be unlike any other 
collection of poetry that I have ever read. It was 
described as a mystery story that is “a whoizzit 
rather than a whodunit,” and it revolves around a 
young woman and an old man walking through a 
city. It provides an interesting challenge to the 
reader as the poems carve out two narratives 
that in turn create themes and multiple 
characters for the larger narrative.

An intentional focus on the simple exercise 
of walking allows Cook to provide a rich feast of 
words, rhythms and wisdom. Each of the seven 
sections revolve around and flow through each 
other, providing an enchanting sensation of 
having seen each part of the city before. A Walker  
in the City is based on Cook’s exploration and love 
of her adopted home in Manitoba.

The rhythm is a delightful amalgam of the 
vivacious and brisk tempo of the pert young 
woman and the deliberate, measured steps of the 
old man. In this variance of tempos, the reader is 
able to experience the city at different speeds 
and levels, making Manitoba a place for both a 
hurried pursuit and ambling discovery. 
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The young woman is written by this 
“old city poet,” an educated and well-read writer 
who inserts a broad literary tradition into his 
poetics, smattering the text with allusions to 
folklore and references to the works of Nietzsche 
to Dante. This rich literary tradition is tangled 
together with the old poet’s own thoughts and 
appears on the page as something entirely 
innovative and unique.

The reader is challenged by Cook as 
she then adds in another character, Em Cook, a 
librarian and a lover, who is in turn writing the old 
man. This new character creates a delightful 
mystery for the reader to speculate whether Cook 
has lead the cast of characters back to herself as 
the author. Cook’s verse is the kind that thrills her 
reader’s heart and is thick with satisfying 
metaphors such as her walker who “slants into 
the wind like handwriting.” Her plot and 
characters are meant for her readers to puzzle 
over. This challenge is most obvious in the 
beginning of her fourth section when the 
narrative voice suddenly changes in a note from a 
fictional publisher writing about an invented 
writer, Felix Kaye, who wrote about a character 
that is the narrator of the first section. The 
challenge continues in the last three sections of 
the book as the poet who is described as an 
amanuensis presents an abundant array of 
characters and images for the reader to sort 
through. 

To me, the beauty of A Walker in the 
City is that there must be deliberate reading and 
rereading of the collection, much like a leisurely 
walk through the city, taking a street many times 
to understand where it leads. One can breeze 
through the work with the restless feet of a young 
walker and be entranced by the delightful 
rhythms and metaphors, or can choose to loaf 
and meander through the pages, following the 
complexities and allusions and discovering the 
same wealth that Méira Cook has found in her 
Manitoba.

JESSICA KUEPFER is an English graduate from the 
University of Waterloo working and writing at 
Alternatives Journal, Canada’s Environmental 
Magazine. When she is not poring over literature, 
she is outside training for her next ultra-
marathon.

*

What the Bear Said: Skald Tales of New Iceland 
by W.D. VALGARDSON
Turnstone, 2011 $19.00

Reviewed by JOHN JOHANSEN

In the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries—unlike the present— Iceland was one 
of the poorest countries in the world. The 
harshness of life in Iceland at that time beggars 
belief and is powerfully rendered in Halldór 
Laxness’ famous Icelandic novel, Independent 
People. As a result of this brutal poverty, over 
twenty percent of the population emigrated. The 
Interlake district of Manitoba was a particularly 
popular destination for Icelandic immigrants, and 
Canadian novelist and short-story writer W.D. 
Valgardson is a product of this New Iceland. Most 
of Valgardson’s fiction since his debut in the early 
1970s draws on his upbringing in the Icelandic 
communities of New Iceland. His latest work, 
What the Bear Said, does this in spades, 
consisting of fourteen short stories explicitly 
modelled on the storytelling and Icelandic 
folktales he grew up hearing around his parents’ 
kitchen table (“Preface”). 

In the title story, Gusti hears a hungering 
bear speak to him—it’s “like ink being dropped 
into water...spreading and dissipating.” He feeds 
the bear and in return his daughter is saved in a 
blizzard by “a large brown arm” that “reached 
from the den and pulled her down.” “Ingrid of the 
Lake” is saved from drowning by a giant lake 
sturgeon. In return, she saves it from capture, 
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then disappears. Over subsequent years two 
sturgeon are seen “sunning themselves in the 
shallows.” The protagonist of “Halldór Vitlaus,” 
Halldór Witless, thoughtlessly shoots a wolf for 
no reason and is afterwards haunted by wolves 
until he realizes that when “you do something 
wrong, it follows you around,” and walks out into 
a blizzard to meet the ghost of his victim.

Spurned and jealous suitors send the 
ghost of a starving eighteenth century outlaw to 
torment Páll and his wife, Sigurbjörg. The ghost 
follows them to New Iceland, where they have 
pity on him, give him food and a pallet to sleep 
on, and finally add on a room for him to their 
house (“Loftur”). Kristín—the younger, less 
favoured sister—shows hospitality to strangers on 
a bitterly cold winter night and is rewarded with a 
gift of beautiful clothes: an “embroidered dress, a 
fur cloak with velvet lining, and fur-lined boots.” 
Her greedy mother, selfishly trying to replicate 
her daughter’s success, is paralyzed for her 
miserliness (“Gypsy Clothes”). A good woman 
endures hard and lonely treks to Winnipeg for 
medicine and supplies. Instead of succumbing to 
promises by the “devil’s handyman,” she rejects 
his offers and in turn tricks him instead 
(“Quarantine”).

In the new world, the Icelanders come 
into contact with other peoples: first nations 
(“Quarantine”), Galicians, Russians, and Germans 
(“Gypsy Clothes”), and especially Ukrainians 
(“Shlandy”). But their world, in both Icelands, is 
full of other beings too. Like devils and Loftur’s 
ghost, they travel to Manitoba as stowaways, and 
most notably include trolls (“Sigga’s Prayer,” “The 
Troll’s Wife”) and invisible people with magical 
power, huldufólk, who live in an unseen parallel 
but utopian world (“Gypsy Clothes,” “The New 
World”). In Canada, in addition, they encounter 
the indigenous cannibalistic giant, “Windigo.” 
Although the Icelanders are Lutheran and read 
the Bible, they also make offerings and pray to 
trolls (“Sigga’s Prayer”), and their ethical mettle is 
continually tested by devils and huldufólk. Their 

interaction with these beings, and with bears, 
sturgeon, and wolves, suggests both an intimate 
connection with and an ongoing negotiation of 
their place in the natural world where they 
struggle so hard to survive.

Although Valgardson’s book has some of 
the apparatus of a scholarly collection—preface, 
acknowledgements, glossary—what he offers 
here, to be clear, are not translations or even re-
tellings of Icelandic folktales, but instead new 
stories that deploy themes and tropes of those 
tales. Just as they thus straddle the genres of 
short-story and folktale, so the stories themselves 
sometimes begin in Iceland and end in New 
Iceland (“Sigga’s Prayer,” “Loftur,” “Sidewalk of 
Gold,” “Freyja”). And many of the tales make it 
clear that poverty, hunger, cold, and disease 
afflicted Icelanders as much in the new as in the 
old Iceland—though in Manitoba no one was 
reduced to eating “softened fish bones” (“What 
the Bear Said”)!

What is also clear—and remarkable—is 
that among the struggling farmers and fishermen 
who immigrated, and even in such grim 
circumstances, there were poets and singers 
(“What the Bear Said,” “Loftur,” “The Poet from 
Arnes,” “The New World”). Alberta’s Stephan G. 
Stephansson, one of the greatest poets in 
Icelandic, was also one of these, and Valgardson 
himself is perhaps their cultural and spiritual 
descendant.

JOHN JOHANSEN, who is a professor of English at 
the Augustana Campus of the University of 
Alberta in Camrose, where he teaches courses in 
medieval literature and on the English language.
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“A Good Man is Hard to Find”

A Good Man by GUY VANDERHAEGHE
McClelland & Stewart, 2011 $32.99

Reviewed by AFRA KAVANAGH

A Good Man is Vanderhaeghe’s latest in 
his series about a difficult period in the history of 
settling the American northwest and the ensuing 
conflicts with the Sioux and the new Canadian 
nation. Like The Englishman’s Boy and The Last 
Crossing, the two preceding volumes in the 
trilogy, A Good Man is a thoughtful book, and it, 
too, describes the differences and similarities in 
the ways the two new settler nations dealt with 
the Indians while appropriating their lands. It also 
revisits atrocities committed on both sides of the 
Medicine Line. Nominated for the Governor 
Generals’ Literary Award and the Scotiabank 
Giller Prize, the novel is well-researched and 
imagined, and builds on the emotions evoked by 
the Cypress Hills massacre described in The 
Englishman’s Boy. It too dwells on the damage 
done and establishes the author’s sympathy for 
the plight of the natives using their own words 
and those of Wesley Case, his main character. 
Told predominantly in the third person, it also has 
sections in Case’s own voice, and includes the 
letters he exchanges with Walsh and Ilges, the 
Canadian officer and the American.

A Good Man is a page turner, full of 
battleground action, with an adult love story and 
enough politics to provide us with an edifying 
lesson in our own history lest we should be under 
the impression that Canada was without guilt in 
its dealings with both the Sioux and the other 
aboriginal tribes in Canada. It deals with the 
different realities, the personal and the national 
and the places where they entwine. The social 
scene it depicts is one of aggressive self-
promotion and acquisition of material wealth and 
especially land; the national is about expansion, 

and the nation’s growing need for land for the 
thousands of immigrants arriving daily leads to 
the dehumanization of the natives; Ottawa, for 
example, abandons the Sioux, starving them to 
ensure their return to the United States. The 
novel’s action is contained within a 15-month 
period, from July 1876 to October 1877, yet it 
reverberates for a long time after, not least in the 
matter of the treatment of native populations, or 
of land ownership, land that today’s 
environmentalists would say belongs to no one, 
but instead to everyone.

Most people encountering the title of this 
novel feel a need to complete into a sentence the 
starting phrase, “a good man [is…].” 
Vanderhaeghe’s men have faults and make errors 
in judgement. They seem to lack a moral compass 
with which to navigate through difficult times. 
These are men who played important roles at 
that time, including Case, who, while he seems to 
be “as good as it gets,” is in fact self-absorbed and 
sometimes acts rashly, causing serious injury and 
pain to others, yet he is haunted by memories of 
his mistakes. He feels qualified to give advice to 
his superiors (Walsh and Ilges), yet he does not 
have the required qualifications, experience or 
restraint. He inserts himself, by posing as an 
Ottawa journalist, with little positive effect into 
the talks ongoing with Sitting Bull, who has fled 
into Canada. Most of these men exhibit pride and 
greed, and only a few of them are worthy of our 
sympathy or pity, and some, such as Dunne, the 
antagonist, are irremediable. 

So who is a good man, and what makes a 
good man? Is it Case, and is it the will to do good, 
or the courage to do so despite circumstances? Is 
Vanderhaeghe being provocative with his title? 
The novel contains two characters who are 
exceptions. Case’s good friend, Joe McMullen, is 
faithful, wise, and will go to any length to protect 
his friend who has decided to earn his living not 
by becoming a politician as his rich father wanted, 
but instead by tilling the land and keeping 
animals. Also undisputedly good is Ada Tarr, a 
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woman, who loves and is loved by Case, and who 
also risks her life to save his when it is threatened 
by the psychopathic Dunne. Ada and Joe show us 
that, even in these morally uncertain times, it is 
possible to be good. Case has a conscience, and 
he has McMullen and Ada. He is also the man in 
the middle between Walsh and Ilges, and 
between Walsh and Sitting Bull. He is a 
connected, but troubled man, a symbol of the 
times. 

AFRA KAVANAGH is emeritus professor from 
Cape Breton University. 

*

“I am Sustained By Trees”

Mnemonic: A Book of Trees by THERESA 
KISHKAN
Goose Lane Editions, 2011 $19.95

Reviewed by S. LEIGH MATTHEWS

Reverence. That’s the word that keeps 
coming to mind as I read Theresa Kishkan’s 
memoir Mnemonic: a book of trees (2011). I am 
referring here to my reverence for her as a writer, 
certainly, but also to her own and obviously deep 
respect for the natural environment and its 
centrality to her lived experience. As she has 
already proven so many times before, Kishkan is 
an acute observer of the world through which she 
navigates, as well as an astute scholar who works 
to provide cultural perspective on her imaginative 
representations of the world.

Mnemonic is simultaneously an absolutely 
textbook example of the memoir genre and an 
innovative reinvigoration of that form. What 
distinguishes memoir from traditional 
autobiography with its Self-centred focus on the 
development of a unique and discrete entity is 
that the memoir text reveals an identity evolving 

in context. What that context can be varies 
greatly, from a significant historical moment to a 
specific family or cultural experience, or even to a 
particular geography. There has been a 
proliferation of memoirs in the last two decades, 
with a plethora of contextual foci, from food to 
mental illness, and everything in between. In 
Mnemonic, Kishkan brings her readers to new 
ground and takes them on a narrative journey of 
“splendour and chaos” through the “landscape” 
of her life, all rooted down by the specific 
“method of loci,” or mnemonic device, that she 
recognizes as forming a sort of sensory and 
“memory plantation” for her story; that is, as she 
notes in her “Prelude”:

I intend to revisit, in memory, significant 
trees of my past, assisted by field guides 
and assorted historical texts which have 
informed my process of learning and 
seeing.

In this declaration, we see one of the major 
distinctions of the memoir author who exhibits an 
historicizing impulse: a desire to provide historical 
and cultural understanding to personal vision and 
experience. This complex narrative position is 
present in Mnemonic, in which Kishkan has 
provided not only the personal details and images 
of her past, but also a rigorous delineation (even 
down to that standard of academic achievement, 
endnotes!) of the considerable research she has 
done on various subjects related to her story. In 
this way does she show awareness of her life 
experience as being culturally and communally 
mediated. In this way does she show “that single 
degree of separation (albeit tenuous) between 
[her]self” and historical and cultural moment.  

A side effect of these frequent narrative 
forays into contextual realms, at least for readers 
who prefer the self-centred and linear style of 
storytelling found in traditional autobiography, is 
that reading a contemporary memoir text can be 
a disorienting experience as the name on the title 
page often seems to be lost. The subtitle of 
Kishkan’s text, a book of trees, certainly appears 
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to direct our attention away from the author 
herself. Ultimately, however, the context-
dependent approach to memoir writing is more 
reflective of how experience and understanding 
of the Self are gained in real life—that is, by 
accretion over time and with the relativity that 
hindsight so often provides. So we begin 
Mnemonic with the Kishkan of present day, living 
with her husband “on a forested acreage on the 
north end of the Sechelt Peninsula,” and range 
our way back and forth from memory to memory, 
from time period to time period, through “the 
groves” of the author’s life. We visit many 
different species throughout the course of the 
text and, as Kishkan warns us, while they may 
“congregate with botanical unease perhaps at 
first,” slowly but surely we gain layer upon layer 
of understanding, in fine botanical detail, of the 
author, her family, her previous writings—and 
even ourselves. 

The trees she delineates, these “gateposts 
to another world,” these touchstones of memory, 
are “separated by time, by geography, by 
mythology”: from the Garry oaks and live oaks of 
a Victoria childhood to the romance of olive trees 
in Greece in young adulthood; from the intimate 
presence of cedar trees during marriage and 
motherhood to the plane trees of Europe that 
bring music back into the “mind and heart” of the 
author in middle life; from British Columbia’s 
ponderosa pines, both alive and dead, for which 
she feels “an affection approximating deep 
attachment,” to the beech trees that guide her as 
she “begins the process of creating a text of my 
grandfather” and endures the loss of her father; 
from the arbutus trees that reveal the growth of 
her sensuality/sexuality to the “sibilant music” of 
trembling aspens that reflect her understanding 
“that there is more to families than what we see 
on the surface.” By bringing these various trees, 
these “companion plantings, if you like,” together 
with lyric sensibility and often great good 
humour, Kishkan bridges gaps between seemingly 
disparate parts of our world and  gives primacy to 

ecological context over and above such 
traditional markers of human identity as political 
or national affiliation. 

In the end, the reader of Mnemonic will 
surely feel compelled to acknowledge and 
declare, as Kishkan does in her “Arboretum”: “I 
am sustained by trees.”

S. LEIGH MATTHEWS is a Lecturer in the 
Department of English and Modern Languages at 
Thompson Rivers University. She reads, 
researches and publishes mainly in the areas of 
Life Writing and Canadian Literature and has a 
book titled Looking Back: Canadian Women’s 
Prairie Memoirs and Intersections of Culture, 
History, and Identity (UC Press, 2010). 

*

Eating Dirt: Deep Forests, Big Timber, and Life 
with the Tree-Planting Tribe by CHARLOTTE GILL 
D&M, 2011 $29.95

Reviewed by ANGIE ABDOU

Charlotte Gill’s canvas is colossal. Take 
this as an example: “Six billion trees planted in 
the province of British Columbia. An 
unfathomable number, but not quite as mind-
boggling as the size of the forest they replace.” 
These are the types of enormities that Gill tries to 
wrestle into submission in the pages of Eating 
Dirt. It is a sprawling and ambitious undertaking: 
a natural history of trees, an ethnography of the 
tree-planting tribe, a meditation on urban sprawl 
and climate change, and a sweeping account of 
the role deforestation plays in the rise and fall of 
civilizations.

In describing the life of a tree-planter, Gill 
claims “around here we use the language of 
unadorned fact.” The same is true of Eating Dirt, 
composed in the steely precise and sparse 
language that won Gill a Governor General’s 
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nomination for her short-story collection 
Ladykiller. In this pointed prose, Gill questions the 
reforestation enterprise: Can tree-planting make 
a difference? Will it fulfil its many promises? A 
tree is not a forest, she reminds readers, and 
human beings, unable to build a forest, are ill-
equipped to repair the damage they have 
wreaked on the planet. 

Eating Dirt never succumbs to 
simplification, though. Gill celebrates the tree-
planters’ lifestyle without romanticizing it. She 
questions the forestry industry while 
simultaneously insisting that all civilizations have 
depended on logging: deforestation is “the price 
we’ve paid for warmth, light, and shelter since 
Prometheus stole fire from the gods.” Moreover, 
she suggests that “the largest deforestations the 
globe has ever experienced were caused not by 
chain saws but by climate change.” The survival of 
our forests is a complex issue. Gill hints that it 
may, in fact, be too complex for humans to 
understand or for humans to control. 
Nonetheless, she puts her book-learning and 
field-smarts hard to work at an attempt to at least 
map the intricacy and density of the topic. As 
someone who planted trees for twenty years and 
clearly did extensive research for this project, Gill 
is in the perfect position to bridge a massive gap 
she exposes in the reforestation enterprise, that 
between those who “study the studies” and those 
who “plant the plants.” 

One leitmotif of Eating Dirt is that the 
tree-planting industry, since the arrival of Dirk 
Brinkman, is based on a corporate model of 
production. Tree-planters, for example, are not 
gardeners: they make money to plant fast trees 
rather than pretty ones (or maybe even 
sustainable ones). The major decisions come from 
high-rise towers in big cities far from the clear-cut 
blocks where workers’ hands touch the ground. 
The people in suits making the calls use words 
like “Due Diligence,” which as far as the tree-
planters can tell means something like “going 
through the motions of giving a shit while you’re 

doing something terrible to the environment.” 
The people in these high-rises also use words like 
“harvest,” a term that Gill emphasizes has no 
place in a discussion of the “synergistic web” of 
an ancient forest.

Here Gill highlights a divide in this 
conversation between those who talk about 
forests and those who talk about lumber. An 
ancient forest is a complexly layered “life-giving 
environment…where creatures flock to find 
shelter and nourishment,” whereas a tree-planted 
stand is “lumber in waiting.” Are we harvesting 
lumber or clear-cutting old-growth forests? 
Eating Dirt makes clear that our choice of words 
matters, on many levels. This reminder is 
especially timely in a society where Dr. Seuss’ The 
Lorax has been put to the service of selling SUVs. 
A trick of language can justify all kinds of 
environmental atrocities, at least to the 
satisfaction of those with the power. Wield the 
word “harvesting” and an ancient forest is 
reduced to “available” “lumber.” Big machinery 
can set to work mowing it down as if it were a 
field of “hybrid corn.”

Despite Gill’s exuberant celebration of 
nature—a truly joyous aspect of Eating Dirt—that 
nature appears all too vulnerable offset against 
the enormity of this willful destruction. For Gill, a 
planted tree symbolizes “the wishful try”: “It’s a 
gesture of repair and good intentions.” To the 
book’s big question—“whether all this tree 
planting is having any effect”—Eating Dirt does 
not offer up answers. For those, Gill tells us, we 
will have to wait around for a couple hundred 
years. In the meantime, Eating Dirt is a 
tremendously engaging read that puts readers in 
a position to make some very educated guesses 
and to understand the costs attached to the tree-
planting endeavour.

ANGIE ABDOU has a PhD in English Literature 
from the University of Calgary. She teaches full-
time at the College of the Rockies.  Her most 
recent novel is The Canterbury Trail, a dark 
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comedy about mountain culture.

*

A Place for Affect

Ecologies of Affect: Placing Nostalgia, Desire, 
and Hope edited by TONYA K. DAVIDSON, 
ONDINE PARK, AND ROB SHIELDS
Wilfrid Laurier UP, 2011 $42.95

Reviewed by AMANDA DI BATTISTA

“Places, as well as being functional locations of 
events and everyday life, produce affective 
attachments—to people, events, things, times, 
and other places, within and across different 
ecologies.”   

The most recent publication in the 
Environmental Humanities Series out of Wilfrid 
Laurier University Press offers varying 
perspectives on place and affect as contributors 
trace imagination, memory, and power on the 
multiple landscapes, both real and virtual, that 
they investigate. Ecologies of Affect: Placing 
Nostalgia, Desire, and Hope is an interdisciplinary 
exploration of the ways in which flows of people, 
material objects, and ideas are governed by affect 
that constitutes understandings of particular 
places in particular ways. The contributors to this 
excellent collection of essays maintain that affect 
is directly tied to both the body and to ecologies 
and that “infused with power, grounded in place 
and located in bodies, affect is viscerally political.” 
Affect can be (and is) used in multiple ways to 
define, shape, and sell particular places, values, 
and ideals. The authors provide insights into 
these processes and critique the lack of attention 
to affect in current social analyses of particular 
places. 

The chapters in this book are organized 
into three parts: nostalgia, desire, and hope. They 

each focus in some way on affect as a virtual 
(intangible but real) object. These sections aim to 
orient the reader temporally by focusing on the 
past, present, and future respectively, but the 
papers in each section provide a multi-layered 
approach to the relationship between time, 
space, place, and affect. The editors conclude 
that while their grouping provides a general 
framework, they acknowledge and assert that as 
affects, nostalgia, desire, and hope cannot be 
untangled from one another through reductive 
simplicity. 

In their introduction, the editors build 
upon the work of Spinoza and Deleuze to define 
affect as “the ideal-type of relation—a pre-
conscious, proto-social moment in which the 
multitude of potential, but still virtual, 
interactions crystallize into the actuality of a 
specific interaction or response.”  Their specific 
goal is to envision affect as a site of change and 
transformation between objects and bodies, and 
to expand the focus of social analysis across 
academic disciplines to include affect as an object 
of study. Affect is often overlooked in the social 
sciences, particularly in the North American 
context, which stresses micro-analysis and 
specialization. While some contributions are 
more successful than others, the case studies on 
offer in this collection utilize a range of 
methodologies to describe the intangible and to 
demonstrate why the subjective is precisely the 
point of view that reveals the most about our 
understanding of place. Through engagements 
with music, literature, and public art as well as 
community spaces, tourist destinations, and 
personal objects, the contributors to this volume 
uncover the ways in which places make us who 
we are, along with how we transform them 
through our values, imagination, and actions.     

While all of the authors agree on a 
relational understanding of place, this text is 
missing a cohesive or definitive formulation of 
place (the focus on virtual landscapes makes this 
impossible). This purposeful omission, however, 
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reflects the authors’ commitment to diverse 
perspectives on the importance of affect and 
represents an approach to place studies that 
acknowledges that places are a complex blend of 
the real and imaginary and are constituted by 
complicated interactions of scale, temporality, 
processes, bodies, and environments. The 
authors demonstrate that affect, that intangible 
but “real” quality of our interactions with 
place(s), is essential to our understanding of the 
world. 

Of particular note in this collection are the 
compelling contributions from Tonya K. Davidson, 
Ondine Park, and Petra Hroch. Each of these 
chapters pushes the scope of research on place 
by including home places (sites of postmemory), 
people (children), and objects (music, 
popular/low art) that are usually overlooked in 
many ways within academic literature on place. 

In “Section I: Nostalgia,” Tonya K. 
Davidson’s “Nostalgia and Postmemories of a Lost 
Place: Actualizing 'My Virtual Homeland'” 
confronts the complexities of an intergenerational 
understanding of a “lost place” through the 
mechanisms of postmemory. Building on personal 
family experience, Davidson’s autoethnographic 
account of the objects and stories that shape her 
own relationship to her grandparent’s Croatian 
village, Kapetanovo, explores the virtual 
homeplace as a profound and sometimes 
enigmatic part of a family’s history and identity. 
Davidson’s attention to personal narrative and 
adoption of story as a means of analysis is 
particularly persuasive, and her chapter is an 
embodiment of the specific goals of the 
collection. 

In “Section II: Desire,” Ondine Park’s 
“Illustrating Desires: The Idea and Promise of the 
Suburb in Two Children’s Books” focuses on 
representations of the suburbs in The City Kid and  
the Suburb Kid and in On Meadowview Street, as 
well as the ways in which these children’s books 
reinforce dominant normative cultural ideals. 
Through colourful pictures and simple narratives, 

these books present suburbia as a place of 
uniformity where nature is waiting to be 
discovered by children, in direct opposition to the 
“other world of the city.” Park’s contribution is an 
important one as it focuses specifically on the 
ways in which representations of imaginary 
places constitute our understanding of lived-
place. 

In “Part III: Hope,” Petra Hroch describes 
how giant puppets can open up spaces of hope 
for residents in urban environments by disrupting 
taken for granted understanding of scale. 
“Performing Spaces of Hope: Street Puppetry and 
the Aesthetics of Scale” describes the Royal de 
Luxe street puppet theatre company based in 
France and highlights the power of imagination in 
changing the ways that we understand our home-
places. Hroch contends that through public art 
events Royal de Luxe creates imaginative utopian 
spaces in which the audience becomes the 
miniature, providing an opportunity for enacting 
alternative realities and critical rethinking of “the 
way things are.”

The strength of Ecologies of Affect: 
Placing Nostalgia, Desire, and Hope lies in the 
many very different ways in which the 
contributors approach affect, place, and ecology. 
Beginning with material objects as divergent as 
giant puppets, a mug, children’s picture books, 
and a young girl’s journal, or wildly different 
places like the bike trail, Las Vegas, and Fort 
McMurray, the insights offered by the authors 
about the way that affect shapes both space and 
place as well as our understanding of our 
relation(s) to particular places, are varied and 
often profound. For anyone interested in place, 
this book is a unique contribution to the existing 
literature, which suggests that affect should be a 
critical direction in this ongoing conversation. 

AMANDA DI BATTISTA is a PhD student in the 
Faculty of Environmental Studies at York 
University and co-producer of CoHearence, a 
podcast series that explores the intersections of 
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culture, history, and the environment. She looks 
at the links between place, creative writing, 
environmental education, and ecocriticsm. 

* 

Coltan by MICHAEL NEST
Polity, 2011 $19.95

Reviewed by JOCELYN FROESE

Michael Nest's 2011 book Coltan does 
the important work of a primer. The book aims 
for a big-picture analysis of coltan production 
both globally and in the DRC, and thus avoids a 
detailed analysis of any one subtopic, while 
managing a striking interdisciplinary study of the 
critically neglected mineral more generally. Nest's 
project is foremost a response to a specific 
framing of the mineral coltan by various NGOs 
worldwide. He responds to two contemporary 
popular myths: first, that all cellphones contain 
some amount of coltan, and second, that eighty 
percent of coltan produced worldwide is "conflict 
coltan," coltan produced under horrendous 
conditions and controlled by armed groups. The 
entire first chapter of the book is dedicated to 
outlining and dispelling various myths around the 
mineral and contextualizing actual coltan 
production.  

Nest devotes his second chapter to an 
investigation of the conditions of coltan 
production. He highlights that though industrial 
coltan mining does occur on a global scale,  
because the mineral is located relatively near the 
earth's surface it does not require large industry 
mines or the associated heavy machinery. This 
makes coltan an ideal mineral for extraction via 
what Nest calls artisanal methods. Artisanal 
mining involves a combination of hard manual 
labour, shallow pits (up to six meters), and 
copious amounts of water, which is used to 
dissolve excess dirt around mineral deposits. 

Images of coltan mining in the DRC, therefore, 
give an undue impression of chaos, poor working 
conditions, and disorganization based on the 
chosen mining method.  

The informal nature of small-scale mining 
sites in this fashion makes artisanal mining as a 
practice attractive to the various armed groups 
operating in the DRC: artisanal mining sites may 
begin operation and profit generation with 
virtually no equipment or start-up capital 
required. The exception to this comparative 
simplicity is legal access to mineral-rich land, the 
complexities of which Nest details in this second 
chapter, citing both a weak state and absentee 
land owners as crucial elements in a situation 
current to writing, wherein armed groups often 
forgo the necessary procedures required to 
legally access land for mining. In his detailed 
discussion of the organization and production of 
markets, Nest outlines additional steps in the 
chain of production for coltan in the DRC. 

Coltan often changes hands internally 
several times before hitting any sort of market, 
passing from one negotiator to the next until it 
reaches a Comptoir, who will sell it onto the local 
market.  In his third chapter, which is focused on 
the organization and production of markets, Nest 
discusses the reason that global investors have 
avoided supporting mining developments in the 
DRC, citing instabilities in the state as a 
predominant factor. This means that coltan 
produced in the DRC is not bought and sold under 
stable, long-term contracts. Rather, it is traded in 
day markets, making the price unpredictable. 

Nest's fourth chapter discusses the 
complex web of exchanges that occur in getting 
the DRC-mined coltan to the market, combined 
with the lack of paper trail for dollars earned in 
the industry, makes this type of mining attractive 
to armed groups. However, coltan is not the only 
mineral mined in this way, nor is it the only 
mineral associated with conflict. As Nest aptly 
points out, for a cause-and-effect relationship to 
exist, one would have to demonstrate an increase 
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in conflict where coltan mining occurs, coupled 
with a subsequent decrease in violence in non-
mining areas. He posits, rather, that while coltan 
has been a convenient source of income for 
armed groups operating in the DRC, its 
relationship to conflict has been circumstantial. 

Nest's fifth and final chapter is 
speculative: he identifies China as the next up-
and-coming player in the global coltan trade and 
posits that the circumstances and beliefs around 
coltan production will change drastically over the 
next few years. The interdisciplinary nature of 
Nest's analysis allows him to represent multiple 
and sometimes opposing perspectives in order to 
highlight the complexity of coltan mining in the 
DRC. The raw materials of his study come from 
such diverse sources as political speeches from 
around the globe, studies in geography and 
sociology, and documents published by the UN 
and various other NGOs. He incorporates 
testimonies both for and against contemporary 
artisanal mining practices by persons directly 
affected by coltan mining in the DRC in order to 
emphasize a broad mix of perspectives.

Nest's text provides an excellent 
introduction to its subject matter, and will be 
particularly useful for scholars doing research 
that requires a more detailed understanding of 
the economic and political situation in the DRC, 
as well as for scholars interested in the history of 
coltan mining and production more generally. 

JOCELYN FROESE is a PhD Candidate at McMaster 
University.

* 

Witness by PATRICK LANE
Harbour, 2010 $16.95

Reviewed by JONATHAN JOHNSON

Harbour Publishing’s The Collected 

Poems of Patrick Lane is an excellent collection of 
Patrick Lane’s poetry fully representing the 
breadth of his prolific career. At over five hundred 
pages, however, the volume is a bit intimidating 
for those looking for an introduction to Lane's 
work.  Enter Witness, which at a trim ninety pages 
functions as a kind of “best of” anthology of 
Lane’s work and nicely encapsulates the finest 
work of his career. 

Those familiar with Lane’s poetry will be 
unsurprised to find here the unsettling poems 
emblematic of his career. The collection begins on 
a dark note. The first ten pages contain “For Ten 
Years,” “Last Night in Darkness,” and “Because I 
Never Learned,” where, respectively, a dead bird 
lies frozen on a windowsill, a pregnant house cat 
is burned alive, and a young boy is ordered by his 
father to kill a suffering kitten with his bare foot. 
The darkness with which the collection begins is 
accompanied by regional indicators and place 
names, rooting the reader in specific natural 
places (often the place of Lane’s upbringing, the 
Interior of British Columbia). Immediately 
established is a conception of the natural that is 
hard and indifferent to the human tragedies 
taking place within it. In “Last Night in Darkness,” 
for instance, the speaker must remove slugs with 
their “scavenger trails” from the deceased fetuses 
of the aforementioned burned cat, while in “The 
War” the speaker’s companion slowly reveals a 
traumatic childhood experience of World War 
Two Germany while staring “out the window at 
the stubborn apples ripening, a pale brush of 
fire / flaring under the hard green.” In one of 
Lane’s most well-known poems, “The Happy Little 
Towns,” the speaker reflects on his once naïve 
understanding of the natural world: “I was so 
young that I thought I was a man / …that things 
like bears or ravens / or the body of a woman 
were sufficient to themselves / and without 
guile.” Any notion of the natural world as a 
panacea is nonexistent in Witness. Unable to 
provide sufficient nourishment for the human 
psyche, the natural exists as a place of 
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psychological inaccessibility, where human 
transgression and trauma lie in intensified 
contrast to idyllic natural beauty. 

At the same time, Lane is preoccupied 
with the violent intersection between the natural 
and the human. The aforementioned dead bird in 
the opening poem “For Ten Years,” leads the 
speaker to conclude: “Birds don’t understand 
windows. They never did.” “The Calf” is a 
disturbing poem depicting the rape of a 
restrained calf by two young boys (significantly, in 
an apple orchard), while “The War” finds the 
speaker imaginatively likening the violence of the 
Second World War to the continual destruction of 
botanical and animal species in the wildernesses 
of the Okanagan valley. While the natural in these 
works is far from idyllic, Lane is still very much an 
Ecopoet. A subtle sense of responsibility infuses 
Witness, and that titular notion of bearing 
“witness” is a key theme in the text. In “A Red 
Bird Bearing on His Back an Empty Cup,” the 
speaker concludes that “we are here to praise the 
occurrences,” while in “The War,” a series of 
specific regional species are listed as a kind of 
memorial: “the northern scorpion and the 
western rattlesnake, / now almost gone, the last 
of them slipped away in what I remember / of 
that time when I lived among them. I name only 
what I can.” Lane seems uninterested in making 
sense of or celebrating wildernesses, and is 
instead preoccupied with creatively documenting 
that which he has borne witness to onto an 
alternate, imaginative plain. 

Lane is himself present throughout the 
text. Two central elements of Lane’s biography 
dominate the text: his occupation as poet and his 
enigmatic, unresolved relationship with his father. 
These two elements, it should be noted, are not 
mutually exclusive. “The Witnesses” finds the 
speaker reflecting on the potential implications of 
accessing his father’s history through the written 
word. To do so, the speaker suggests, is to “climb 
into the confusions” and to “make out of nothing 
the past.” Despite the temptation to recreate this 

story of the speaker’s father as the “Macleod 
Kid,” the speaker is aware of the possibility of 
creating “a past / that never was” while being 
plagued by the “agony” and ultimate futility of 
creating “out of nothing a man riding against 
time.” The second-person “you” is utilized in “The 
Bird,” where the speaker describes how “you 
must not handle birds. / They cannot fly through 
your fingers. / You are not a nest,” resolving that 
“only words can fly for you like birds / …A bird is a 
poem / that talks of the end of cages.” In the 
cases of both “The Witnesses” and “The Bird,” 
the poem functions as a means of psychic or 
imaginative access: “The Witnesses” finds Lane 
attempting to access an irretrievable element of 
his father’s history, while “The Bird” suggests that 
the imaginative written word is the only means 
by which to “capture” a bird and “learn to fly.” 
The biographical problems of the poem and 
Lane’s father create a narrative of sorts, and the 
inevitable confrontation between father and son 
in “What My Father Told Me” immediately 
followed by the provocatively enigmatic closing 
piece “What Language Can’t Reach” together 
effectively conclude the collection. 

In sum, Witness is a collection that is 
worth reading for those interested in Lane’s 
poetry or Canadian poetry in general. The poems 
are well selected and construct a satisfying 
narrative of Lane’s career. Given the biographical 
nature of many of these poems, a biographical 
introduction or afterword would have been a 
useful inclusion. What’s more, much of what 
makes Lane’s poetry so interesting is his 
representation of his wandering, almost nomadic 
existence across the American continent. While 
we get a sense of this in Witness, I would have 
liked to have seen the inclusion of more poems 
representing Lane’s current residence, the West 
Coast of BC, in Witness. But these are relatively 
minor problems. Witness is a fine collection of 
Lane’s poetry that any fan of Canadian literatures 
should consider having on their bookshelf.  
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Tall Tales and Steep Trails: Negotiating 
Boundaries   

The Canterbury Trail by ANGIE ABDOU
Brindle & Glass, 2011 $19.95

Reviewed by CAROLYN KRAHN

In her latest book, The Canterbury Trail, 
Angie Abdou weaves together concepts such as 
literary identity, regionalism, sexuality, and 
environmental awareness while her characters 
attempt to traverse a dangerous mountain 
summit. The novel focuses on fifteen “pilgrims” 
as they leave the town of Coalton, BC for an 
excursion into the mountains to escape, ski, 
fornicate, and imbibe a variety of both legal and 
illegal substances. Abdou subverts the commonly 
understood idea of pilgrimage as a journey for 
moral or spiritual significance, choosing instead to 
portray many of the characters as the antithesis 
to this ideal. Each chapter is organized according 
to an archetype which can be connected to an 
individual member traveling within the group. 
This stylistic device creates an interesting pastiche 
of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales as reimagined by 
Abdou for a contemporary audience. The 
pilgrims' paths converge at a backwoods cabin 

where the party takes shelter for the evening 
before navigating Camelot, the aptly named 
mountain where they plan to spend a last day of 
winter fun before the season ends. Central to the 
story is the relationship between each character 
and the complex and challenging landscape. The 
resulting narrative blurs the boundaries between 
modernity and tradition, legend and reality, and 
examines conflict within the group as a result of 
treacherous encounters with nature. 

Abdou’s firm grounding in literary 
tradition is evident in her ability to destabilize 
iconic pieces of literature in a contemporary way. 
The Canterbury Trail reimagines Chaucer’s early 
English manuscript in a contemporary framework 
to explore the following question: how do people 
within a group react to and interact with the 
other people and the shared environment around 
them? Abdou uses the character of Heinz, a 
retired English teacher-turned-hermit, to 
investigate the relationship of literature to its 
environment and how humans use that 
relationship to exert control over that same 
environment. Heinz chooses a “medieval motif in 
homage to his repulsion for the modern world” to 
rename the landscape he encounters. By dubbing 
an incline “Pilgrim’s Progress” or a lake “Grendel’s 
Mother’s Mere,” Heinz places the landscape in a 
context that he understands and is familiar with. 
This stylistic move may indicate Abdou’s interest 
in the ideological stumbling blocks that come 
from mapping territories and the process of 
naming to ascribe identity. This idea is further 
expounded when Abdou describes the skiers 
defacing Heinz’s signs, replacing the sign name 
“The Canterbury Trail” with “The Cunt.” Abdou is 
demonstrating that territories, both physical and 
literary, can be written over and reclaimed by 
new authors in different contexts. Heinz asks, 
“Who is my imagined reader?” leaving audiences 
to wonder who is actually asking the question—
Heinz or Abdou. Consequently, issues of 
landscape and context are complicated with 
issues of anxiety of authorship when it comes to 
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understanding what linguistic and cultural 
signifiers comprise our understanding of place. 

While Abdou attempts to tackle complex 
ideological issues regarding landscape, territory, 
and literary identity through situating her 
narrative in the rugged wilderness of The 
Canterbury Trail, she lacks the ability to provide 
clear direction regarding her intended outcome. 
Abdou's lofty ambition is offset by a lack of 
resolution, or even clear discussion, regarding the 
relationship of each character to the environment 
they collectively inhabit. While the novel plays 
cleverly with the notion of a pilgrimage in a 
contemporary context, it lacks the multi-
dimensional characterization and sophisticated 
class conflicts that Chaucer's Canterbury Tales is 
widely praised for. What we are left with is a 
group of characters who are not particularly 
likeable or even remotely realistic in a text that 
struggles to justify why these characters agreed 
to ski, snowmobile, snowshoe, or snowboard the 
mountain titled  “Camelot”—a  somewhat vague 
literary reference with the presumed intent of 
blurring the lines between legend and reality.

Abdou deserves praise for creating a 
narrative that raises difficult questions regarding 
mythology, ecocriticism, sexuality, authorship, 
and regional identity, even though she neither 
fully resolves these questions nor provides an 
adequate framework for the discussion. Still, 
readers will enjoy the vivid description of the 
rugged landscape and her ability to blend humour 
with tragedy to demonstrate that interactions 
with our ever-changing environment are anything 
but predictable. 

CAROLYN KRAHN is the Learning Centre 
Coordinator at St. Mary’s University College in 
Calgary, Alberta, and holds an MA with a 
specialization in Literatures of the West Coast 
from the University of Victoria. Her research 
interests include regional authority and identity, 
sustainability and its impact on pastoralism, and 
the colonial narrative of resource management. 

Nakedness is a Disguise

The Stream Exposed with All its Stones Collected  
Poems by D.G. JONES
 Signal, 2010 $18.95

Reviewed by LORI ROSMUS 

This most recent collection of prominent 
Canadian poet D.G. Jones contains 159 poems 
and spans all of his nine publications, from Frost 
on the Sun in 1957 to Grounding Sight in 1999. 
Jones’s selection from 42 years of poetry reveals 
the evolution and refinement of his style and 
aesthetic. In this collection, we follow along as 
Jones ranges from structure and “intelligence 
noetic” to the complicated simplicity of free verse 
and “intelligence heuristic” (Bowering). 

W.J. Keith’s insightful and informative 
introduction outlines Jones’s metamorphosis 
from his beginnings as the “skilful” yet 
“apprentice” experimenter of form and structure 
in Frost on the Sun to the “precise diction and 
delicate cadences” of the “mature style” of his 
later work. His stylistic refinement reflects 
aesthetic refinement. The “complete absorption” 
of traditional poetic technique into the “liberating 
possibilities of ‘free verse’” (Keith), it can be 
argued, corresponds to Jones’s move from 
“interpreter of the landscape”  to “part of the 
landscape” (Bowering). With the freer style 
comes the freedom of being a part of, and not 
distinct from, his surroundings. This freedom 
embraces the “daunting but exciting diversity of 
chaos,” and poems with diverse and far-reaching 
allusions and influences ensue (Keith). 

The Stream Exposed With All its Stones 
covers each step along the path from poetry 
about nature to poetry of nature. And just as 
Jones's preoccupations seem deceptively simple, 
so does his poetry. With numerous and wide-
ranging allusions, roaming between English and 
French, Jones offers up diverse and complex 
poetry about living in a diverse and complex 
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world. 
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Streaming and Screaming

Deepwater Vee by MELANIE SIEBERT 
McClelland & Stewart, 2010  $18.99

My Nature by CHRISTINE LOWTHER 
Leaf, 2010 $17.95

Reviewed by OWEN PERCY

Melanie Siebert’s debut collection of 
verse, Deepwater Vee, continues the tradition of 
“fieldwork” that has come to define so much 
Canadian ecopoetry. What Adam Dickinson and 
Di Brandt have recently done for walking, and 
what Don McKay has done for birding, Siebert 
here does for canoeing. Siebert, who has worked 
as a river guide on several of the West’s northern 
rivers, proves a generous and loving steerswoman 
as she offers us a deepwater vee—“a tongue of 
dark, glassy water that points downstream, 
indicating a deep channel, a way through 
whitewater thrown up by riverbed rocks”—that 
runs through the turbulent whirlpool of history, 
environment, industry, and memory in which so 
many of us find ourselves living and thinking 
today. The collection explores Siebert’s northern 
rivers anew, elegizes a grandmother and a famous 
Canadian explorer, and pulls us into clear 

complicity in the state of Canada’s increasingly 
imperiled watershed. The collection’s greatest 
accomplishment, I think, is that it is both self-
consciously nostalgic and urgent, yet at times it 
flows with the serene grace of a quiet crepuscular 
paddle back to camp; it accesses both the natural 
world of rivers being destroyed by industry (and 
by Alberta’s tar sands in particular), and the 
historical contexts through which we must 
understand our presence in and influence on that 
world.

Deepwater Vee recognizes the Suzukian 
truism that we are all living downstream of 
Alberta’s tar sands, which, by some estimates, 
leak 11 million litres of pollutants into the 
watershed and the rivers that Siebert suggests 
have sustained our historical, environmental, and 
social narratives in Canada for more than two 
centuries. Paddling the Athabasca through Fort 
McMurray and Fort McKay, the speaker of 
“Deepwater Vee” sees

Overburden, Athabasca muskeg, stripped back. 
400-ton heavy-haulers dump-trucking the boreal forest. 
The oil-slick mirrors of the tar ponds, seen from space, 
blown pupils, looking / not-looking, ragging

down, slugback
seep into porewater.

Siebert’s poetics are relatively unique in their 
lilting, adjectival Anglo-Saxon musicality; critics 
like Laurie Ricou and John Herbert Cunningham 
have compared her to Hopkins, with Ricou 
branding her, in admiration, a “compound-
conscious poet.” She is an enthusiastic 
hyphenator, which produces a tone, in its “wolfy / 
breath-heat” (“Current”), appropriate to the 
collection’s glacial and archeological memory 
wherein we exist as grains of sand that “the 
average river takes a million years to move … / 
100 inches” (“Map Unrolled on the Table”). That 
is, several of the collection’s prose poems are 
heavy with assonant and exciting portmanteaux 
that are at once archaic and applicable. Her 
language is recognizably ours, but its syntax and 
diction seem to belong elsewhere. The poems 
themselves are informed by a similar constant 
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and keen outsider’s consciousness that never 
allows speaker or reader to claim belonging or 
experience as exclusively their own. Although we 
tend mostly to observe as we paddle these 
poems, we never forget that we “carry water 
from taps and don’t know how to eat what’s 
here” (“Current”), and we are only partially 
surprised when the “hunter rises in [our] throat” 
(“Deepwater Vee”) at the sight of fleeing elk. 

Beautifully produced by McClelland & 
Stewart, Deepwater Vee works hard to embody 
the J-strokes and eddies, the latitudes and 
longitudes, and the fluid unreliability of maps and 
directions that its poems explore thematically in 
their formal presentation and typography. Several 
poem titles are simply place or river names that 
use their geographical coordinates as their 
epigraphs. Other titles are repeated and recycled
—seven poems are titled “Busker,” three are 
“Grandmother,” six are “Letter to Kitty, Never 
Written”—but one never steps into the same 
poem twice. The “Busker” series, for example, 
imagines the experience of the speaker’s brother 
as a struggling musician in downtown Calgary, but 
it plots an evolution out of the city, towards the 
mountains, and up north towards the geography 
of the collection’s other poems. Siebert’s 
fascination with the life and journals of Alexander 
Mackenzie also emerges at regular intervals, as 
she recognizes that before we ourselves felt the 
hunter in our throats he “hacked a road for 
commerce through the hot flank of the fleeing 
deer” (“Mackenzie’s Dream”). She recognizes, 
too, that his spirit for adventure and exploration 
might foster a modernized kinship with those of 
us who house our solace and serenity in the so-
called wilderness of contemporary Canada. The 
comparatively brief and aphoristic poems in the 
“Letter to Kitty, Never Written” series portray 
Mackenzie with the erotic, earthy charge of 
Susanna Moodie’s Atwoodian journals. All in all, 
“all maps are meals served with salt and good 
wine” (“Map Unrolled on the Table”), and as such 
Deepwater Vee is a crisscrossing of narrative, 

thematic, and teleological streams that ultimately 
presents a poetic experience that is itself an 
ecosystemic web of interconnection and 
interdependence. Trust the guide and it is well 
worth the trip. 

Christine Lowther’s My Nature is a 
collection of poems equally informed by water 
and place, but it revolves more directly around 
the experience of her literary life in a floating 
house in Clayoquot Sound. Lowther’s voice is 
infused with all the activism and alterity of a 
punk-rock protest poet, and her poems barely 
conceal her anger and fear about the loss of the 
natural world with which she desires to surround 
herself. In “A Brief Correspondence,” for example, 
the speaker recites an open letter to some 
“Government Bureaucrat” who has left an 
eviction notice (more accurately an 
admonishment for squatting on Crown Land) on 
her floating home by declaring “I am in love with 
this place / and we take care of each other.” 
Lowther’s poems also tend to deal with the 
legacy of her mother Pat, whose verse is quoted 
epigraphically here several times. Given the 
horror and violence of the elder Lowther’s 
demise (murdered by her second husband Roy 
Lowther in September of 1975), these poems are 
the collection’s most visceral and emotional. In 
“Scar,” for example, she imagines being 
angelically shielded from a classmate’s hurled 
stone “at the same moment my mother’s body / 
was tossed from a bridge” by the man who has 
himself since “died. / In a cage. / Protected.” 

The collection contains several fine poems 
that demonstrate a unique and confident voice, 
but My Nature would have benefited from a more 
thorough edit and the omission of several less 
effective poems. This is evident even in the book’s 
opening pages that contain no less than ten 
epigraphs, providing a good overview of 
Lowther’s influences (Barry Lopez, Kate Braid, Joe 
Strummer, Tahirassawichi etc.), but also casting 
too wide a net in terms of collecting the 
collection itself. The collection’s strongest poems 
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are those that root themselves in the observation 
and articulation of that which lies somewhat 
outside of the poet’s speakers themselves. The 
poem “Stragglers,” for example, is about “the 
necessary, bold curiosity of hummingbirds” who 
embody “Buddhist indestructibility through 
repeated annihilation, / a simple sweet flower 
isn’t good enough,” and its lines zip back and 
forth across the page with an avian quickness. 
Other moments of animal-inspired sublimity are 
notable in My Nature, like the self-conscious 
speaker’s imagining of a coastal whale who 
“sense[s] the barrier between our species 
dissolving” even though “in caring, we 
momentarily / perceive the other world / 
involuntarily / silence its music” (“Luna’s Skin”). 

In their less successful and engaging 
exertions, and throughout too much of My 
Nature, the lyric “I” of the poet/speaker becomes 
the collection’s centre, and not to its benefit. In 
“Natural Deaths,” for example, a keen meditation 
on ecosystems and place quickly derails itself into 
a pithiness that shifts the poem’s focus onto the 
speaker as the unit of meaning: “Don’t call me / 
nature girl. / … / Don’t call me nature lover, / I 
don’t watch David Suzuki.” Despite its disavowal 
of the good Doctor here, My Nature is always 
guided by its didactic Suzukian political message, 
and while it seems occasionally aware of its own 
poetic clichés (“there is beauty / (I declare it) / in 
the torn shape of me / … / the force that coaxes / 
the undetected rhizome / to burst in a panicle of / 
(there it is again) / beauty” [“the shape of me”]), 
it rarely evolves away from them in fruitful or 
new ways. The main issue with My Nature is one, 
I think, of textuality; most poems have a 
decidedly oral character that would almost 
certainly play well to a spoken-word audience, 
but many are uninspiring as texts. The poem 
“Carmageddon” is a good example of a Christine 
Lowther poem that is light on complexity, nuance, 
and figuration but heavy on inspired idealism and 
admirable ecopolitical rhetoric:

One morning dawned with all the cars gone. 

Trucks too, vans, SUVs.
The only things left
were buses and trains and these 
had lost their ability to idle.
Weeping and wailing ensued.
There was no more road rage.
True, people drank and cycled,
but there were hardly any deaths. 
In the forests, waters, meadows and skies,
endless rejoicing. 

Although her poetry clearly takes its inspiration 
from the plain-spoken style of Al Purdy among 
others (she includes a poem entitled “Say the 
Names” after Purdy and Kate Braid), the poems as 
texts are often lacking in what Dennis Lee 
recognized as the “delicacy of perception” that 
undergirded much of Purdy’s performative 
bawling. Instead, My Nature’s poems seem better 
suited for the protest stage or the picket line, as 
their punk-rock defiance makes them as shout-
out-loud inspiring and motivational as they are 
direct and heavy-handed on the page. Their 
message is always clear and uncompromising, 
even when it comes at the cost of rhetorical 
subtlety and technical nuance.

OWEN PERCY holds a PhD in English from the 
University of Calgary.
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 Timber by PETER DAUVERGNE and JANE LISTER
Polity, 2011 $19.95

Reviewed by RICHARD PICKARD

A few facts, for context:
1. One-third of all American hardwood 

production every year goes toward 
making wooden pallets.

2. More than 50% of these pallets are 
used only once.

3. Wooden pallets account for 
approximately 3% of total American 
non-recycled waste.

If you’re considering reading Peter 
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Dauvergne and Jane Lister’s Timber, you need to 
know that timber does not mean trees or forests. 
If you’re looking for a book about trees, I’d 
recommend Theresa Kishkan’s lovely collection of 
memoir-driven essays Trees: A Mnemonic. If 
you’re looking for a book about forests, you’d be 
happier reading Oliver Rackham’s classic Trees 
and Woodlands of the British Landscape.

In other words, Timber will not 
immediately hook casual environmental readers.

This book is, however, crucial. In 
particular, it’s enormously helpful for someone 
keen to understand more about global 
capitalism’s control of natural resources; social 
justice under global commodity capitalism, 
especially ecojustice; or systemic changes in 
forest structure around the world. Dauvergne and 
Lister persuasively argue, as well, that positive 
change is possible. Not only is there still power in 
focused local activism, but it may also be that 
global capitalism can be turned only by sustained, 
multi-site local activism.

Dauvergne and Lister are at their best 
when discussing the scope of global commodity 
chains. There is no standard timber commodity 
chain now, though there are two primary types of 
interest to Dauvergne and Lister. One key type 
begins in a notionally protected stand in a 
country like Indonesia that does not consistently 
enforce its environmental standards, where local 
workers cut and sell timber more or less illegally; 
this timber would move through backdoor 
channels into China for processing, where its 
origin would be obscured from its eventual 
buyers, either deliberately or incidentally; and 
finally it would be sold at retail in North America 
or Europe. (It appears, staggeringly, that “40% of 
China’s timber exports represent illegal timber.”) 
A second key type of commodity chain, unlike the 
web of relations implied by the multinational 
example, represents the total dominion over a 
local environment through tree plantations: 
Brazil’s pulp firm Veracel, for example, has a 
90,000-hectare eucalyptus plantation near its 

US$1.25 billion mill in Bahia province, among its 
234,000 hectares of plantation.

Also worth realizing is that forests do not 
yield wood products alone, or even primarily. The 
rapid conversion of forested land into agricultural 
land, especially in the global south, means that 
changes in global forests are incomprehensible 
without factoring in (for example) tofu, leather 
clothing and shoes, and margarine. Brazil’s JBS, 
“the world’s largest corporation in the global 
protein industry,” kills and processes more than 
43,000 cattle per day, producing not just beef but 
also 150,000 square metres of leather every day, 
most of it in the Amazon on land that until the 
last few decades had always been heavily 
forested.

Dauvergne and Lister work hard in this 
book to avoid rhetorical flourishes, but in their 
chapter “Consuming the South,” they can’t avoid 
it: “corporations are mining a lucrative 
commodity in the poorest and most vulnerable 
regions of the South to fuel emerging economies, 
sustain rising demand for timber and products 
from deforested tropical land, and serve bargain-
priced and wasteful consumption in the North.” 
The book is peppered with precise, severe 
summaries like this, making it readily accessible 
even to readers unlikely to find the economic 
data compelling reading on its own.

And there is, in the end, some hope, 
though it’s hope within a changed world and an 
altered landscape. “Power,” the authors assert, 
“continues to rest with the Northern MNCs and 
big box retail buyers,” and these firms are much 
more sensitive to public pressure than are 
governments. The world’s largest timber retailer, 
Home Depot, was so concerned over protests by 
the Rainforest Action Network that in 1999 they 
launched a process whereby they can identify 
where the timber for every one of their wood 
products was harvested. The world’s largest palm 
oil consumer, Unilever, answered Greenpeace’s 
protests by announcing in 2009 that it would no 
longer purchase palm oil from firms allegedly 
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connected to illegal deforestation, singling out 
Indonesia’s Sinar Mas in their announcement 
(Indonesia being the world’s largest palm oil 
producer among countries, and Sinar Mas being 
that country’s largest palm oil production firm).

Dauvergne and Lister dedicate their fine 
last chapter to considering just how much 
influence may be exerted over these 
corporations, and how much they’re likely to 
change in consequence. Among other things, 
global capitalism’s structure changes so rapidly 
that decisions at a single corporation may have no 
lasting impact. Still, environmental change has 
demonstrably come about through protests 
aimed at changing the habits of individual 
corporations, so we might as well keep 
protesting.

Dauvergne and Lister have done a 
wonderful job of untangling the extraordinarily 
complicated world of timber production, built in 
the end on the bodies of trees. It remains for 
another book, though, to untangle the problem 
of how—and indeed whether—the firms 
generating and sustaining disposable, discount-
price, global capitalism could ever do anything 
more than gild the turds that these firms have so 
assiduously and copiously produced.
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Forging Beyond the Ordinary

Forge by JAN ZWICKY
Gaspereau, 2011 $19.95

Reviewed by JON GORDON

Once, when I was buying a book by Anne 
Carson, the sales clerk said to me, “Sometimes I 
think, 'Anne Carson, you’re too smart for me.'” I 
feel that way about Jan Zwicky. Even though the 
poems in Forge take the ordinary as their subject 
matter and, in the tradition of the elemental ode, 
illuminate it, Zwicky’s “ordinary” (shot through 
with allusions to classical music and philosophy) is 
often beyond me.

In the “Notes & Acknowledgements” at 
the end of this collection, Zwicky provides a 
translation of the Greek epigraph to her poem 
“Diotima to Holderlin: A Remonstrance.” That 
title suggests something of the range of reference 
that Zwicky draws on, but the epigraph itself casts 
light on Zwicky’s method. The epigraph is, she 
writes, “a remark Sokrates recalls that his teacher, 
Diotima, made to him when he was young. It 
might be translated: ‘How can you imagine you’ll 
become accomplished in erotics if you don’t 
know that?’” I don’t know what that is in any 
concrete sense, but, when reading the poem, I 
feel like I understand. In Lyric Philosophy, Zwicky 
writes, “it is in this way, then, that philosophy 
might assume lyric form: when thought whose 
eros is clarity is driven by profound intuitions of 
coherence.” She continues, in these poems in 
Forge, to attend to this clarity that is driven by 
intuitions of coherence.

Many poems have titles like “Sitting 
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Outside After Lunch, Reading, in My Fiftieth Year,” 
“Lying Down in My Hotel Room, Thinking About 
the Day,” or (one of four poem sequences in the 
collection) “Practising Bach.” The present 
participle in these titles indicates the collection’s 
focus on describing an extended moment, on 
attending to the present and forging meaning 
from it. 

A subsection of “Practising 
Bach”—“Loure”—finds Zwicky at perhaps her 
most explicit:
       Why is Bach’s music more like speech than any other? Because 
       of his wisdom, I think. Which means its tempering of lyric
       passion by domesticity, its grounding of the flash of lyric
       insight in domestic earth, the turf of dailiness.

She goes on,
      Bach’s music, by contrast, speaks directly to, and of, life 
      itself—the resonant ground of sex and death.

And it does this not without ornamentation, but
      without fuss: the golden ratio of the whelk shell lying on
      the beach, the leaf whorl opening to the sun, the presence of    
      the divine in the chipped dish in the drying rack, that miracle:
      good days, bad days, a sick kid, a shaft of sunlight on the organ
      bench. Talk to me, I’m listening. 

This description of Bach’s music could also apply 
to Zwicky’s poetry: moments of ordinariness, the 
everyday, cut through by the infinite: the miracle 
of the seasons, a reflection, a lover’s eyes. And, 
more than this, of attending to these moments as 
a practice.

In “The Art of Fugue,” Zwicky plays on the 
two meanings of “fugue”: from music, involving a 
short melody or phrase that is started by one part 
and then taken up by others, and from psychiatry, 
involving a period of loss of one’s identity. In a 
series of ten short poems, Zwicky explores the 
idea of self—“you are, / you are not / nothing, 
shaped / by what you love”—through precise 
descriptions that are repeated with variation, 
leading towards a resonant conclusion. 

While I would love to summarize all of 
these poems, to spend the time carefully 
attending to each one that such summaries 
would require, I am not ready to make those 
readings public; I have not practiced enough: they 
would end up either simply quoting at length or 

else imposing my personal intuitions on the 
poem. Better for you to read these poems 
yourself and attend to their precision and clarity 
and the intuitions they provoke in you through 
the “ecology of experience” (Lyric Philosophy) 
they describe. I will continue my apprenticeship 
to Forge and the thought of Jan Zwicky in private.

JON GORDON teaches Writing Studies in the 
Office of Interdisciplinary Studies at the 
University of Alberta. He has published on hog 
production, mountaineering, and bitumen 
extraction. His most recent article, “Displacing 
Oil: Towards ‘Lyric’ Re-presentations of the 
Alberta Oil Sands,” considers Zwicky’s notion of 
“lyric” in literature about bitumen.

* 

Finding George Orwell in Burma by EMMA 
LARKIN
Granta, 2011 £8.99

Review by RHONA MCADAM

If the title suggests a nostalgic travel 
memoir revisiting colonial days, all gin and tonics 
and friendly natives, think again. Orwell’s Burma, 
it turns out, has evolved into the incarnation of 
his novel Nineteen Eighty-Four: a dark, violent 
and paranoid oligarchy where ordinary citizens 
are forbidden to gather, travel, or have guests 
without government permission; where 
foreigners must register their presence under 
arcane bureaucratic procedures; and where every 
man, woman, and child is obliged to provide free 
labour for state building projects. 

Emma Larkin is well placed to tell this 
story, though it would have helped readers to 
have her background threaded into the book: 
American, but born and raised in Asia, and a 
graduate of London’s School of Oriental and Asian 
Studies, where she learned to speak Burmese. 
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Author of another book on Burma (Everything is 
Broken), she has been travelling to Burma–now 
Myanmar–for over a dozen years. Her experience 
and web of friendships there allowed her to forge 
the connections necessary to follow the trail of 
Eric Blair, who spent five years in Burma’s 
Imperial Police Force during Britain’s occupation 
in the 1920s before reinventing himself as George 
Orwell. 

Larkin’s friends maintain that Orwell’s first 
novel, Burmese Days, when read together with 
Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four, forms a 
Burmese trilogy. The latter book, she is told, could 
never have been written without Orwell’s stay in 
Myaungmya, a bleak, friendless city in the delta 
of the Irrawaddy, riddled with violence and 
plagued with mosquitoes, where he was 
stationed with only one other European. 

The violence Orwell would have been 
dealing with at the time rivals the worst of today’s 
atrocities, meted out to political prisoners in 
Burma’s overcrowded, crumbling jails, or by and 
against insurgent groups who have battled the 
authorities for over sixty years. Conflict has been 
a constant since Burmese independence was 
granted in 1948. There was a coup and takeover 
by a military junta in 1962, a long-running civil 
war with the numerous ethnic minorities, a 
brutally quashed student uprising in 1988, and an 
election whose winners were never granted 
power in 1990. 

Though opposition leader Aung San Suu 
Kyi was released from house arrest in 2010, few 
of those Larkin met were willing to risk comment 
about her role or presence, but in the book her 
place in Burmese political history is explained, 
along with that of her assassinated father. 

Part travelogue, part social critique, part 
political primer, and part lesson in the wages of 
dictatorship, Larkin’s journey reveals in frank 
detail the privations and hardships of 
contemporary Burmese life. Interspersed with 
quotations from Orwell’s writing, the narrative 
weaves through present-day Myanmar, revisiting 

his Burmese career: the places he lived or worked 
are crumbling or gone or hidden behind 
impenetrable walls. 

The book’s recurring themes of erasure—
the substitution of place names, the rewriting of 
history and forging of false information, the 
disappearance or summary execution of 
dissidents, the cultural genocide of 
disempowered ethnic groups through rapes and 
relocations–and constant public surveillance take 
their toll on the author, who, like the people she 
interviews, goes by an assumed name. While 
chatting over cappuccino in a smart Rangoon tea 
lounge, Larkin finds herself staring at a potted 
plant, convinced it must be bugged. It is, she 
reflects, Nineteen Eighty-Four without the 
technology: instead, a network of whisperers 
carries news to officials as efficiently as the 
novel’s telescreen: “If there has been an anti-
government remark made by a drunkard, a basket 
of mangoes stolen from the local market, or a 
simple quarrel between husband and wife, the 
[Military Intelligence] will most probably know 
about it. This method of control is highly 
effective: Big Brother really is everywhere.” 
Larkin, by comparison, shines an interested light 
on many undocumented aspects of life in the 
country. Her encounter with a group of Anglo-
Burmese women engenders a fresh look at 
colonialism: “While the Burmese could not walk 
through the door of the European-only clubs, 
Burmese women were warmly welcomed into 
British bedrooms,” she tartly observes. The 
offspring of these unions, once offered European 
education and a slightly higher place in the social 
order, mostly escaped the country before it fell 
under its postwar dictatorship, and those who 
remain live in the no-man’s land of the half-
blood.

The book is affecting, informative, and 
very sad. The problems of this country seem so 
deep-rooted it is hard to imagine how the 
wounds of the past and the conflicting aspirations 
of the ethnic minorities may ever be resolved. But 
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even the incremental changes now underway will 
be welcome. One of Larkin’s acquaintances sums 
it up (in what I confess I read as cautionary words 
to my own country, as Canada’s freedoms are 
eroded): “This country used to be a fabulous 
place, you know. It was rich in nature and people, 
and so very beautiful. They have managed to turn 
a paradise into something not much better than a 
living hell.”

RHONA MCADAM is a Victoria-based poet and 
freelancer specializing in food and agriculture. 
Author of eight poetry collections (including two 
food poetry chapbooks), her first nonfiction book, 
Digging the City: An Urban Agriculture Manifesto, 
is published in 2012 by Rocky Mountain Books.

* 

Intersecting Sets by ALICE MAJOR 
U of Alberta P, 2011 $29.95 

Reviewed by SANDY BONNY 

I misread this book’s title on taking it up 
for the first time: “Sects,” I read, instead of “Sets.” 
With this error, mathematical inference slipped 
over my head and I was lead in an entirely 
different, but remarkably apt direction. For both 
science and poetry can also be viewed as “sects,” 
fundamentally distinct in their approaches and 
assumptions despite a mutual, intersecting, goal 
to bring humanity toward more complete 
understanding. Through the linked essays 
collected in Intersecting Sets, readers are invited 
to explore the schism between these parallel 
pursuits, disciplines between which poet Alice 
Major steps effortlessly. As her introduction 
foreshadows, “interesting things happen at 
edges.”

Major, an established poet (nine titles on 
the shelves), identifies herself to her readers as a 
Magpie, drawn to the novel ideas and metaphors 

offered by science. In Intersecting Sets, she 
situates that attraction as a biological yearning for 
communication, between writers and readers, 
between parents and attaching infants, between 
humanity and the vastness of the unknown. Each 
chapter begins with a note of reflection and 
unravels its topic through co-mingling voices 
raised through narrative prose, references to 
scientific literature, and poetic quotations. In 
“That Frost Feeling,” Major discusses the 
essentiality of call-and-response, a primal signal 
for survival from life’s earliest evolution. With the 
evolution of language, call-and-response 
“became something new, a kind of resonance; the 
emotional state of the crying one sets up a similar 
state in the listener. This is communication…And 
in the plastic, rapidly developing brain the two 
become fused—the tendency toward emotional 
resonance and the capacity to narrate stories.” 
Poetry and storytelling, from this perspective, 
become biological necessities to engage with the 
feelings and perspectives of the people with 
whom our survival is interconnected. A poem 
offers means to practice responding to intensities 
of feeling. Empathetic training. “After all,” Major 
writes, “you can’t wait for a crisis of pain to begin 
figuring out how to deal with it.” 

There is a highly personal tone to these 
essays, perhaps most prominent when Major 
draws into discussion her father’s accelerating 
battle with Alzheimer’s disease. The parent who 
in Major's childhood narrated ballads by memory 
has lost his ability for social conversation, but 
retains, when prompted, fragments of poems. 
Their cadence and rhythm, Major posits, have 
become so much a part of his neurological 
patterning that verse could be called up long after 
he lost access to the details of non-lyrical 
memory. 

This capacity for text to become “locked in 
the brain” is fascinating, and Major returns to it 
several chapters later, recalling the lines but not 
the source of a poetic stanza she latched onto as 
a child: “purple as pansies, purple as plums, 
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purple as shadows on late afternoons.” As the 
mother of a young child, I immediately recognized 
the providence of these lines—they are from 
Margaret Wise Brown’s “Colour Kittens,” a book 
that, with a combination of tripping poetics and 
clear and simple explanation of colour theory (the 
kittens mix paint to make all the colours in the 
world), has lasting appeal. Fifty years ago, the 
“plums” to “afternoons” near-perfect rhyme 
enchanted Major, and perhaps the discussion of 
colour theory did too. For in a following chapter, 
“The Ultraviolet Catastrophe,” we learn of her 
school-age enlightenment that mixing light is not 
the same as mixing paints and pigments, and that 
natural dyes lie inevitably near the middle of the 
spectrum of visible light. “Life and literature,” 
Major surmises, “are like the natural dyes—they 
do not lend themselves to extremes. We cannot 
live at such unadulterated wavelengths. But there 
are points where we approach them.” 

Major cites Capra’s statement that “all 
natural phenomena are interconnected, and in 
order to understand any one of them we need to 
understand all the others, which is obviously 
impossible.” So she begins by attempting to 
understand herself. We find contemporary 
reflections paired with excerpts from past diaries, 
we are treated to a bird’s eye view of an 
afternoon spent fitting a rhyme to the word 
“microwave,” we share in the antics of the cat 
who distracts her at her desk, and, through these 
details, we are offered a window to the inner 
workings of a poet’s soul. In Major’s case, this is a 
soul that glories in the beauty and richness of 
science as subject alongside the promise and 
power of verse. Intersecting Sets is a uniquely 
personal exploration of science and poetry. It will 
be a fascinating read for scientists interested in 
the “biology of poetry” and an inspiration to 
writers and poets intimidated by science as an 
“other.” Neither pursuit is self-contained: the sets 
overlap in greater proportion than you might 
anticipate, and in exploring this intersection 
Major’s work provides an inspiring prompt to free 

us from the constraints of our disciplines. 

SANDY BONNY is a writer and Earth scientist from 
Saskatoon. She has recently published a book of 
short fiction, The Sometimes Lake, focusing on 
intersections between scientific and other ways 
of knowing, and is engaged in cross-cultural 
science education as coordinator of the University 
of Saskatchewan’s Science Ambassador Program. 

* 

Ecocritical Theory. New European Approaches 
edited by AXEL GOODBODY and KATE RIGBY 
UP Virginia, 2011 $35 USD

Reviewed by STEPHANIE POSTHUMUS

Axel Goodbody and Kate Rigby’s edited 
collection joins a group of growing theoretical 
work on Continental intellectual contributions to 
environmental literary studies. In their 
introduction, Goodbody and Rigby do well to 
argue that ecocriticism needs to get beyond the 
for/against theory debate. They also clearly 
identify some of the defining characteristics of 
European ecocriticism, such as an emphasis on 
cultural landscapes, a questioning of the call to 
local belonging, and an inherent cultural and 
linguistic diversity. Goodbody and Rigby’s 
collection distinguishes itself in its inclusion of 
some new theoretical voices, but would benefit 
greatly from more dialogue across the different 
chapters and further reflection on the sense in 
which these “new approaches” are European in 
their conception or/and application.

Organized thematically into five sections, 
the collection includes articles from Australian, 
European, and North American ecocritics. In the 
first section, “Memory and Politics,” different 
models of memory are explored as a means to a 
new ecological politics and ecocritical 
methodology. Kate Soper rehabilitates Romantic 
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poetry as a form of “avant-garde nostalgia” with 
the political potential to avoid capitalist 
consumerism and embrace instead an 
“alternative hedonism” celebrating pleasure, the 
good life, and enjoyable experiences. Following 
Walter Benjamin's figure of the flâneur into the 
Paris Arcades, Catriona Sandilands outlines an 
alternative ecocritical approach where meaning is 
gleaned from the transitory juxtaposition of 
nature-objects that have been exploded from 
their place in bourgeois history. Martin Ryle’s 
largely biographical article on Raymond Williams 
as both a political voice and literary critic traces 
some of the difficulties of bringing together 
ecological concerns and socialist politics. While 
Ryle’s comment about Williams’ The Country and 
the City as what would “hardly count as 
ecocriticism” seems unfounded, his conclusion 
about “retrospective radicalism's” inherent 
tensions and contradictions is extremely useful 
for thinking about the role of British ecocriticism 
within the larger context of European ecocriticism 
(rather than American ecocriticism as the 
Raymond Williams-Leo Marx comparison has 
often done). In the final article of this section, 
Axel Goodbody draws on cultural memory studies 
to articulate the role of collective memory in 
constructing an attachment to place. Although 
French historian Pierre Nora's concept of lieu can 
be anything from a mythical figure to a literary 
text to a historical person, Goodbody’s analysis of 
two German novels brings the focus back to 
geographic places in Peter Handke's nostalgic 
representation of rural Slovenia and Volker 
Braun's dystopic representation of a coal mine. To 
further the discussion on memory and politics in 
this first section, one might ask, as Sandilands 
does, how Benjamin’s attention to forgetting and 
fragmentation might be brought to bear on 
ecocriticism’s theorization and politicization of 
nature and the natural. 

The three articles of the second section, 
“Culture, Society, and Anthropology,” all explore 
how literature functions in society. Following 

German thinkers Hartmut Böhme and Hubert 
Zapf, Timo Müller emphasizes first the role of 
affect (including fear, dread, danger) in the 
individual’s relationship to nature, and second the 
place of aesthetics (formal elements of literary 
text) in literature’s mediating role in the ecology 
of culture. Less focused on literary texts, Linda 
Williams’ article explains some key concepts of 
Norbert Elias' social theory. For example, she 
explores the concept of homo clauses that Elias 
defines as the modern self closing itself off from 
others in the civilizing process. As Williams notes, 
such a process begs the question of how exactly 
we might get “back to nature.” Rather than 
promote a return to primary involvement, 
Williams identifies instead the role of “secondary 
involvement” as being “conducive to recognition 
of the necessary condition of our ontological 
interdependence with the nonhuman world.” In 
the final article of this section, Laura Dassow 
Walls uses Bruno Latour's critique of modernism 
and model of messy science to distinguish 
between Emerson's separation of Nature from 
the human and Thoreau’s pre-modern 
understanding of nature-culture. While Dassow 
Walls concludes that all texts could be read in a 
Latourian manner, one wonders why Thoreau’s 
Walden Pond has such a long history of being 
read as a defense of non-human wilderness. 
Revisiting Zapf’s theory of cultural ecology may 
be one way to answer this question about how 
and why a text has been interpreted in 
accordance with the ideologies of different times 
and places.

The articles in the third section, 
“Phenomenology,” attest to the fact that this 
school of philosophy is far from new to 
ecocriticism (see Jonathan Bate’s 2005 book The 
Song of Earth). In the first article, Trevor Norris 
draws on Heidegger’s theory of being to examine 
how D.H. Lawrence's prose works to conceal and 
reveal such an experience, making us aware of 
“the limitations of our conceptual grasp of the 
world.” Louise Westling begins with some 
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welcome comparative comments, pointing out 
that Heidegger retains the animal-human divide 
while Merleau-Ponty explores more fully the 
possibilities opened up by the sciences of his time 
(such as Uexküll’s ethology). As Westling does 
elsewhere in her work, she summarizes and 
paraphrases Merleau-Ponty’s concepts in order to 
emphasize the ecological interrelationships of 
beings and the value of this theoretical 
framework for analyzing “literary openness to the 
mysteries of experience in the physical world.” 
Kate Rigby’s article explores the ecological 
aesthetics of Gernot Böhme, whose work is less 
well-known within ecocriticism. Rigby carefully 
points out that Böhme is not concerned with 
conserving some former nature but with deciding 
what kind of nature we want to inhabit 
collectively and individually. To do this, we must 
first come to terms with our own bodily existence 
(including fear, sickness, and pain). While Böhme 
argues that an acceptance of one's corporeality 
will lead to a different ethics and praxis with 
respect to the nature that is not us, he does not 
outline the socio-historical conditions necessary 
for such corporeal attentiveness/availability. 
Rigby does raise this point obliquely at the end of 
her article when she notes how Australian Judith 
Wright's contemporary poetry historicizes and 
politicizes the landscape, making the reader 
aware of the erased presence of Indigenous 
people.

The questions raised in the fourth section, 
“Ethics and Otherness,” pick up on the threads of 
the preceding section where a less 
anthropocentric perspective is considered as a 
way of articulating a new relationship with the 
non-human. In the first article of this section, 
Patrick Murphy offers a summary of Bakhtin’s 
philosophy that shares much with a similar article 
he contributed to Gersdorf and Mayer’s collection 
(2005). Explaining rapidly a number of difficult 
concepts—transgredience, dialogism, 
authoritative vs. internally persuasive discourse—
Murphy’s articles leaves unanswered a number of 

more specific questions: what are the socio-
historical conditions of “answerability” (especially 
in light of Bakhtin’s dialogue with Marxism)? If 
literature is meant to represent “anotherness,” 
what might be some of the limitations of 
imagining the non-human other? How exactly do 
such literary representations impose on the 
reader “an obligation to think and act 
differently”? In the second article, Timothy 
Morton adopts Levinas’ concept of coexistence in 
order to analyze the apparition of the “strange 
stranger” in Coleridge’s poem “The Rime of the 
Ancient Mariner.” Those familiar with Morton’s 
work will recognize the pairing of close reading 
that delves into the etymology of specific words 
(and can lead to moments of interpretive 
brilliance) with a fast paced explicative style that 
at times glosses over important logical transitions 
and conceptual complexities. Drawing on Julia 
Kristeva’s theories of language, text, and the 
maternal body, Anne Elvey explores the 
intertextuality and materiality of biblical texts 
from a feminist perspective. While some work has 
been done within ecocriticism on the Genesis 
myth and ecospirituality, Elvey’s reading of the 
parable of the sower in light of the text’s muliti-
vocality as well as its material history nicely 
illustrates an innovative combination of 
methodological approaches. The final two articles 
include a translation of Luce Irigaray’s article on 
cultural difference and democracy followed by 
Christopher Cohoon’s commentary on Irigaray’s 
work. Irigaray’s argument that a new democracy 
must be built on a natural belonging to sexual 
difference seems highly problematic in its use of 
the terms “nature” and “natural” (especially in 
light of the work of ecofeminists like Val 
Plumwood and that of gender studies theorists). 
Cohoon picks up on this problem in his response 
and argues that Irigaray rethinks nature as physis
—an ever changing and continuously born nature. 
Yet Cohoon’s references to “the energies flowing 
from our natural rootedness” point to what may 
have been a more interesting framework for 
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Irigaray’s work—the problematic metaphor of 
roots in defining a European identity and 
democracy.

The final section of the collection, 
“Models from Physics & Biology,” maps out the 
familiar subject of ecocriticism’s use of scientific 
models and discourse. Hannes Bergthaller 
cogently argues that cybernetics and systems 
theory might be used to help ecocriticism “accept 
its limitations” by pointing out that knowledge 
can't act directly on physical environment and 
that environmentalism functions as a form of 
communication. Bergthaller’s framing of 
Leopold's wild nature within American social 
values nicely brings back into the discussion the 
subject of cultural differences as one possible 
blind spot of environmental discourse. In the 
second article, Serpil Opperman cites the 
discoveries of quantum theory that posit all of 
matter as interacting at the subatomic level as a 
model for an ecocentric postmodern theory. 
Opperman does not however consider why these 
theories developed in the 1980s and promising 
the birth of a “new consciousness” have not yet 
led to a social paradigm shift. Adopting a slightly 
different scientific model, Heather Sullivan’s 
article uses open systems thermodynamics as a 
means to imagining human agency as a “complex 
entanglement of cultural and physical patterns.” 
Her rereading of Faust moves away from the 
individual vs. fate argument and instead explores 
Faust's identity as “one that is influenced by, and 
produces effects through, 'intersecting processes' 
of different agents.” Mark Lussier's article 
applying Deleuze’s philosophical concepts to 
Blake’s poetry resonates less well with the other 
articles in this section (even if Deleuze was 
influenced by the scientific theories of his time, 
his philosophical concepts are very much a 
creation of his own discursive universe as the 
multiple quotes of terms and expressions in 
Lussier’s article clearly demonstrates). For Lussier, 
Blake's poetry attempts to write the 
“unrepresentable” from the difficult position of 

constant deterritorialization. In the final article, 
Wendy Wheeler summarizes the biosemiotic 
turn, that is the move from strictly human 
language to communication as a mode of 
expression of all living beings. Drawing on Pierce’s 
concept of abduction and the information 
metaphor of DNA studies, Wheeler emphasizes 
the evolutionary continuity between nature and 
culture, body and mind. Her analysis of two 
British novels illustrates a cultural poetics that 
acknowledges the need for both scientific and 
literary discourse. To some extent, all the articles 
in this section raise the question of how 
contemporary scientific models can be integrated 
into literary theory. In light of the highly charged 
debates following the Sokal affair in the mid 
1990s, ecocriticism would do well to reflect on 
how exactly science can inflect and enrich its 
discussion of literary texts.

To conclude, this collection brings 
together a number of important theoretical 
positions while falling slightly short of the title’s 
promise to define the “European” within the 
context of ecocritical literary theory.  

STEPHANIE POSTHUMUS is Assistant Professor in 
the Department of Languages, Literatures, 
Cultures at McGill University. Her focus on a 
French écocritique and la question de l’animal has 
broadened into an interest in European studies, 
and more specifically European environmental 
identities and politics.

* 

Island of Wings by KARIN ALTENBERG
Anansi, 2011 $22.95

Reviewed by VICTORIA DUNCAN

Island of Wings is based on the 
biographical material that survives the Reverend 
Neil MacKenzie and his wife, Elizabeth 
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MacKenzie. Often, accounts of a missionary’s life 
focus on their successful spiritual ministry and the 
extraordinary difficulties they overcame. The 
novel avoids this standard narrative and attempts 
instead to create a more thoughtful portrait of 
the MacKenzies’ lives on Hirta (1830–1841) that 
includes the shadows and darknesses that mark 
the human journey. 

Neil and Lizzie, as she is called in the 
novel, come to Hirta (the only inhabited island in 
the St. Kilda cluster, the westernmost islands in 
the Outer Hebrides of Scotland) as shy 
newlyweds; Neil is eager to distinguish himself 
through his service to the islanders, and Elizabeth 
is ready to support him. Both are unprepared for 
the unforgiving, barren island landscape, the 
hardships they face, and the strain that will be 
placed on their marriage.

The St. Kildans are descended from 
ancient Gaelic settlers and do not speak English; 
this begins the sense of isolation that runs though 
the book, as Lizzie, an Anglophone, is 
immediately cut off from friendly contact with 
them and with her husband’s work, which is 
conducted entirely in Gaelic. The St. Kildans resist 
Neil’s attempts to modernize them, clinging to 
the traditions and superstitions that they feel are 
necessary to survival on the island. The St. Kildans 
also face a fifty-per-cent infant mortality rate due 
to a mysterious illness that no one can explain or 
cure (later discovered to be neonatal tetanus), 
which ravages the minds and hearts of the 
women on the island.  After she loses children of 
her own to the illness, Lizzie begins to identify 
with the St. Kildans, and eventually views them 
with a respect and sympathy that Neil never 
achieves, despite his fervent wish to improve 
their lives. 

As the years pass and Neil and Lizzie age 
and mature, their marriage becomes increasingly 
characterized by periods of bitterness and 
estrangement, yet they never fully break with one 
another; both Lizzie and Neil understand that he 
needs her to help him continue with his work. 

Together but often separate, they weather the 
heartbreaking island life and come to terms with 
their own shortcomings. 

An important part of the novel’s strength 
is the third-person narrator who shifts 
perspectives, sometimes speaking from Lizzie’s 
vantage point, sometimes from Neil’s, and 
sometimes from that of a supporting character 
such as the servant girl who cleans their home. 
This device powerfully develops Neil and Lizzie’s 
characters by revealing their internal lives, and it 
also emphasizes the vast distance between them, 
as the reader sees the emotional baggage, 
vulnerabilities, and self-doubt that they conceal 
from each other. The occasional glimpse of a third 
party’s perspective often serves to highlight the 
influence of the St. Kildans and their culture, with 
whom both Lizzie and Neil sympathize in their 
own ways, but cannot fully understand. The novel 
captures a seemingly endless series of isolations
—the islanders are isolated from the mainland 
and modern civilization, while Neil and Lizzie are 
hopelessly removed from each other and from 
the island culture; their female servants are also 
isolated from them and vice versa due to the 
culture divide, which also divides Neil and Lizzie 
from the St. Kildans as a whole. The wild, lonely 
nature of the island, first introduced to us by 
Altenberg’s vivid descriptions of its stony cliffs, 
tossing seas and diving birds, is a thematic 
element that permeates the entire text and all of 
the interpersonal interactions within it; though 
the reader occupies a privileged position, we 
catch the feeling of not knowing, and of not being 
known. 

Another striking element of the novel is 
the series of haunting plot details, in particular 
the emotionally painful deaths that occur, as well 
as Lizzie’s one glimpse of a life of romantic love 
and intimacy, an unresolved lacuna that adds a 
bright, sweet note to the text. The novel’s 
strengths lie in its moving and well-researched 
plot; with vivid descriptions of the wild, lonely 
beauty of the island, the author paints a picture 
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for us of a strange culture that we embrace, or 
attempt to embrace, just as Neil and Lizzie do. 
With surprising and compelling plot details, the 
author maintains our investment in the wild and 
lonely world of St. Kilda. The dialogue, designed 
to capture the speech of 19th-century Scotland, 
sometimes feels stilted and even contrived in 
places, but it does create the air of a time gone by 
that helps us understand Neil’s pride and stiffness 
and Lizzie’s eventual acceptance of her more or 
less unsatisfactory marriage. In addition, this 
mode fades when the narrator slips into Lizzie 
and Neil’s internal voices, creating a wider divide 
between the composed front they present to one 
another and the raw emotional material of their 
inner lives, which they jealously conceal. 

VICTORIA DUNCAN is a PhD student at McMaster 
University in Hamilton, Ontario. She specializes in 
early modern literature and is writing her thesis 
on 17th-century English prison writing. 

*

Indian Horse by RICHARD WAGAMESE
Douglas & McIntyre, 2011 $29.95 

Reviewed by SANDY BONNY 

It is fitting that I am writing this review the 
day after the Truth & Reconciliation Commission 
came to Saskatoon. The premise of Richard 
Wagamese's  Indian Horse is that Saul, a 
residential school survivor, has been invited to 
join a healing circle to deal with anger and 
addiction issues, but finds himself unable to voice 
the stories that would release him until a 
counselor suggests that he write them down. 
Saul’s story is fictional, but contains many 
elements that will resonate with people whose 
families have been affected by the bleak realities 
of Canada’s residential schooling. There is no 
glossing over the darkness survivors have 
experienced. But listening to their stories, I am 

often amazed by the capacity of beleaguered 
children to find hope and inspiration for growth in 
the worst of circumstances. 

After an early childhood spent living on 
the land in Northern Manitoba with his family, 
hiding from the RCMP who would commit him to 
residential school, Saul is abruptly consigned to 
that very fate by his grandmother’s death. At age 
eight, he loses natural love, family identity, and 
any right guidance in developing a burgeoning 
power of sight that connects him to his ancestors. 
At school, hockey and books are offered to the 
children instead—paltry substitutes—but means 
of escape.

Saul adapts as best he can to institutional 
repression and humiliation, applying his natural 
gifts and enthusiasm to hockey. The keen skills of 
observation and the intuitive pattern-recognition 
that allowed him to navigate the boreal forest 
combine with a fierce determination in this small 
boy. Saul uses speed, sight, and wit to excel in a 
game where no one is allowed to hold still for 
long. He stuffs the toes of oversized skates to 
better control his blades, clears the ice before 
dawn in frigid temperatures, and practices his 
shots in the barn during the summer. The darker 
sides of life at residential school are presented in 
terse and even prose. They are quickly 
acknowledged, not glossed over, but incredibly 
brief compared to the expansive glorification of 
hockey—long passages where Saul is immersed 
within the safety, the clear goals, and the 
transparency of the game. Hockey highlights glow 
poetically, bright sparks of joy and 
accomplishment, and the book echoes with the 
announcer’s voice, the scrape of skates, and 
Canada’s Saturday Night orchestral tribute—like 
his character, Wagamese is clearly a hockey fan.

The game can, however, offer only partial 
reprieve, especially when town games become 
forays into racial aggression. Between classes, 
Saul often immerses himself in books. It is an act 
of defiance, of independence, but by finding 
solace there Saul makes himself complicit in his 
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cultural disconnection. His advanced reading skills 
and strong English mark him apart from his fellow 
students. Among peers, he is made other. And 
inside the books? Well, we are never told what 
Saul is reading, but books for boys in the mid-50s 
relied heavily on themes of orientalism, 
colonialism, and extension of the empire. Indians 
live in cupboards and cowboys steal the plot lines. 

A grown man, Saul writes, “All that I knew 
of Indian died in the winter of 1961, when I was 
eight years old.” His parents had attended 
residential school, and taught their children 
English alongside Ojibway, which is how Saul 
came into literacy. But even then his 
grandmother, Old Naomi, disapproved: “They 
come in different ways, them, the Zhaunagush 
(whites),” she said. “Their talk and their stories 
can sneak you away as quick as their boats.” Yet, 
as an adult, the written word becomes Saul’s 
means to freedom. His gifts have come from 
different directions, ones his ancestors might not 
have chosen for him, but he can use them to his 
own end: words to tell his story, the game to 
unite a new family and community. He learns that 
we are strongest when we allow ourselves to be 
supported and wisest when we listen to the 
ancestors who share our lives, each of us an 
extension of their own. Through Saul’s narrative, 
Wagamese reveals the doubling power of words. 
Many readers will finish this book better 
educated about both traditional Ojibway culture 
and the lasting legacy of residential schooling, 
and they will be pulled into new knowledge and 
understanding by fluid and entertaining prose. 

Indian Horse unfolds story upon story. In 
his early childhood, Saul’s parents had returned 
to the land and were re-learning from his 
grandmother how to harvest wild rice at a sacred 
campsite at Gods Lake. They are derailed when 
their elder son, Saul’s brother Benjamin, 
succumbs to tuberculosis carried home from 
residential school. Benjamin overestimates his 
strength, proud to dance with Saul on roasted 
grains to dehusk the wild rice, and when he dies 

his parents are torn between the traditional 
lifestyle and the obligations of their Catholic 
schooling. They choose to leave Saul and his 
grandmother alone to return their older son’s 
body to the priests, and, as they depart, one 
generation’s confusion is passed on to another. 
With his grandmother’s death, Saul is abandoned, 
his parents lost in the depths of their own sorrow, 
and there is no separating stories so tightly 
interwoven.  

The title of the book, Indian Horse, comes 
from the story of Saul’s great-great grandfather, 
who first brought a Horse to the northern 
Manitoba Ojibway. Saul narrates: “I wasn’t there 
the day the first Indian horse came to our people, 
but I heard the story so many times as a boy that 
it became real to me.” This line is important, for 
in Saul’s final determination to improve the 
health and spirit of his people, including his 
ancestors, through sharing his family’s story, we 
are offered a vision that still needs to be “made 
real” for many in our country of many nations 
(but, many would say, one game).  Wagamese 
offers a unique combination of honesty, humour, 
humility, and hope in this novel, all wrapped up in 
a darn good read.

 SANDY BONNY is a writer and Earth scientist from 
Saskatoon. She has recently published a book of 
short fiction, The Sometimes Lake, focusing on 
intersections between scientific and other ways of 
knowing, and is engaged in cross-cultural science 
education as coordinator of the University of 
Saskatchewan’s Science Ambassador Program. 

 *

Ova Aves by THADDEUS HOLOWNIA and HARRY 
THURSTON 
Anchorage Press, 2011 $25 

Reviewed by TAMMY ARMSTRONG

Ova Aves is a stunning limited-edition 
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letterpress book. It is a collaboration between 
Sackville-based photographer Thaddeus Holownia 
and Yarmouth-based poet Harry Thurston, 
exploring both visual and textual interpretations 
of birds’ eggs found in New Brunswick’s Mount 
Alison University’s biology collection. By weaving 
poetry, photography, and biology together, the 
images and words cohere to offer a bioregional 
tribute to eggs. It speaks to the possibilities of 
overriding the ontology of scientific realism while 
highlighting the bio-psychic connection between 
ourselves and the wider world. The collection is 
thoughtfully arranged with the poem on the left-
hand page and the photo of the egg on the right-
hand page, accompanied by the English and Latin 
names for the bird in question beneath each 
photo. As the poems are not titled, the taxonomic 
designations underscore scientific markers 
reserved for cataloguing the physical world and 
the poetic possibilities that may generate from 
this encounter. The book is then both a 
phenomenal project and a physical object that 
bridges the psychic or poetic space with the 
biological space that the photo represents. 

Thurston and Holownia’s rendering of 
place, for this collection, is particular to the avian 
life on the Tantramar Marshes—salt marshes that 
stretch inland from the Bay of Fundy between the 
author’s homes in Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick and stomping grounds for poets such 
as Charles G.D. Roberts, John Thompson, and 
Douglas Lochhead, to name a few. The bird 
populations here give the region its name: from 
the French tintamarre, meaning “racket.” 
Thurston’s aesthetics, through ghazal-like 
couplets, highlight the poems’ disparate and 
interconnected elements. The eggs, as biological 
process, anchor the Tantramar Marshes and the 
tintamarre of avian life to the universal symbol of 
“egg” as circular and complete. Holownia’s 
photographic arrangements echo this wholeness 
as each egg glows against a black background 
reminiscent of the iconic photo, “The Blue 
Marble” taken by the Apollo 17 crew in 1972. 

These photos illuminate each egg’s individuality 
while also making it strange in its larger-than-life 
presentation. An epigraph by poet Joseph 
Brodsky reinforces the marsh’s cyclic processes 
and cultural interplay: “ultimately, there should 
be a language in which the word ‘egg’ is reduced 
to ‘O’ entirely.” 

The sequence begins with “Unknown,” a 
title suggestive of the reader’s own starting point 
for encountering the Other as egg. In this poem, a 
fine example of how mystery catalyzes creativity, 
an egg that ornithologists have not been able to 
attribute to any breed becomes an autochthonic 
symbol. It is this unknown bird, predecessor to 
gods and humans, that suggests that the integrity 
of language systems is rooted in a biological-
psychic text. Thurston asks: “why not believe as 
did the ancient marsh dwellers? / The sacred ibis 
spoke the gods into being.” He answers his own 
question: “It was the jet-black ibises, with their 
hooked beaks / down-turned like the nibs of 
pens, who gave us writing.” These birds “write” 
the physical world’s history and evoke articulation 
through semiotic systems. For Thurston, the birds 
also remind him that humans are inattentive to 
other epistemologies. We cannot easily “read” 
the movements or actions of birds as most of us 
do not practice attentiveness to bioregional 
imagination and understanding. Atonement with 
the physical world is therefore unfulfilled as we 
have fractured or lost the mythopoeic capability 
when we stopped believing that “one story is as 
good as another” and began insisting that there is 
only one story. 

Similarly, the poem in the collection that 
most suggests mythopoesis is “Common Loon 
Gavia immer.” Imagining the Thoreauvian loon 
through a creative lens, as a primordial avatar 
capable of straddling non-human/human worlds, 
allows the poem to progress through various 
myth-making associations. Thurston writes: “All 
bird guides begin with ‘loon.’ / You are the most 
ancient, most prehistoric.” With a call that is a 
“harking back to a time before humans,” the loon 
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conveys resilience to anthropocentric tampering 
by suggesting an identity outside of biological 
considerations. It represents “the belief in an 
abiding mystery, // something alive in the mute 
cosmos / besides our nattering selves. A voice // 
that vibrated in the reptilian brain, echoing / an 
old world we once knew, need more than ever.” 
As cultural complexity and scientific rhetoric have 
replaced mystery, the old world has faded into 
the past. The lines’ enjambment physically 
emphasizes the loon’s interconnectivity to the 
world and to the marshes through Thurston’s 
bioregional imagination—a connection that 
cannot be neatly divided and compartmentalized 
through scientific realism. 

Introducing various creation myths, such 
as the egg-hatching Eros and the ferment of 
human language in poetic gesture, also 
introduces possible ways of knowing based on 
imaginary encounters. Thurston, in this case, 
suggests that mythopoesis can reinvigorate 
human encounters with the physical world by 
seeking humility rather than pressing to control 
language as scientific rhetoric is wont to do. What 
is “uncaptured” (such as the loon’s song) can still 
be celebrated for its ineffable quality. Though the 
poet tries to capture its essence, the conflict 
between language and semiotic systems does not 
allow the poet to naturalize the animal. It remains 
unfamiliar. 

Thaddeus Holownia and Harry Thurston’s 
collaboration is successful, as it allows for the free 
play of all the elements of the book and the 
Tantramar Marshes’ space. The photography 
brings an other-worldly mood to an object most 
of us know best from the grocery store or 
farmer’s market. Cross the spine and the short 
poem registers where the human/more-than-
human merge. As Thurston writes of the 
Northern Raven’s egg: “you teach us that we 
cannot stop trying to say something.” In only 
thirty-six pages, eggs are given a sincere tribute. 
They are beautifully presented as fragile and 
generative, encouraging us to seek out more 

attentive modes of being when shaping our 
relationship to the world.

TAMMY ARMSTRONG is a writer and PhD 
candidate in critical animal studies and literature 
at the University of New Brunswick, Fredericton. 
She is currently a 2011-2012 Fulbright recipient 
working with Dr. Randy Malamud at Georgia State 
University. 

*

All that We Say Is Ours: Guujaaw and the 
Reawakening of the Haida Nation by IAN GILL
Vancouver: Douglas and McIntyre, 2009 $34.95 

Reviewed by NICHOLAS BRADLEY

Conversations about environmental 
attitudes and values become, sooner or later, 
conversations about control of land. 
Disagreement about how land should be used (or 
not used) almost inevitably leads to conflict over 
who should be allowed to use it, or to have 
access to it, or to govern it. This axiom lies at the 
heart of Ian Gill’s All that We Say Is Ours, which 
examines the inextricable matters of Haida 
sovereignty and the fate of the old-growth 
rainforests on what were until recently called the 
Queen Charlotte Islands. (“Haida Gwaii,” the 
longstanding local name, was made official this 
year.) Gill’s account of struggles over territory on 
Haida Gwaii, from the mid-1970s to 2008, 
concentrates on certain historic events — 
including the establishment of the Council of the 
Haida Nation (1974), the Lyell Islands protests of 
1985, and the creation of Gwaii Haanas National 
Park (1987-93) — and on slowly changing 
attitudes in British Columbia’s government offices 
and courtrooms. (In some cases the change is so 
slow as to be unnoticeable.) Haida Gwaii 
represents about one per cent of the land area of 
B.C. Despite its focus on a seemingly remote and 
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insignificant place, however, All that We Say Is 
Ours is in essence about the politics of land in 
Canada at large. Gill demonstrates that the affairs 
of coastal B.C. have far-reaching implications; as 
he observes, “The land question goes to the very 
origins of Canada as a Confederation, much as it 
is central to the origin myth of the United States.” 
Haida Gwaii, it turns out, is neither peripheral nor 
distant, but instead a microcosm of the country. 
“From an aboriginal perspective, ownership of 
the land was never in question until someone 
arrived to contest it”: Gill’s apt observation 
applies not only to Haida Gwaii but also to the 
country as a whole, and so his account of the 
islands is in large part a narrative about 
nationhood.

Gill organizes his story around a small 
number of Haida leaders and activists, and one in 
particular. As its subtitle suggests, All that We Say  
Is Ours focuses on Guujaaw, since 1999 the 
president of the Council of the Haida Nation. 
Although the book is not a biography, Gill 
emphasizes the formative role that Guujaaw 
played in political organization and leadership on 
Haida Gwaii during the last thirty-five years, a 
period of opposition to industrial logging in the 
archipelago and of the reassertion of Haida title. 
Thus Gill traces the contours of Guujaaw’s life:

Guujaaw was born in 1953, second-last 
into a family of nine children in Masset. He 
was born of the Gak'yaals Kiigawaay Clan, 
the Ravens of Skedans, like his mother, 
Janet. His father, Lee, was of the Chiits 
Git'naay Clan, the Eagles of the Yakoun 
River. Lee Edenshaw was not a descendant 
of the venerated Albert Edenshaw, but an 
Edenshaw through adoption. Theirs was 
not a wealthy family, but in towns like 
Masset and Skidegate, families typically 
weren't, and still aren't—at least if wealth 
is measured by income.

In his acknowledgements, Gill notes, somewhat 
enigmatically but with regret, that Guujaaw “has 
expressed dissatisfaction with this book.” (Gill 

does indicate, however, that Guujaaw was 
cooperative in facilitating research and in 
agreeing to be interviewed.) Gill does not provide 
details, but suggests that Guujaaw objected to his 
being singled out as the central figure in the 
Haida cultural and political resurgence. 
Nonetheless, the portrait that emerges is 
flattering, perhaps overly admiring; suggestions 
of the full complexity of Guujaaw’s character are 
bruited then dismissed. Guujaaw’s own account 
of the history that Gill surveys is certainly to be 
desired, along with the versions of the other 
protagonists from within the Haida community, 
but Gill’s book will be essential to anyone 
concerned with the political and environmental 
history of Haida Gwaii, and with Guujaaw himself. 
As the first book to examine at length his role as a 
political and environmentalist figure, it is 
indispensable, even if opportunities remain for 
further studies.

More significant still, I think, is Gill’s lively 
account of the legal matters that mark the 
progress and setbacks of the efforts of the 
Council of the Haida Nation to reclaim and 
protect Haida territory. Although the blockades 
and protests are stirring, the conflicts and 
resolutions of the courtroom have greater 
ramifications, as Gill repeatedly demonstrates. He 
neatly shows how severely limited 
understandings of Indigenous cultures repeatedly 
manifest themselves in court. Allan McEachern, 
who was the judge in the trial of the Lyell Island 
protesters in 1985, later presided over 
Delgamuukw v. British Columbia, although his 
findings were later overturned by the Supreme 
Court of Canada. Gill suggests that McEachern’s 
treatment of the arrested demonstrators can be 
seen, in retrospect, to give warning of the view he 
expressed in Delgamuukw that “pre-colonial 
native life in British Columbia [was] ‘nasty, brutish 
and short’”:

In late November, B.C. Supreme Court 
chief justice Allan McEachern sat in 
chambers in Prince Rupert, the port and 
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pulp mill town on the B.C. Mainland due 
east from Haida Gwaii. McEachern was the 
province’s modern-day equivalent of 
Matthew Begbie—a stern enforcer of the 
law—though as British Columbia’s First 
Nations would find later, when he sat in 
judgement over a landmark land claims 
case, McEachern, unlike Begbie, had zero 
sympathy for native land claims. “These 
are not criminals before you,” Miles 
Richardson wrapped in a ceremonial 
blanket, told the chief justice. He gestured 
to fourteen Haida people cited for criminal 
contempt of court.  “Oh, I know that. You 
don't have to persuade me of that, that 
they're not regular criminals,” McEachern 
said. Nevertheless, he convicted ten of 
them and promised jail sentences of four 
to six months. “They have challenged the l
aw directly and that challenge cannot go 
unanswered,” the chief justice said.

McEachern's statements the belief that 
assimilation is the sole means of survival for 
Indigenous peoples—a belief that Gill counters by 
celebrating the efforts of the Haida Nation to 
determine the nature of political, economic, and 
cultural life on Haida Gwaii. The protracted 
struggle recounted in All that We Say Is Ours has 
not ended, although Gill writes optimistically that 
“Canada will surely reconstitute itself” in decades 
ahead as the country finds ways of encompassing 
Indigenous multinationalism.        

Whether or not this holds true depends, 
to some extent, on whether Haida Gwaii is 
perceived as Gill sees it — as a place at the 
forefront of politics and environmental 
responsibility — or as a place on the margins of 
national life. But his book makes a convincing 
argument that the example of Haida Gwaii is 
vitally relevant to contemporary political and 
environmental discourse. All that We Say Is Ours 
makes a good companion to John Vaillant’s The 
Golden Spruce, which likewise intertwines 
environmental and political matters on Haida 

Gwaii. (Vaillant supplies a testimonial on the back 
cover of All that We Say Is Ours.) Gill’s book, it 
should be noted, is, like Vaillant’s, a journalistic 
account; it does not claim to offer a definitive 
treatment of Guujaaw’s life or of the political 
history of Haida Gwaii.1  Gill’s knowledge of Haida 
Gwaii is evident, and his skill at reportage makes 
his book highly readable; more important, his 
interviews and firsthand accounts of events 
render it a source of newly documented 
information. This approach has obvious merits, 
but some readers will wish for more information 
than the volume’s notes provide, and for a more 
strongly analytical method. The book is written 
for a general readership, and so the absence of a 
critical apparatus and a certain lack of detail are 
not fairly understood as flaws. (Gill does include 
some thirty pages of notes; the book is well 
researched.) But readers with deep, scholarly 
interests in Haida Gwaii, land politics in the west, 
and the histories of logging and conservation in 
B.C. will require more precision than the volume 
provides. Yet one of the strengths of Gill’s book, in 
my view, is its making evident the pressing need 
for thorough understandings of recent struggles 
over land rights in Canada, and in the west in 
particular. Future studies of this subject will owe 
much to All that We Say Is Ours.

A last note: Several writers and artists 
appear in Gill’s rendering of Haida Gwaii’s recent 
history, in addition to Guujaaw, who is an orator 
and sculptor. These include a range of local 
figures, such as Robert Davidson, Bill Reid, and 
Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas. Critics interested in 
their works will find Gill’s book of use for 
historical and political context. For instance, 
Robert Bringhurst’s “Lyell Island Variations,” a 
sequence of poems from Pieces of Map, Pieces of  
Music (1986), were written during the time of the 
conflict over logging on the island.

1 Gill  has worked as a journalist  and,  at  the time of the 
book’s publication, was the president of Ecotrust Canada; 
he now works  for  Ecotrust  in  Australia.  According to  the 
organization’s website, “Ecotrust Canada is an enterprising 
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nonprofit  whose  purpose  is  to  build  the  conservation 
economy  in  coastal  BC.  We  work  at  the  intersection  of 
conservation  and  community  economic  development 
promoting  innovation  and  providing  services  for 
communities,  First  Nations  and  enterprises  to  green  and 
grow their local economies.”

NICHOLAS  BRADLEY  is  an  assistant  professor  of 
English at the University of Victoria.

*

Ecological Criticism For Our Times: Literature, 
Nature, and Critical Inquiry edited by MURALI 
SIVARAMAKRISHNAN and UJJWAL JANA
Authors Press, 2011 750 ₨

Reviewed by ANDREW RESZITNYK

Surveying a wide spectrum of literary 
works concerned with the link between Nature 
and human nature, Ecological Criticism For Our 
Times: Literature, Nature, and Critical Inquiry 
offers a sampling of recent ecocritical scholarship 
undertaken by Indian academics and by a 
selection of scholars based in North America and 
Europe. The second collection of essays issued by 
ASLE India (Association for the Study of Literature 
and Environment), Ecological Criticism For Our 
Times features sixteen essays, which provide 
ecocritical readings of—and derive lessons for 
ecological theory, pedagogy, and activism from—
the works of English, Canadian, American, and 
Indian novelists, playwrights, and poets. A mixed 
bag in terms of the quality of its scholarship, the 
collection wavers from grand highs of provocative 
philosophical speculation to lows of unconvincing 
literary analysis.  At its best, the collection 
illuminates the generative possibilities that 
emerge from applying ecocritical interpretive 
strategies to literary archives that have hitherto 
been underread by Anglophone critics—such as 
the Vedic literature of Ancient India and the 
works of Tamil author Ashokamitran—while 
offering valuable meditations on how to translate 

insights gleaned from ecocritical approaches 
towards literature into concrete practices and 
policies for educators and advocates.

While the ecocritical methodologies of the 
volume’s contributors vary—ranging from Deep 
Ecology in Reena J. Andrews’ reading of the 
poetry of Robinson Jeffers, to Ecofeminism in K. 
Reshmi’s analysis of Margaret Atwood’s The 
Handmaid’s Tale—the editors have foregrounded 
essays that endorse holistic, cosmocentric views 
of humanity’s relationship with the environment. 
In the editors’ view, Nature (which is always self-
consciously capitalized) must be regarded not as a 
mere context for human activity, nor as a material 
substratum for human experience, but as an 
integral component of humanity’s way of being in 
the world. In his introduction to the volume, 
Murali Sivaramakrishnan frames Nature as an 
emblem for the sacred, a meteonym for the 
totality of existence, which crystallizes the 
interdependence and interpenetration of 
individual human beings and the world in which 
they live. Both Sivaramakrishnan and Ujjwal Jana 
suggest that it is not so much that Nature can 
only be understood via culture, but rather that 
human existence—and all of the diverse cultural 
productions that blossom out of it—is possible 
only through a detour through Nature. Jana 
articulates this point in his illuminating essay 
“Representation of Nature in Ancient Indian 
Literature” through an encounter with Vedic 
literature, while Sivaramakrishnan does so in his 
summative, concluding piece “Life Lines: Water, 
Life, and the Indian experience” via a reading of 
Tamil short story author Ashokamitran’s Tannir. 
This novel, decidedly non-Eurocentric, 
problematization of the separation of nature and 
culture in literature and criticism, and this 
productive use of ecocritical approaches to 
interpret texts and authors that are likely to be 
unfamiliar to North American readers, are the 
most significant contributions of Ecological 
Criticism For Our Times. 

Of all of the works in the collection, the 
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text that I found most provocative was something 
of an outlier: Wanda Baxter’s proposal for an 
interdisciplinary undergraduate course on the 
study of place. Baxter persuasively argues that, in 
order to provide students with a comprehensive 
education in environmental practice and policy, 
there is a need to amalgamate scientific and 
literary, quantitative and qualitative, theoretical 
and pragmatic, and intensive and extensive 
approaches towards understanding “the 
environment” in all of its guises. She outlines a 
hypothetical curriculum, which aims at inclining 
students towards a “holistic perspective” on the 
world in which they live.  Not only is Baxter’s 
proposal one of the few works in the volume that 
does not shy away from contemporary theory, it 
is one of the only essays that is overtly mindful of 
the profoundly political dimension of ecocritical 
investigation.  

 Offsetting the theoretical insights of the 
introduction and conclusion is an all-too-brief 
engagement with contemporary theory—
Continental and Continentally-inflected thinking 
is dismissed as a matter of course, (“there’s a real 
world outside,” Sivaramakrishnan refrains), and 
the only high profile ecotheorist who gets any 
considerable mention is Arne Næss. The editors' 
choice to include more traditional forms of 
literary analyses than theoretical readings may 
not satisfy those readers who look for works 
grounded in western theory. Rather than route 
theoretical concerns about the intersection 
between Nature and human nature through 
analyses of literary works, (as the text's 
introduction suggests), many of the contributors 
are content to simply identify manifestations of 
natural settings and artifacts in novels, poems, 
and plays, and proceed as though the significance 
of these manifestations is self-evident. The 
collection's resistance, or, perhaps more 
accurately, indifference to theory arguably 
challenges assumptions we may have about 
Western literary criticism's almost compulsive 
tendency to think through, with, and against non-

literary texts.
The writings in Ecological Criticism For Our  

Times, while offering some provocative eco-
literary analysis, and gainfully broadening the 
scope, archive, and ambitions of ecocritical 
approaches towards literature, on the whole, 
tends to  display disorganization, and contain 
many articles that overemphasize plot summary 
rather than development of arguments. Arranged 
as an unbroken succession of essays, there seems 
to be little rationale behind the ordering of the 
constituent parts. Apart from the introductory 
and concluding essays from the editors, which 
attempt to provide cogency to the compilation, 
few of the essays in the volume give the 
impression of speaking to one another, operating 
instead in almost solipsistic isolation. A division of 
the text into sections that emphasize the 
similarities and downplay the differences 
between works—perhaps into sections on 
literature, pedagogy, and activism—would be one 
solution to this apparent disunity. Had the 
volume been entirely devoted to developing in 
greater detail and reconsidering the separation 
between Nature and human nature, between the 
natural world and the human world—as the 
editors suggested in the introduction—then the 
text would likely have been a successful collection 
in its entirety.

ANDREW  RESZITNYK is  a  graduate  student  at 
McMaster  University.  He  has  a  publication 
forthcoming  in  the  Journal  of  Environmental  
Philosophy.
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The Book of the Wind: The Representation of the  
Invisible by ALESSANDRO NOVA 
McGill-Queen's University Press, 2011 $53.00

Reviewed by RANDY LEE CUTLER

Perhaps because of its transparent 
nature, the complex phenomenon of the wind 
has occupied the imagination of poets, scientists, 
and visual artists for millennia. Art historian 
Alessandro Nova’s beautiful tome The Book of the  
Wind: The Representation of the Invisible is a 
feast for the eyes and the imagination. Structured 
as a chronological exploration of literary and 
visual materials, Nova’s topics include 
iconography in the Ancient, Christian, Medieval 
and Modern eras, allegorical and metaphorical 
allusions, the sublime, a small selection of 
twentieth century artists, and finally the wind in 
relation to diagrams and meteorology. The 
majority of this book comprises densely detailed 
accounts of historical representations until the 
final chapter, which becomes an irregular 
sampling of idiosyncratic examples. Working from 
a western perspective, The Book of the Wind is 
for the most part a comprehensive investigation 
into how a multifarious force (breeze, gale, storm, 
hurricane, trade winds, Westerlies, etc.) has been 
symbolized and personified. The author does 
acknowledge omissions such as more fully 
realized examples from non-European cultures 
and leaves this to scholars with both expertise in 
those areas as well as access to relevant libraries. 

The early chapters outline the ways in 
which representations of the wind stood in for 
fecundity, life and death evidenced in its 
contribution to the transportation of seeds by air 
as well as myths that identify the role of wind in 
the conception of animals, namely birds. From 
Homer, Ovid and Plato to Lucretius and Leonardo 
da Vinci the erudition is mesmerizing. Often 
visualized as a mythical figure or personification, 
the phenomenal effects of the wind are reflected 
in the conceptual imagining and imaging of a 

given era. Clearly, there is a long and rather 
contradictory iconographic tradition that engages 
with mimesis while at the same time reflecting 
the scientific knowledge of the day. In fact this is 
what makes The Book of the Wind so appealing; it 
brings together art history, literary scholarship, 
pagan ritual, religious belief, and of course the 
unfolding knowledge of meteorology across time. 
Nova demonstrates how, for example, the 
intensification of scientific research in the fourth 
century B.C. would have accompanied a profound 
change in the iconography of the winds. This shift 
can be understood as the translation of 
mythological imagery to the increasingly accurate 
perception of phenomenal events.

There are many dynamic elements evident 
in Nova’s pursuit, namely “broadening our inner 
world through an expansion of our perceptual 
horizon”. More than an atmospheric condition, 
the wind and its representations embody the 
human desire to capture the ineffable and thus 
intimate the relations of how the terrestrial folds 
into and evokes the celestial. The evolving nature 
of perception in visual culture is a focus that 
holds much of the diverse material together 
especially when taking into account that art and 
science have not always been so clearly 
separated. The section on Leonardo 
demonstrates a mind that weaves classical 
learning with scientific investigation and creative 
innovation with emergent considerations of 
duration and time. Nova elucidates how with 
technical skill and historical understanding, 
Leonardo exhibits an ability to visualize pure 
phenomena and atmospheric effects as having 
multiple connotations.

The exquisite images characterize the 
range through which the luminous transparency 
of the wind has been represented despite its 
fleeting and subtle nature with copious colour 
plates reflecting the more nuanced aspects of 
representing the invisible. The repetition of some 
of the full page images as smaller thumbnails on 
other pages is an odd augmentation that does not 
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necessarily enrich the experience. But this is a 
minor concern when so much is offered to the 
reader. With the variety of illustrations, Nova 
establishes different strategies of representation, 
the development of graphic conventions and how 
artists, painters in particular, developed an 
increasingly sophisticated capacity to delineate 
the gaseous and barely visible. The section on the 
sublime points directly to the challenges of 
depicting a paradox, not only the invisibility of 
wind but also the ontology of the sublime, which 
by its very nature is limitless. In addition to the 
offering of transcendent works of art by Caspar 
David Friedrich, John Constable, and Fredric 
Edwin Church, this aesthetic category is examined 
by way of a rich intellectual history through 
reflections on the writings of Longinus and 
Edmund Burke, among others. That the historical 
sublime often intersects with scientific advances 
such as Robert Boyle’s General History of Air 
(1692) adds further complexity to this dynamic 
territory. 

The period covered by the subtitle 1932-
2005 is, as stated earlier, an irregular examination 
with idiosyncratic examples such as Marcel 

Duchamp, Alexander Calder, and George Rickey. 
And the paucity of work by women artists reflects 
the conventional approach taken up by the 
author despite his investment in visual culture 
rather than art history. The concluding chapter on 
The Wind as a Sign considers the anemoscope—a 
device invented to show the direction of the 
wind, or to foretell a change of wind direction or 
weather—alongside more recent discourse on 
meteorology, the collection of data and 
technological progress. Opening up innovative 
territories for visual culture, The Book of the Wind 
examines how something as subtly powerful as 
the wind with its positive and negative qualities, 
gentle and terrifying images, broadens our world 
through expansive representations of our 
perceptual realm.

RANDY LEE CUTLER is an associate professor at 
Emily Carr University of Art and Design. Her 
practice cuts across creative and critical writing, 
performance art, experimental media and 
pedagogy exploring the aesthetics of affect, 
sustenance, and embodiment. 
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FREE this Space – An interview with Toronto Interventionist Artist Sean Martindale

Over the course of the 1990s, the term “intervention” was increasingly used by politically engaged 
artists to describe their interdisciplinary approaches, which nearly always took place outside the realm  
of museums, galleries and studios. A decade later, these “interventionists” continue to create an 
impressive body of work that trespasses into the everyday world – art that critiques, lampoons, 
interrupts, and co-opts, art that acts [with] subtlety or with riotous fanfare, and art that agitates for 
social change. 

 – The Interventionists: Art in the Social Sphere (www.massmoca.org)

Passersby are interrupted by NATURE – 
large cardboard letters that interventionist artist 
Sean Martindale has installed in the middle of the 
night on the sidewalk near his house in Toronto.

Shot with hidden cameras, a short film 
records how people react to NATURE in a variety 
of ways: from surprise and laughter, to wanting a 
photo of their dog sitting with it, to a child 
touching each letter as though it were a game, to 

vague annoyance, to obliviousness. Finally, when 
a municipal recycling truck comes along and two 
workers load NATURE into the back of the 
crusher, it is both humorous and sad that the 
letters are difficult to load in. Eventually, they are 
chewed and swallowed by the jaws of the truck. 
The loaded symbolism is not accidental. 

Educated at the University of Victoria, 
Emily Carr University, and OCAD University, Sean 
Martindale is a Toronto-based artist and designer 
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who describes his work as interventionist. It 
might also be considered post-graffiti, street, 
guerrilla, or activist art. His interventions are 
informed by the post-Marxist and art-as-activism 
theories of Guy Debord and Chantal Mouffe, 
among others, and he is acutely aware of and 
concerned about the insidiousness and 
pervasiveness of commercialized space.

Sean’s work is inherently political, and can 
be interpreted as acts of creative defiance against 
the intrusion of commercialism on physical and 
mental space. At the same time, his work is about 
public engagement. He wants to spur thinking, 
questioning, and the reclaiming of space and 
imagination. He wants to encourage other people 
to see what he sees: that more and more of the 
world is advertising space, and we can’t help but 
be affected by the amount of messages that we 
are living among and within. 

Sean’s work is also infused with an 
environmental ethic. He works primarily with re-

used, biodegradable materials (cardboard, 
reclaimed posters, discarded sod), and his 
credibility is also not for sale (i.e. you won’t likely 
see his work in a commercial any time soon). He 
recently won the prestigious Toronto Friends of 
the Visual Arts Award, and he is one of the artists 
featured in the documentary This Space Available.

The title of this article, “FREE this Space,” 
is inspired by a temporary installation Sean 
created on the grounds of the Art Gallery of 
Ontario. Made of salvaged string stretched 
between fencing, FREE is a sculpture of string and 
light. Until it deteriorated over time (as was 
planned) the word FREE was suspended in air.

I had the pleasure and honour of 
interviewing Sean Martindale in May after I met 
him at Dalhousie University’s SHIFT conference 
where he gave a memorable and inspiring 
presentation. What follows is part of our 
conversation.

Wanda Baxter: You have said that you want to 
“activate public spaces.” Why, and what do you 
mean by that? What are you trying to achieve?

Sean Martindale: My interest in public space 
came at a fairly young age. It began with looking 
at graffiti. I wasn’t really a graffiti artist, but I had 
a big interest in it. It started making me notice 
things around me even more. I pay close 
attention to my surroundings, but it’s hard to 
distinguish where it came from – it has grown 
over the years, and noticing one thing leads to 
others.

Some of it started later, through studying 
art and then I transferred to design. I didn’t just 
take graphic design or art – I also studied the 
design process. It made me really upset – learning 
how advertising was working in our lives. I 
increasingly see it as one of our major problems. 
Corporations have more and more power in the 
world and over the use of space, and they are 
giving nothing back. It isn’t sustainable, and it 
isn’t democratic.
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My interest in public space is also about 
creating and engaging room for difference – there 
needs to be opportunity to talk about what’s 
going on. I’m trying to influence ideas with some 
of my projects, but I’m not trying to dictate HOW 
to think.

Before we get away from the advertising 
topic: visual pollution is also creating real 
pollution. The creation of the visuals has a huge 
environmental impact. The larger cultural impact 
is not sustainable – from health, to the economy, 
to the environment – from all perspectives.

WB: How do you come up with your ideas? Do 
locations come first, or do the ideas come first, 
(or does one spark the other)? For example, you 
installed the word PARK in grass sod in an empty 

lot slated for condos that took root, and you 
photographed the piece in different seasons as it 
grew.

In that instance, which came first, the idea 
or the location?

SM: The ideas: that’s a bit tricky. Sometimes it 
comes from looking at a space – sometimes I see 
something in it. Other times I am trying to 
address a particular issue – and will find a space 
that will fit. But where it is going to be installed is 
very important. Often the materials are a starting 
point too, playing with materials leads to ideas.

I have something like a toolbox of different 

things I look at all the time – and they’re always 
mixing together in my head. The spark, the 
realized idea arises from the process of how I 
consider things. Once I have an idea, I challenge it 
and feel it out from as many sides as possible. I 
try to think about the different ways an idea 
could be perceived or thought about before doing 
it. But sometimes it’s much more on the fly. 

The PARK piece wasn’t a clear idea ahead 
of time. I’d heard from a friend about some 
leftover sod that had been dumped, and I jumped 
on the opportunity. Two ideas merged quickly – 
the material and the space – it was a really fast 
turnaround. 

WB: How much does the reaction of the public to 
your pieces matter? In other words, do you create 
the work for the work’s sake, or does considering 
public reaction influence the kind of project you 
take on?

SM: Reaction … it hasn’t always been an 
important thing. I do this whether people are 
going to be looking at it or not. But I am trying to 
address issues that are important to me. It has to 
be relevant – I am trying to get conversation 
going. I want to create things that someone 
coming to it without any background in art can 
engage with and interact with in a way that’s 
meaningful. But I also want someone who has 
more of a background to get something as well.

I’m not interested in making art that just 
talks to artists, or just to an academic crowd. I’m 
interested in a larger, broader conversation 
without any dumbing down.

WB: Your recent cardboard sculpture of the 
persecuted Chinese activist-artist Ai Weiwei, 
moves more into the realm of social activism than 
you have before. Do you consider your art to be 
activist?
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SM: My work is definitely political. I am 
passionate about intrusions on public space and 
psychological space – the biggest impact is 
psychological – advertisements and billboards are 
blocking out parks, hiding beauty. You’re having 
to filter out so much in order to see beauty – and 
what is primary is a poisonous message: you’re 
not worth this if you don’t buy this, you need 
something – otherwise you’re incomplete 
somehow.

Guy Debord, the French political theorist, 
has been influential. His theory – the Society of 
the Spectacle – described how images started to 
take precedence over what they signified. It is a 
failure of democracy: that we are dominated by 
forces so decentralized that no one is controlling 
it. “The Spectacle” is so ingrained throughout our 
systems that we don’t know how or what we are 
being affected by.

What he wrote is pretty dark, but 
underlying his message is hope. He did hold on to 
the possibility of some radical revolutionary 
change, although I don’t subscribe to his 
particular veiled-utopian vision. He believed that 
it is still worth fighting – that we aren’t lost, and I 
believe this too.

Chantal Mouffe’s books, The Democratic 
Paradox and Hegemony and Socialist Strategy are 
also influential on my work. I like her ideas of a 
radical democratic politics; that there shouldn’t 
be a single way to be. There needs to be space for 

different voices to be seen and heard. Adversaries 
are not enemies that need to be destroyed.

WB: You often use cardboard as the material for 
your sculptures. Why cardboard, and how do you 
shape it into something as intricate as the Ai 
Weiwei statue? 

SM: I really like salvaged cardboard as a material. 
It’s democratic, it’s free, it’s environmental; it has 
really great properties. It can be really strong, but 
then when I want more subtle curves, I work it or 
peel layers off. 

A lot of people ask if my method is paper 
maché, but it isn’t. I can warm cardboard up with 
my hands and it becomes pliable. The process of 
sculpting with cardboard is mostly additive; I 
work by adding layers, and cutting out each piece 
to fit the shape and size I need.

I hope to do more sculptures, but it has to 
make sense for whatever kind of project I’m 
working on. I won’t just do sculpture because I 
become known for it. I don’t want one thing to 
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become my thing, and then just lean on that. It 
would defeat the purpose of my interventions.

WB: What are you currently working on?

SM: I’m participating in an Earth Day Canada 
event (at the end of May). It is a big fundraising 
gala and I will be participating in an 
environmental art showcase. My Nature video 
will be playing on different screens, and I am 
collaborating with another artist to do text-based 
work on the external windows.

I am also participating in another 
intervention project to address illegal advertising, 
a street furniture project, and some continuing 
programming for a recent show, NOW, with Pascal 
Paquette at the Art Gallery of Ontario.

NOW presented different forms of public 
art, and invited visitors to share their ideas about 
how to make Toronto better. The show also 
featured a temporary Gift Shop Gift Shop [a shop 
that sells souvenirs of the gift shop itself] which 
played on the idea of the gallery-goer as 
consumer. 

NOW is a project that explored the idea of 
activating space – which is fundamental to my 
work. A lot of times public spaces are looked at in 
a transitory way – people just pass through 
without any sense of ownership or influence. 
What I want to do is get people engaged with 
such spaces, to make these active instead of 
wasted spaces, to reimagine and encourage 

interaction.

Further reading:
Sean Martindale: 
http://www.seanmartindale.com/
cARTographyTO: http://cartographyto.co.nr/
Chantal Mouffe: 
http://www.artandresearch.org.uk/v1n2/mouffe.
html
Guy Debord: 
http://www.nothingness.org/SI/debord.html
Ai Weiwei: 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/artanddesign/ai-
weiwei
Toronto Now project at the Art Gallery of Ontario: 
http://www.ago.net/now-a-collaborative-project-
with-sean-martindale-and-pascal-paquette

All photographs by Sean Martindale

WANDA BAXTER is an environmental program 
consultant and writer living and working on a 
farm just north of Lunenburg, Nova Scotia. She is 
a passionate environmentalist and gardener with 
particular interest in public art, environment and 
literature, theories of place, and people who are 
doing inspiring things. She has an M.A. in English 
with creative writing from UNB Fredericton, and a 
Master of Environmental Design from the 
University of Calgary. She is also a hack musician 
and runner. 
http://www.linkedin.com/in/bechange
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New Publications
ANANSI

Civil Elegies by Dennis Lee

Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-77089-249-1
$14.95
Available October 2012

“Civil Elegies is Dennis Lee’s uncompromising exploration of citizenship, both Canadian and human. 
[…] It was the winner of the Governor General’s Literary Award for Poetry in 1972. This edition 
features a new introduction by noted academic Nick Mount, who places this important collection in 
the context of Canadian literature and Lee’s career.” More…

Gossip From the Forest: The Tangled Roots of Our Forests and Fairytales by Sara Maitland

Genre: Nature writing; history; literary analysis
ISBN: 978-1-84708-429-3
$29.95
Available now

“Fairytales are one of our earliest and most vital cultural forms, and forests one of our most ancient 
and primal landscapes. Both evoke a similar sensation in us - we find them beautiful and magical, but 
also spooky, sometimes horrifying. In this fascinating book, Maitland argues that the two forms are 
intimately connected.” More…

The Book of Barely Imagined Beings: A 21st Century Bestiary by Caspar Henderson

Genre: Natural history
ISBN: 978-1-84708-172-8
$39.95
Available now

“An entrancing guide to the world’s most far-fetched creatures - a unique blend of cutting edge 
science and philosophical meditation on what we humans can learn from the extraordinary animals 
around us.” More…

ANVIL PRESS

A Dark Boat by Patrick Friesen
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Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-897535-91-2
$16
Available now

“The poems in A Dark Boat shake hands with darkness; the kind of darkness that is rich and necessary 
for a full human life, the darkness of soil into which seeds drop and grow, the darkness of the grave 
into which the body is lowered.” More…

BETWEEN THE LINES

Organize! Building From the Local for Global Justice by Aziz Choudry, Jill Hanley, and Eric Shragge

Genre: Social justice; activism; history
ISBN: 9781771130042
$24.95
Released June 2012

“How do we organize for progressive social change in an era of unprecedented economic, social, and 
ecological crises? How do political activists build power and critical analysis into their daily work for 
change? Grounded in struggles in Canada, the USA, and Aotearoa/New Zealand, as well as 
transnational activist networks, Organize! links local organizing with global struggles for social justice.” 
More…

The No-Nonsense Guide to Indigenous Peoples by Lotte Hughes

Genre: Indigenous studies
ISBN: 9781926662961
$16.00
Released April 2012

“Since the first edition of the No-Nonsense Guide to Indigenous Peoples was published in 2003, much 
has changed. The United Nations General Assembly has adopted the UN Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples. Indigenous rights have become an increasingly important subject in international 
law […]” More…

BRICK BOOKS

The Rapids by Susan Gillis

Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-926829-79-1
$19.00
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Available September 2012

“In the same way that Hokusai depicted the sacred Mount Fuji from different vantages at different 
times of year and day, Gillis depicts the St. Lawrence and the Lachine Canal in spring, summer, winter, 
and fall, from dawn to dusk, as a background to ordinary and sometimes extraordinary experiences. 
The presiding spirit of the book is force: wind, water, and time at work on the body and on the body of 
the world.” More…

Edge Effects by Jan Conn

Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-926829-77-7
$19.00
Available October 2012

“‘Edge effect’ is an ecological term that has to do with the effect on an ecosystem of the juxtaposition 
of contrasting environments. The poems of Edge Effects have their connection to ecological matters, 
but they also ride other sorts of edge throughout, entering an unstable reality in which both time and 
space are given to uncanny shifting, so it’s ‘easy to believe visible reality is merely one isolated 
phenomenon / among many.’” More…

CAITLIN PRESS

The Light Through the Trees: Reflections on Farming by Luanne Armstrong

Genre: Nonfiction; environment
ISBN: 978-1-894759-95-3
$24.95
Available October 2012

“The Light Through the Trees is a remarkable and deeply wise reflection on land, farming, a sense of 
place, connecting with nature and what it means to live on this earth. As a third-generation farmer, 
the author’s roots go deep into the land but her work also captures her thoughts on such current 
issues as the environment, environmental identity and animal ethics.” More…

The Earth Remembers Everything by Adrienne Fitzpatrick

Genre: Creative nonfiction; travelogue
ISBN: 978-1-894759-90-8
$18.95
Available September 2012

“These places where violent eruptions occurred throughout the history of humanity have created 
deep cracks in the emotional bonds between the people who were there, as well as forever 
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transforming the spirit and essence of the land where the violence occurred. In this first book by 
Adrienne Fitzpatrick, she struggles with how to speak the unspeakable, and questions what it is that 
we find so compelling about the places we are drawn to. The answer, she finds, lies in the memories 
that are stored in the earth.” More…

CORMORANT BOOKS

My Life Among the Apes by Cary Fagan

Genre: Short stories
ISBN: 9781770860872
$22
Available August 2012

“Cary Fagan began his literary career writing short stories, and now, after five novels, he returns to his 
first love. […] A bank manager in a bad situation turns to his childhood obsession with Jane Goodall for 
inspiration.” More…

DOUGLAS & MCINTYRE

Everything Under the Sun: Toward a Brighter Future on a Small Blue Planet by Ian Hanington and David 
Suzuki

Genre: Environment
ISBN: 978-1-55365-528-2
$24.95
Released June 2012

“Suzuki delves into such provocative topics as the difference between human hunters and other 
predators, our dependence on the sun, and what we must learn from Japan’s recent reactor 
meltdown. He also doesn’t avoid controversial opinion, especially when it comes to taking on those 
who stand in the way of resolving serious issues like climate change.” More…

The Bear’s Embrace: A True Story of a Grizzly Bear Attack by Patricia Van Tighem

Genre: Autobiography
ISBN: 978-1-55365-594-7
$21.95
Released May 2012

“On a sunny fall day in 1983, Patricia Van Tighem and her husband, Trevor Janz, were brutally attacked 
by a bear while hiking in the Canadian Rockies. Janz was severely hurt, but Van Tighem suffered even 
more serious, disfiguring injuries, and that she survived was a miracle.” More…
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GASPEREAU PRESS

Distillō by Basma Kavanagh

Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 9781554471157
$19.95
Released 2012

“In her debut collection, Basma Kavanagh engages the natural world and seeks to explore our 
relationship to it. Hers is a poetics of description which subverts scientific observation and the 
authoritative language of nomenclature for mythopoetic ends.” More…

Handfuls of Bone by Monica Kidd

Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 9781554471140
$19.95
Released 2012

“Monica Kidd’s Handfuls of Bone takes the reader to the end of the road and back, to outports both 
literal and figurative, to consider how it is that things somehow hold together.” More…

John Stokes’ Horse by Peter Sanger

Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 9781554471133
$21.95
Released 2012

“Building on the themes of his 2006 collection Aiken Drum, Sanger’s new volume of poems takes its 
title from the subject of an engraving by Newfoundland printmaker David Blackwood–a simple 
wooden horse carved by a Cape Freel man in 1907 as a gift for his grandson.” More…

HARBOUR PUBLISHING

Dirty Snow by Tom Wayman

Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-55017-586-8
$16.95
Released March 2012
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“Tom Wayman’s newest collection of poems, Dirty Snow, unflinchingly considers the impact of the 
Afghan War: its absence and presence in Canadians’ everyday lives as citizens of a nation at war. […] 
Dirty Snow reveals how life in wartime taints our perception of the landscape, and how the natural 
cycles provide solace despite the moral and economic quagmires in which the inhabitants of the 
twenty-first century are attempting to conduct their lives.” More…

MCGILL-QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY PRESS

Canada, the Provinces, and the Global Nuclear Revival by Duane Bratt

Genre: Environmental studies; politics and international studies
ISBN: 9780773540699
$34.95
Available December 2012

“Canada, the Provinces, and the Global Nuclear Revival critically examines Canadian nuclear policy in 
order to show how historic, environmental, economic, and political factors have shaped the direction 
of the nation’s energy industry.” More…

The Fluorspar Mines of Newfoundland: Their History and the Epidemic of Radiation Lung Cancer by 
John R. Martin

Genre: Medical history; economic history
ISBN: 9780773540408
$29.95
Available September 2012

“John Martin tells the history of Newfoundland’s fluorspar mines from their founding to the last 
shipment of fluorspar in 1990 and declaration of bankruptcy a year later. He focuses on the health 
hazards experienced by the miners, and how the mining companies, workers, governments, and 
health services came to terms with the unfolding human tragedy.” More…

How Agriculture Made Canada: Farming in the Nineteenth Century by Peter A. Russell

Genre: Economic history; Canadian history
ISBN: 9780773540651
$32.95
Available November 2012

“Nineteenth-century farm families needed land for the next generation. Their quest shaped 
agricultural settlement across Canada. This overview of rural history in Quebec, Ontario, and the 
Prairies provides a new perspective on the ways in which agriculture and the family farm were central 
to the country's expansion and essential to understanding social, political, and economic changes.” 
More…
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Journey with No Maps: A Life of P.K. Page by Sandra Djwa

Genre: Biography; literary criticism
ISBN: 9780773540613
$39.95
Available October 2012

“Journey with No Maps is the first biography of P.K. Page, a brilliant twentieth-century poet and a fine 
artist. The product of over a decade’s research and writing, the book follows Page as she becomes one 
of Canada’s best-loved and most influential writers.” More…

NEW SOCIETY PUBLISHERS

Toward Sustainable Communities: Solutions for Citizens and Their Governments – Fourth Edition by 
Mark Roseland

Genre: Political science; public policy
ISBN: 9780865717114
$34.95
Released July 2012

“The need to make our communities sustainable is more urgent than ever before. Toward Sustainable 
Communities remains the single most useful resource for creating vibrant, healthy, equitable, 
economically viable places. This comprehensive update of the classic text presents a leading-edge 
overview of sustainability in a new fully-illustrated, full-color format.” More…

Sacred Acts: How Churches are Working to Protect Earth’s Climate by Mallory McDuff

Genre: Religion; social issues
ISBN: 9780865717008
$17.95
Released April 2012

“Sacred Acts documents the diverse actions taken by churches to address climate change through 
stewardship, advocacy, spirituality and justice.” More…

Share or Die: Voices of the Get Lost Generation in the Age of Crisis edited by Malcolm Harris and Neal 
Gorenflo

Genre: Social science
ISBN: 9780865717107
$14.95
Released May 2012
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“America stands at a precipice; limitless consumption, reckless economics, and disregard for the 
environment have put the country on a collision course with disaster. It’s up to a younger generation 
to rebuild according to new forms of organization, and Share or Die is a collection of messages from 
the front lines.” More…

The Resilience Imperative: Cooperative Transitions to a Steady-State Economy by Michael Lewis and 
Pat Conaty

Genre: Sustainable development
ISBN: 9780865717077
$26.95
Released June 2012

“We find ourselves between a rock and a hot place compelled by the intertwining forces of peak oil 
and climate change to reinvent our economic life at a much more local and regional scale. The 
Resilience Imperative argues for a major SEE (Social, Ecological, Economic) Change as a prerequisite for 
replacing the paradigm of limitless economic growth with a more decentralized, cooperative, steady-
state economy.” More…

The Permaculture Handbook: Garden Farming for Town and Country by Peter Bane

Genre: Gardening; sustainability
ISBN: 9780865716667
$44.95
Released June 2012

“The urban landscape has swallowed vast swaths of prime farmland across North America. Imagine 
how much more self-reliant our communities would be if 30 million acres of lawns were made 
productive again. […] The Permaculture Handbook is a step-by-step, beautifully illustrated guide to 
creating resilient and prosperous households and neighborhoods, complemented by extensive case 
studies of three successful farmsteads and market gardens.” More…

Mobilizing the Green Imagination: An Exuberant Manifesto by Anthony Weston

Genre: Social science
ISBN: 9780865717091
$14.95
Released May 2012

“Dysfunctional cities, catastrophic climate change, ever-deepening distance from nature - today we 
see environmental disaster everywhere we look. In Mobilizing the Green Imagination, philosophical 
provocateur Anthony Weston urges us to move beyond ever more desperate attempts to ‘green’ the 
status quo, toward entirely different and far more inviting ecological visions.” More…
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NEWEST PRESS

Martini with a Twist by Clem Martini

Genre: Drama
ISBN: 978-1-927063-16-3
$19.95
Available now

“Absurdity reigns in multiple award-winning author and playwright Clem Martini’s newest collection of 
work, Martini with a Twist—five plays spanning twenty years of Martini’s career, from 1989 to 2009. 
[In one play] a mismatched pod of whales in the Pacific Ocean contend with identity, love, and 
interspecies dating.” More…

Geographies of a Lover by Sarah de Leeuw

Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 9781897126783
$14.95
Available now

“Drawing inspiration from such works as Pauline Réage’s The Story of O and Marian Engel’s Bear, poet 
Sarah de Leeuw uses the varied landscape of Canada—from the forests of North Vancouver through 
the Rocky Mountains, the prairies, and all the way to the Maritimes—to map the highs and lows of an 
explicit and raw sexual journey. More…

ROCKY MOUNTAIN BOOKS 

Becoming Water: Glaciers in a Warming World by Michael Demuth

Genre: Nonfiction; environment
ISBN: 9781926855721
$16.95
Forthcoming

“Becoming Water takes the reader on a tour of Canada’s glaciers, describing the stories they tell and 
educating the reader about how glaciers came to be, how they work and what their future holds in 
our warming world.” More…

Cold Matters: The State and Fate of Canada’s Fresh Water by Robert William Sandford

Genre: Nonfiction; environment
ISBN: 9781927330197
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$29.95
Forthcoming

“Cold Matters is a vital and approachable work that distills the scientific complexities of snow, ice, 
water and climate and presents the global implications of research put forth and funded by the 
Canadian Foundation for Climate and Atmospheric Sciences.” More…

Digging the City: An Urban Agriculture Manifesto by Rhona McAdam

Genre: Urban policy; environment
ISBN: 9781927330210
$16.95
Forthcoming

“With passion and lyricism, Digging the City addresses the problems facing urban omnivores in the 
21st century and looks at various policy, grassroots and utopian solutions being developed and 
implemented, while considering the pros and cons of plans such as vertical farms, urban fish farms, 
transition-town initiatives, seed banks, permaculture and water conservation projects.” More…

Gift Ecology: Reimagining a Sustainable World by Peter Denton

Genre: Nonfiction; sustainability
ISBN: 9781927330401
$16.95
Forthcoming

“In this thought-provoking work, Peter Denton argues that the attitudes and values associated with 
the economics of exchange are in part to blame for our current situation. We need to rediscover what 
it means to live in a universe of relations, not merely in one that can be counted and measured.” 
More…

Little Black Lies: Corporate & Political Spin in the Global War for Oil by Jeff Gailus

Genre: Nonfiction; environment; cultural politics
ISBN: 9781926855684
$16.95
Forthcoming

“In his second RMB Manifesto, Jeff Gailus dissects the global war on truth that has come to define the 
battle for oil. It is a battle fought not with bullets and bombs but with a dark web of Little Black Lies 
that poses a threat not only to environmental and human health, but to our moral and social well-
being.” More…

The Will of the Land: Updated Edition by Peter Dettling
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Genre: Photography; environment
ISBN: 9781927330548
$39.95
Forthcoming

“With wide-eyed exuberance, Dettling moved to the heart of the Canadian Rockies in 2003, working 
as an artist and nature photographer. For years he documented the beauty and splendour of life in the 
mountains of western Canada, selling his art and photography to countless tourists and locals. In time, 
however, he gained insight into the realities of nature’s growing struggle against developing tourism, 
ill-conceived transportation routes and questionable wildlife management practices.” More…

Wolves Unleashed by Andrew Simpson

Genre: Nonfiction; animal studies
ISBN: 9781927330173
$39.95
Forthcoming

“Along with the internationally acclaimed and award-winning documentary film upon which this book 
is based, Wolves Unleashed takes the reader on an amazing journey that looks closely at Andrew 
Simpson’s relationship with one of nature’s most elusive, mythical and misunderstood animals.” 
More…

RONSDALE PRESS

Vladimir Krajina: World War II Hero and Ecology Pioneer by Jan Drabek

Genre: Biography; history
ISBN: 978-1-55380-147-4
$21.95
Available October 2012

“In 1939 the botanist Vladimir Krajina joined the Czech Resistance and quickly became one of its 
leaders. […] Personally thanked for his wartime effort by Winston Churchill, Krajina came to the 
University of British Columbia where as a professor of botany he battled the forest barons and their 
practice of clear-cutting and slash burning. He then turned his attention to saving pristine areas of the 
province, earning the title of father of the Ecological Reserve Program, since replicated throughout 
Canada.” More…

The Flicker Tree: Okanagan Poems by Nancy Holmes

Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-55380-183-2
$15.95
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Available September 2012

“How do we learn to be where we live? How can a 21st-century mind, saturated with the culture and 
metaphors of contemporary life, connect to the natural world that surrounds us? In Nancy Holmes’ 
new book of poetry, these questions are asked of her home, the Okanagan valley in the southern 
interior of British Columbia.” More…

A Covenant in Wonder with the World: The Power of Stories and Songs by J. Edward Chamberlin

Genre: Literary criticism
ISBN: 978-1-55380-148-1
$10.95
Available July 2012

“In this 2010 Grand River Forum Lecture, Ted Chamberlin describes how stories give shape and 
substance to the things we believe in, from scientific theories and sacred texts to literary tales and 
philosophical propositions. They promote ideals and identities, and sustain institutions and 
communities.” More…

THISTLEDOWN PRESS

Bone Sense by Laurie Lynn Muirhead

Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-927068-07-6
$12.95
Available October 2012

“The poems in Bone Sense resonate with the simplicity of rural life but evolve from the great 
traditions of Emerson, Thoreau, and have the emotional connections of the poetic works of Patrick 
Friesen and Glen Sorestad. The poems reflect how the land, the climate, cattle, coyotes and weather 
unfold with circadian rhythm.” More…

TOUCHWOOD EDITIONS

The Arctic Journals of John Rae by John Rae

Genre: Exploration history; autobiography
ISBN: 9781927129746
$19.95
Forthcoming

“Scottish doctor and explorer John Rae is a controversial figure in the history of the Arctic. He began 
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his career with the Hudson’s Bay Company as a surgeon in Moose Factory, Ontario, where he learned 
to survey, live off the land, and travel great distances on snowshoes. These skills served him well 
when, in 1846, he was charged with completing the geography of the northern shore of North 
America and set out on his first expedition.” More…

Foodshed: An Edible Alberta Alphabet by dee Hobsbawn-Smith

Genre: Sustainable food; agriculture
ISBN: 9781927129159
$19.95
Available now

“In this intimate guide to Alberta’s sustainable food scene, writer, poet, professional chef, and food 
advocate Dee Hobsbawn-Smith profiles more than seventy-five of the province’s growers and 
producers. […] The book also examines the ground that farmers stand on: government involvement, 
sustainability and the environment, animal welfare, farm labour, and organizations from Slow Food to 
the grassroots Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) movement.” More…

All the Dirt: Reflections on Organic Farming by Rachel Fisher, Heather Stretch, and Robin Tunnicliffe

Genre: Organic farming guide
ISBN: 9781927129128
$29.95
Available now

“New farmers, experienced growers, budding environmentalists, and fans of natural, organic produce 
alike are sure to love All the Dirt. Filled with beautiful photographs and covering a wide variety of 
topics, from agrofuels and food sovereignty to practical tips about specific tools, All the Dirt is the 
must-read how-to book about small-scale organic farming.” More…

Those Earlier Hills: Reminiscences 1928 to 1961 by R.M. Patterson

Genre: Nature writing; travelogue
ISBN: 9781894898805
$19.95
Available now

“Few men have been as set on isolated adventures and as passionate about the wild landscape of 
Canada as R.M. Patterson. He spent over 30 years in exploration, from northern rivers such as the 
Nahanni and the Liard, to the foothills of the Rockies, and he recorded his discoveries in vivid words 
and breathtaking photographs along the way.” More…
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UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA PRESS

Recalling the Buffalo: The Martin S. Garretson Collection by Ken Tingley

Genre: Natural history; conservation
ISBN: 978-1-55195-296-3
$25
Released June 2012

“Cowboy, conservationist, and curator Martin S. Garretson was widely considered one of the foremost 
experts on the natural history of the buffalo as well as one of the preeminent advocates for the 
preservation of the North American bison for several decades during the early twentieth century. […] 
Edmonton’s first historian laureate Ken Tingley explores Garretson’s life and legacy through his 
collection in this splendid catalogue” More…

Countering Displacements: The Creativity and Resilience of Indigenous and Refugee-ed Peoples, edited 
by Daniel Coleman, Erin Goheen Glanville, Wafaa Hasan, and Agnes Kramer-Hamstra

Genre: Cultural studies
ISBN: 978-0-88864-592-0
$34.95
Released April 2012

“The essays in this collection explore the activities of two populations of displaced peoples that are 
seldom discussed together: Indigenous peoples and refugees or diasporic peoples around the world. 
Rather than focusing on victimhood, the authors focus on the creativity and agency of displaced 
peoples, thereby emphasizing capacity and resilience.” More…

Civilizing the Wilderness: Culture and Nature in Pre-Confederation Canada and Rupert’s Land by A.A. 
den Otter

Genre: Canadian history; environmental history
ISBN: 978-0-88864-546-3
$49.95
Released April 2012

“In this collection of essays, A.A. den Otter explores the meaning of the concepts ‘civilizing’ and 
‘wilderness’ within an 1850s Euro-British North American context. At the time, den Otter argues, 
these concepts meant something quite different than they do today. Through careful readings and 
researches of a variety of lesser known individuals and events, den Otter teases out the striking 
dichotomy between ‘civilizing’ and ‘wilderness,’ leading readers to a new understanding of the 
relationship between newcomers and Native peoples, and the very lands they inhabited.” More…
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UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY PRESS

Herschel Island Qikiqtaryuk: A Natural and Cultural History of Yukon’s Arctic Island by Christopher R. 
Burn

Genre: Environmental history
ISBN: 978-0-98800-091-9
$39.95
Released April 2012

“This important new book traces the history of the island, explores its rich and diverse flora and fauna, 
discusses its strategic role and position in the Arctic, and introduces readers to one of the North’s 
most fascinating places.” More…

VÉHICULE PRESS

The Golden Book of Bovinities by Robert Moore

Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-55065-337-3
$18.95
Available October 2012

“If cows could talk, what would they say? The Golden Book of Bovinities represents the collective 
wisdom of centuries of bovine self-awareness. On its surface, Robert Moore’s fourth collection is a 
running ledger of aphorisms, maxims and injunctions that lay bare the mystery behind those docile 
cud-chewers. Deeper down, however, the book is an indictment against the inhuman cruelty we inflict 
on each other as well as on the non-human world.” More…
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Parting Glance

Chin Wagon, the travelling Eco-fessional art installation at ALECC's 2012 Biennial Conference in 
Kelowna, British Columbia. The Chin Wagon is a playful installation designed to engage the public in 
"eco-fessions." It is a confession booth designed to receive public confessions regarding our private 
environmental infractions. Confessions are anonymous and may be recorded. The work explores the 
guilt associated with our daily practices in relationship to the "new religion" of conservation. Artists: 
Jessica Bonney, Nancy Holmes, Denise Kenney, Tristan MacKinlay, and Julia Prudhomme.
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